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--,,-ABSTRACT

The document describes a project (with an'initial
sample -of 384 Ss and a followup sample of 2,0.0 .se) :to develops improved
measures'of-occupational_and"social functioning.o.f-aildlyretarded
-young-adults -in_their-postschool-environmentS.--Section. I- provides
background information on the projett'and..A project overview. The
first-part of-Section-I; describes:-the 'Major instrument development
actiTities completed in the pilot year. Cther,:parta of -Section II-

on-.the selection'and 'composition of the several testing
-..SamP10S,,.data:.CollectiOn:Trotedu'res..andexamination.and revisions of
therating:scales:and- andlyse0-offthe:interrater:and:stability of
these ratings. Section .looks-at--,-thestattsofthe'mildlytetarded-
young-:adults 'in terms of' their employment and- social living
actiVitieS,-goals, and expectations,as-reportedin the interview
queStionnaire.. A-fourth section ,reports.the-'keying-proce4urs7-tar-the-.
1,1#004-:Cheite-InventOry.(fOlyTaud7theinterrelationshiTstatong-the-
FC1-scores-and-indices'of_ss,- vocational` 'Achievement- and postschool
socializationchanges andcOnstancies in FCI statement-preference'
\scofesOVerafollownp petioVare reported. A final section.. offers'a.=.
recipitUlation.of findin4s:particularly-ds..they elate to broader
conSiderdtion$.of-the-needs,.and:probtemsof-,Yrinng.miid;y1 retarded t

adults and to improvement of'trainingand.habilitation serViCes-.for
thi#Alopudtion,; Cited.-among-lindings-arethat-dpprOiliateJ4:h0:f:Of -

the:is':living:dt home indicated. disSatiOfaCtiOn -Withtheirpresent
living -arrangementS-.dnd nearly all Saidthat they :Ai-anted. to-be on
theitOWn:.--.--thatthumemployment _rate- for-the -Ss!4arenta!WaS-about-
donbl*OfthatfottheAeneral-pdpulationthat,,,a- Problem,tited- by .

'respondents-:ae-reJ.ating'ta--emplovment:r.was tran-sportmtionandLthe
.ability and in'gettingarOurid:.dnd:tbdiditasUpported:

the appropriateness of the FCi..f_ ormat and coriteAt foie_ administration
to mi1411:retardedpopnlatiOns.A4pendixes intlUdeHinstructiona'.for
,,adminietrationcifthe -Forced- Choite Seif::_TeStriptidt-Inventory4.
guidelineS:::0&*isampae CopY.of.--thegeneral'Informdtionestionnaire
lisedlortte,:tourtb:lnterViev---of the community adjustment
'sple-of:fOrmer:.spetidl:edUcation-:students,Amultiple criteria
ratinsjstajet-.-cOMinnityVidIOltMent-074.-tableHOIoctnpationaj.---leme
assignedto reported employments, and copies of generalization keys
7for versions



AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

The major project task was the development, keying and valid-
ation of a paired comparison Forced Choice Self Report Inventory
MI) designed to measure the personal and interpersonal behaviors,
attitudes, values,'and beliefs of mildly retarded young adults.
The FCI was empirically keyed using a multistate sample of 384
former special class students identified (principally by their
counselorS) as either successfully or unsuccessfully adjiisted.
Male and female FCI item and statement preference scores Were
cross-validated, using an additional follow-up sample of 200
mildly retarded students. In addition to their FCI testing, all
subjects were interviewed regarding'their vocational and social
living experiences and expectatfons subsequent to high school.

The FCI data analyses revealed m6derately high, two-week

retest reliability coefficients (around .80) for both item and
statement preference scores. Item score-rating criteria r's
were around .70 for the Keying samples shrinking co around .50
for the cross valtdation sample, accounting for approximately half
of the reliable criterion variance. Corresponding coefficients
for the preference scores were less, satisfactory but neither
score was predictable from in-high school FCI administrations.

More generally, the data demonstrated that the FCI paired
compariSon format was clearly manageable by, mildly retarded adults
and can be used to obtain direct, reliable, and relevant data
concerning their behaviors, attitudes, values and beliefs:
Granting the importance of social-pertonalitY variables.for communit::
adjustment, it was recommr3ded that the FCI procedures be ektended
to measurement of specific-personality constructs believed to
be directly related to adjustment variables, particularly to
thoS'e variables believed responsive to treatment.

A further conclusion based on the-extensive interview d4scription
is the importance of the family's "support" role in determining
a member's post school community adjustments.



PREFACE

The problem posed to the writer some four ,years ago went
something like "How might you measure the community adjustment of
mildly retarded young adults, how well are former special class
students doing in their post high school World?" In large part
the question was born of a need for criterion measures for evaluating
an. on -going high school work study program. But the question has

--legitimacy for
the-much-broader-concerns-of-why-some-persons

"succeed" and others "fail" and what to do to reduce failure.
I

Answers in part reside in the clefgal&of lahat community adjuStment
is."

The problem of defining anything is essentially one of gaining
a consenus. an agreement among users of that "thing". 'The definition
mustmeet-the-generalexpeciationsof-thoseusers who, on an implicit
level. at least, already "know" what that "thing" is. For more
obtrusive or more 'ftple "things" this consensus is readily obtainable
from a polling of users, For other less denotable, more faceted
"things", a convincing argument is needed. In the social sciences
this argument frequently prOceeds from an "opening out" of, the td-be-
defined thing; a determination of its parts and internal relationships.
Another recourse is to exhort the fruitful consequences of adapting
some particular definition, not the least of which is simply that
we can then get on with the job% The most Popular recourse is to
leave the thing undefined, in effect ,to swing with an alI-inclusive
"'everyman's" definition. The definition of Community Adjustment ofretarded adults seems to have been so left, that. is, swinging

It is widely (and wisely) acknowledged that the development of
procedures and instruments for measuring a variable of interet
depends on how that variable has been defined. The Project
rePorted'here is an attempt to get on with the measurement problem
ahead-of definition, at least, ahead of explicit definition. Starting
with"the premise that extremes are most, reliably identifiable, or,in present instance, that counselors working with mildly
retarded adults can differentiate their more successfully from
their least successfully

functioning clients, the measurement
task essentially became one of looking for differences between
these two client groups, In the Present project, the measurement
emphasis narrowed to examination of the social and job performance
attitudes; beliefs, values, and success attributes held by ..our
young adult retardates. The measurement procedure became
a paried comparison forced-choice description inventory (Fa).

The succeeding sections of the 4report tell just what was done
and with what! yield. The extensive reporting of recent and current
status of our subjects, comprising nearly half of the reeort, was

_due_tO the_erirlitY..of data Provided by- follow-up interviewing.
It could have 'keen much longer; the winnowing of reports of the
post school livesof nearly -600.- individuals into manageable summaryis a aerassar, never satisfying reduction. The considerabled= 1 j 4 in this report is included that it may serve as

,N7
-ant-Owing research.



The writing nfthis :report haS been a-long, drawn-obt tasr
forAt4Uthor, .a task of encompassing a roomful of ever - interesting

interVieWand testAata, data which continually invited further
queStionS,-and-summarizatiOn, a task-difficult-toconcludebecaute
its. findings' were not -as definitive_as expeCted. Bit that is the
IlSk',:if.not- the. nature of exploratory test development and /or
-follow7up-StudieS-.-

Acknowledgemenfs for completion of project activities are (Jet')
many persons. foreMost among th-etis the repartc6;author;-Daity
M. Reed who took on a very considerable challenge of first organizing
and then stripping, and then collating, then summarizing and
interpreting the bulk of the follow-up data., Her absence these
past several months especially highlights for me her very considerable-
contribution in the preceeding years.

Earlier project personnel include Carol Moffett and Bob Talbott,
bout whose extensive professional comittment and concern the

data Collection tasks would have been wanting. A hearty acknowledgement
is due the project's data analysts and computer programers, Tom
Heiry and Bernie Corrigan, who patiently attended to analSrses and
re-analyses,-of the data, particularly their remembering of so many
special data idiosyncracies and sample and FCI keying changes.
Similarly, the project was especially fortunate in recruiting its
chief. project data- collectors;collectors; Barbara Kristal of Sart-Aose, Cal ifornia;
Cecelia Crawford of Columbus, Ohio; Charlotte Wellman of Portland,
Oregon; Mike_Greenwald of Madison, Wisconsin; Lexine Killian'of

,Reno, Nevada. And Debbie Toobert,, both here ,in Eugene and in Salerat
and Portland, Oregdn, California, Nevada and Ohio.

Appreciation is also given to the school and rehabilitatiOn
and University personnel who assisted project efforts' at various
times and places; in particular to Ben Arthur at Salem, Vernoq
Thomas and Didk Sonnen at Portland, Paul Killian at Reno, Al
Batler at Madison, Henry Leland and Barbara Edrnonson at- Columbus
And to Andy Halpern,'Director of the Mental Retardation Research
and Training Center at the University of Oregon, whose support
initiated the pilot study for this research and to Isabelle Littman
who was project associate during the pilot study year.

And last but particularly appreciated, are the several
hundred young persons who graciously and patfently contributed
the data for this report. It was in their interest that this
study was undertaken, though the distance between report writing
and improving the welfare of the handicapped remains much too wide.

.4,
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INTRODUCTION

Back Mend: The writings on community adjustmentof the mentally
retardEd adv_t span t e century and fford an exciting reading of changing.
professional opinion', more favorable prognosis, and-a-more active and
humanistic response of_ chievement.of satisfactory community living-for
retarded persons. :Concomitaitly, this-evolution in philosophies ushered
in reforMS-and changes at all levels of education, training and-counseling
for the retarded. These-changes have-included both reorganiiations-of
delivery systemsAtracking, sevegation,,and new mainstremning) and
-introductions of innovative teaching metAods and'of specialized curricula
in vocational,-social learning, and life skills areas.-

' -

Though the Major-$urpoSe_of special training and Vocational programs
for the. educable retardate is their preparation:to :optimally adjust toa
-post school-environments, proceduret for identifyingand assessing the
-determlnates of this adjustment have been-seriously insufficient. A
companion assessment problem has been,defining communityAdjuttment. -How
is community adjustment manifested? What are,theevents,actions, sit-
uations, personalskills,,habits. and attitudet.which denote- the successful
low ability person/ Aside'from the overlong and non-agreeing listings.
prepared by expertss, what are the actual operatin% differences s-between
those succeeding -andthose failing?

The recent history of notable literature reviews (Windle..-1962;
Goldstein, 1964; Wolfensherger, 19671 Cobb, 1972; McCarver and-Craig-,-71974;
Begab.and Richardson, 1975; Bolton, 1976; Rosen-and Xlvitz, 1976, etC.
is an uncomfortable reminder of our unsatisfactory basis for both:?emedial
program development and programevaluatibh. Heber's'conclusion-in 1959 that:

. There .s a great need for research directed:toward-a-
,

determination. of Significant-Variables related to
-the ultimate- personal, sociaL-and vocational adjust
mentofthe-mentallY retarded. Then, only .then,
will:we be in a position to carry out=research evaluation
of various kinds of educational treatments designed_ to..
actOMPlish.faVerable modificatiens of.these significant
variables., (Heber, 1959)

appears just as valid.today-as .19 yeart:tgo,-both-on the more specif
program evaluation level Which:neted by Brolin.(1975) and on the
definitional question as to whit-constitutes successful-Community
adjustment raised by Edgerton and Bercovici: (1976).

. -

The guidieg,PreJect-goal of tine researdh-tó-be-de,scribed yin
this report was the developkent_of-imProVed measures of occupational
and social fenctioning of Mildly-(educable) retarded young adults
in theirpost'school environments:- The -main'project activities
carried out under this goal were the development of a.forced,

--chofte'self'deScriPtien-filVen'torY .keYed- to differentiate successful
from non-successful .pest*hool mildly retarded ,youngadults
and the examination ofchange & stability- in these-selfAescriptions-

overlan immediate post high school period.. Howeverg.extenSive
interview data desCribing the young:adult retardate's.vocational
and social-activities -gOals--and-expectations were also c011ected
The testing-progeam involved nearly'400.mildly retarded youngadults
living in various coMmunities in the central and western United Ste
and another 200 who were' followed Up. through their-first:Year and/
a .half after leaving_htgh.tchool.



,

The project'S measurement focus on intrapersonal factors
as detetminates of community adjustment finds general support in the
research of theorists such as Heider (1958), Rotter (1954), and Feather
and Simon (1971) who insist that consideration of personal values and
'goals' is critical to an understanding and prediction of behavior. More
particularly, in the area of mental_retardation, the central importance
of attitudinal and personality factors in the adjustment of the retardate
have been stressed by a number of researchers (Weaver, 1946; Saraspn, 1953;
Penrose, 1963; Edmonson, et Al., 1971, Haywood, 1970; Heber and Dever,
1970). The factor anajYtic study_by_Stevens (Stevens and Peck, 1968) used
141 distinct criteria of success with a heavy emphasis on psychological
measures of personality, 'Though this most extensive study found
statistically,valid relationships between some 047,sonality measures,and
criterion factor:, it fell far short of establishing substantive, pre-
ictively useful determinates of adult adjustment. \Gold (1970 in his

comprehensive review of vocational habilitation research notes that the
iterature consistently-reports-the retardate's-failure,in-competitive-

emproyment,for reasons of inability to handle social situations in the
work settings rather than work skills per se. His more general conclusion
`is that "current prediction and evalOation procedures as they are
presently conducted are not very successful,",(tbid, p.43). Zigler and
Balla's (1977) current review of'personality factors affecting the
performance of the mildly, retarded stresses their importance in clinfcal
assessment. 74se reviewers cite-nearly,100 studies'in their consideration
of'such personality fvtnrs as expectancy of -failure, motivation,
incentive selectivity, cv_erdirectedness and positive and negative
reaction tendencies.

Of specialinterest is Rosen, Clark and KiVitz's volume (1977
describing the.fnierrelatedusearch and .rehabilitation,efforts at
Elwyn Jnstitution. Thelrfftilow-up study of diSCharged vcients
Utilizing a substantial number of criteria and.oradictor variables,

-however0'yieldedfew.criterion-predictorTelationshitis. . Factor
anilySes-resUltg,thoiighAnitially..promising Were generally Unsup-
ported by .two.later crosi,Validation studies. The writers conclude

- by advocatihg inCreased rconsideration of OersOnality'variables as pre-
dictors and., report innovative personality measurement procedures.

B. frsipitAlterttewt, The:retearckto be described'in.thisTeport
was first piibted7inT57T=72( and-then funded in the summer bf'1974 as
a.three-year test development research'project focusing on-the measure
ment-of-communitY. adjustment of mildly retarded adUltS. :The project
strategY:was.to.develop an empirical measurement= base for describing
Community adjusted-7persons:bY -comparihg'the,succeSsful with the
cessful. rational.was that .this community adjustment may

...more ssUredly be determined from those actualbehavipril and attitudinal
differendeS betWeervmore.successfully adjusted and less successfully
adjusted persons.than from popular usage or professional consensus.
Essentially, this approach involved; (a)-an tnItlalidentification
of high (successful) and low. (unsuccessful) groups using -adjustment

,,'classifications derived from ratings made.of'their durrent
community living by thtir vocational counselors; (b) comparing
the responses-of these two groups to a .broad'spectrum of behavioral

Supported by the Research and Training Center for Mental
tardation, Univers ty of Oregon.



and attitudinal questions; and (c) selecting those questions responded
to differently by the two groups. These selected iquestions would
then be ,developed into a tentative community adjustment inventory.
Cross.validation and, response repeatability checks would be
needed to eliminate-onreliable and/or thance-Witted items.
After final selection ,the content of the inventory would.be
examined to _identify behavioral or attitudinal self descriPtors
and relate these to treatment requirements

This report describes tbe implementation of.that strategy
which together with a broader data collection effort, constitute
the project's effort to describe and measure community adjustment.
The report is organized into three larger sections followed by
acsummary.section. The first part of Section II, Procedures,

describes-the-major-Instrument-development activittes-were
completed in the pilot year.' The middle portions of liatsection
describe the selection and Composition of the several testing samples
followed by an accounting of the data collection procedures.
Examination and revisions of the rating scales for use by
interviewers and analyses of the interrater and - stability of these
ratings is described in the final portion of that section.'

ecttonsAll7and'Ill-present'theLahilYses of the -Main'body-of
project data, Section III. focuSing on the "Status of the:Mildly_
Retarded_Young Adultt''. in terms of their .employment-and.social
llling. activities, goal% and expectations reported in tbeinterview
iicstimnaire, and Sectton IV-keyinT,proceddres for'
the Forced Choice Inventory,(FCI)and:the:interrelationShips.ambngtheFCI ..scores.and,indicOof the subjeCt's vocational achievement
,andYpostichool socialization.'' The fourth section also intludes_an
examibatorvof changes and-constandetAn FC1-statement preference. -

scores= = -over a year and a half period-for subjects.whon were follOWed-
up after leaving high school. lterSummary_Section offer a'recapituation
of project findings:and tow these may relate to broader considerations
of the needs and problems' of the young mildly retarded adult in our
society and to improvement ofjraining and habilitation services for
them.



PROCEDURES

A, Instrument Development

InstruMentation Search: The 'pilot project-began with the results
jofan_eiciiiRTRETOFEREIWETEview_of_criterton_varlables:emOloYed
inStudying,the-community.adjustment of Mildly retarded persons, The

,r6V.FeriJr-icludid OrojeCt-FeportS;10anogkOhs,
and otherAmpers,published:over a-50,year perioHalley an&Halpern,
1972).____A,listreening Of-these sourcesAo include only=materials
involving adult age,groups or, follow-up samples of-adolescents,
outcome'ratherthan predictor measurements, and_experiMentalrather
than theoretic information reduced.the,total source pool"Ai.99

_studies)in-turnprodnced over 600.variables usedAm-themeasurement
of,community adjustment. After an initial 'classification of. these
"outcome" variables into one of_three:_broad fieldWPerSonal," --

"socio7civiceand::-!vocationaleacivvariable was-thehrSeParately
examined and more narrowly classifie&according to constructs,.
Integral Wit. This _cataloging of 'outcome-.Variablevyieded'44.,
variable ClUSters of which seven were organized under the heading,
of Personal Adjustment, 12Ainder the heading of Socio-CivicAdaptationi
and 25 underAtieheading of Vocational

Conjointly-With the examination of the'aboVe%restilts, a--number
of more dUrrent,instruments used to describe the social and vocational
adjustments f retardates were also carefully examined. The_
Adaptive BehaViorSales_at the Parsons State Hospital'(Nihtra, 1969a,.
1969b),:thougirprepared-more SpecificallYjor institutional' popular
dons, is espeCially noteworthy as an example of a mkior kale
development-pr6jett,with'c77,,inued eXpanding development. Starting-
with a-pool-of 325A)ehavioil items-and 307 patients:independently

---ClassifiedTbYstaWpsycholOgists-atcording=to=a-general-schema
Udefining five levels of behaviOr,,ftems supporting these

discriminations (as well having high, iptertaterAgreement) were
retained and organized withinappropriate:age groupings. Mditional'
items, 2500 critical-behavior incidentscollected from 60,tpachert
58 pSychiatirc aides,and158 day care' center attendants'rePorting

fram'Yariout'midweitern states,

mdeveloping the Adaptive BehAvior Scale, items were diVided
nto,two broad domains of behavior, those attributable: to lack of

skills and abilities' and _those referring to emotional' and:conduct
disturbances-. The .first of these domains contained-272 items grouped
into 10 sub-doMains,,-the second, 265 items grouped into 12 sub-
domains.- This. 517 Item checklist was subsequently. .adminiStered to
1230-institutionalized retardates fromthrge state institutions.
representing all IQ raa9es,'ages 7 through55 years. -Factor analyses ,

of . these data-(principal component extraction with varimax rotations)
for-four age groupings revealed three,talient_dimensions"repeating.
for-the different"age groups Thee first factor,Personal Independence,
involved those skills and abilities required for maintaining'

An Adaptive Behavior.Scale is currently being developed at Ohio.
State UniversitY'by Leland for use with very young children° (HEW
BEH Project GOO-76-04396)



indepOndenCendailY1i4ing .:e.', ;independent functioning,

-41hYOiciidelietopmenii-4enguagedevelopMent, number and:timeconce0 s,
economic= activities, :,occupetionals skills,-_- socialization,- self

ireCtiOnefiCiUtonOmY);,,TheSeCondta,:tor, SoCialMaladeption,
as4efinedly,-such'-hehaVior=domains-as-destructiveneas, '- -_

'"=-7-ii-beIlioUshess unfrustWorthiness, antisoeialT:behairiors'and: manners,
'!'endnegetiveattitudesirovierds'ones soCiel:enVironment. The

, .

thirdteeterPerabnalMaledeptionwes defined -;by more intro
. y , I

un 1 i iie-' bet,t-aVi r--,d° mains
_

unacceptable`SUCh-as,sotially
-

*nners
stereetyedpehaviorsi_andlself, Abusive_behaviers.0he major, ,,

,conclusion-reaultingtfrOM,theleater=anelytic-itudies-44,that
,mUltidiMensionalitTis requireetOrdescribing a retarditOS'
-beheViCrehareCteriatiCs., Profile reporting was recoithended,
'as minimum for-summarizing'rhe Adaptive Behavior'llevels of ind vi-

=-duals',or-groups,

_reyised AB scale (Nihira, Foster, Shellhass & -Leland, 1974),
,,was further modified and standardized, far public school-use by
LiMbert'andiher-essociates (Lambert,Mindmiller,,Coie,- eivi:Figueroa,
1975)-,.involved a.iarge sample of 7-13-year elliecheel Children in
'regular,'edUcable mentally'reterded and trainable mentally retarded
cl'assroo'm_s.amb'ert andIlicoll'subsequently reported (1976) an

.

analysis .©f =tbie slithensions of'''adartive behavior -of school

:childien-from-theserhreeclessr.J.As.:,Similar factor structures
Were foundlortheretarded and:non=-reterdiepublieschbOl'ehiIdien
froithead4three Clasaroofila. SiMilar'faCterstruCtUreiwere found
for the ,retardoi'and -non-retarded- public 'sehootChildren And for the

. , ,

three'ageiigroups studied. Thef,authors ,concluderher the fector
structures tor adaptive,behavior is independenr'of-age,,andsChO61
classificatiqn.- They. further suggest'thatthe AB, scalesdefine

M

behavio91,2
ar

attributes associated with adaptation=ta the sehael
-environment, interpersonal-behavior , ttes-s-:"
-(1.131.d; pt 145.) ,

eZommunity Adaptation Schedule:was developed for -an adult
non - retarded population ploen and pUrnes, 108y. The-inthorS
deacribeTthe,CAS*'"ohjective,end 4anderdized7criteria4relevant--
to thei;i'd.ntervention'goalsof,commUnity mental,heaithand suggest
that' i'S,ITqUestions!-Aefine operationallyWheOs meant bythe--.

i

conce_i °temente" health ", _;, ibid., p.:1).:',The,Scheduleconsista of
'217:nOstions dealing:withs,"person's:percepticinsafthe:community,
affeCtstowardAt:and,behaviore ih,it.7 Oe.qiiestioritf:4re organized,,

Antoesii:chapter's -end/ 33-,;subsections'dea lingWith'WOrk,Earilyi- '
rociallife,:largerrcommunity activities

,

(redreatienel;:roligious,
eduCatignel, etc.), functioning, and interaCtions with

, ,

-theprotessional,communitY. ,
r

',Th&sdministrative,procedures require persons only to ans e

ose sections relevant totheir particular Circumstance;' for
aMple,,unemployed:person9'skip somefsections; personsesponsible

forhomozccerevatherluestions, etc. ,In effect,' Only 114 of the
217,questionsare,toLbe 'answered by all subjects. Though ,the CAS

appearn,t 0ea carefully. organized and ektensive,Ceversge of .many
aspects' citcomiunity,living, interpretations of section scores are

Anrforce,Aniyotal'gtven,the.apparent,geOgraphiCally restricted and

ar..from -ample%noriningsamplea. A:furthei problem -is that of possible

.:bias4n seltdeaciirlon
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A further hon,g 'and comuni ty :b havior, instrument special ly'
designed ,.for ;°retaided adults t:as rey during (the earlier, project

hthS-; of ,,procedura forMulati St;tas.ithe SoC i al Adt iv ti es '
tfoiinai reill-reparOd 1391cimonsob 1974) forhatiministratiOn' o'



retardate adults living in the community . In her
instruments Edmonson followed the broad rationale a:d methodology
for-studying relationships between behavior and social settings
advanced by Barker (1968). In her study both an illustrated 48 Page
daily, log and a 70 item, 16 page Social Participation'Questionnaire
data 'reporting format were devised and field tested, the latter being
seleCted as the more reliable and efficient proeedure.

In addition to providing detailed descriptions of the retardate's
current 'day-td-day social and work engagements, Edmonsons data pro-
vided several summary measures of the variability and adequacy of the
retardates_at home_and_outsideof,home activities and-social inter
actions-and of.the levels of responsibility which he assumed in his
outside-of-home activities. Positive correlations were obtained between
their vocational cOunselor's ratings of social competency and the
frequency of outside-Of-home performances (r a .6) and the subjects
level of responsibility scores (r . .40) anla negative correlation
(r =167) with frequency of at-home performance. 'hough her sample was
fTMited to only 25 adult retardates (ages 19 to 25\ living in pH-Vete
residential settings, these moderate relationships suggest both a
reliability of the reporting procedures and a relevance of:the contribution
of these variables to .the broader construct of social competency. -Beyond
these relationships, both procedurespOlough more,particularly the, dairy.
with its-day to day.-reporting,'provided a very rich statement, hitherto
unreported, of the kind Of incidence of social encounters and activities
comprising the living of the retardate.

The Minnesota Work AdjLstment Studies (Loftquist and Dawis. 1969)
initiated in 1959, spawned a number ofjiromising predictor and criterion
measures of work adjustment variables.' The theoretic frame guiding.the
research proposed three basic outcomes or dePendent variables: tenure,
satisfaction, and satisfaCtoriness. Consideringlhat the, relevant charac-
teristics of the: -perion and the work environment were,relativelxstable,
the theory's basic assumption was that individuals-"seek to achieve and
maintain correspondence with their. environment.' (Dawis, Loftquist, and
Weiss, 1968. p. 3). Three paraliel instruments were develoded to measure
satisfactions,.needs and reinforcer systems, the Ainnesota Satisfaction
Questionnaire (MISQ)::the Minnesota ImPortance Questionnaire'(MIQ) and
the Minnesota-Job Description Questionnaire-(MJDQ).- The MSQ is a self
report Likert rAting scale.that asks the respondent 'to rate his/her
satisfaction with different job aspects witfi resPect to 20:refnfarcer.
dimenstUns such as ac v vancemed; criativitY,-sicuyity, variety,
etc. A shOrt form -of the MSQ is scored on three satisfaction-scales
intrinsic, extrinsic and general.

The MIQ (Gay; et. al, 1971) is comprised of 210 paired comparison
items measuring the respsondent's preferenCes to these same 20 reinforcer
dimensions. Each item is phrased in terms of the importance of specific
reinforcers tothe respondents in the kind of job he/she would most like
to have. The MJDQ'is a rankinginstrumentcoipleted by job supervisions_
to describe reinforiers in the work environment. The MIQ'and MK yield
parallel profiles which can be compared to 'provide indices of correspondence.
Satisfactoriness measures were similarly developed.by the project.

-The Minnesota work adjustment theory scales-have been used to a
limited extent with retarded populations. A revision of.the Minnesota ,_
Importance Questionnaire ;.for use with mentally retarded,persons (MIQ Form

1



'was-reportedItylofquist and Dawis (1970).. Brummer(1973),includedthisTevision:10:60mining the affects,of a-paid-work:Ixperience
.VocationalAted*:and.interestslirMildltretardedjoung4dults.
.Clark,,KtVitz=and'Rosen(1968) report the emdloymentsatisfaction,scales
to,be_a Usef01,,,lindrellableproceudre

though paraphrising_pf.some
--)questionsA0lecessary. Halpern, et, al.-(1975) noted'-that,though theMinnOOtalheorybfrWork

Adjustmentilaspractical'implicatiOns_ relatingto definition-otwork adjustment, evalUation, training, counseling_and
=p1acement',:the_thedry-"is

basically_a.placementLmodeland,-as-such,-a--
statiC,MOOprof-vocational-adjustment." A-more general
limitationthe'work,adjustment-scalo' is, of course; it restricted _,fOcut!*Work:itslf. As -Rosen Kiviti11976141aVe'well arguedr-the

___pretictidn'stflconpunityl_functioning_needs-tolincluira:.much-broader,considirationoflocieties'
deMands_and-of_the'retardates-ability:to-Code Wa,varieti of-'social

need to develop a procedure to sample areas of relevant,Personality
functiining such:as "helplessness," acquiescence, motivational defects!
andlow,self esteem. -'

Together,`--the foregoing several instruments AreAllustratiVe
of the continuing nd widely divergent aPproachei toward Measuring the
adjustment.ofretardates.

Thoughsuggestive,7these-studies'Werelar
fronf.definitiWfor_selecting,specific content for judging,communiadjustment' of mildly retarded adults;clearly they include far'too many
emphasesfor'any Single'instruMent. The researcher Was still left with,much discretion for-a Starting contentselettion.

- 'Prior to the develOpment,of the project'sintended tommunity
'adjustmentinstrumentv consideration,was also'given,to the more current' field" emphaid in community adjustment. A-field survey, Instrument
prepared containing 90 brief behaVior statements, assembled td.encompasSthe -various behavioral emphases represented in theIist 'of 44 variables

,cluiters (Halley 801alperni_1972). To simplify reading4\these variableswere 'rephrased as brief,statementsor phrus such as "arrives at workon time,",-"sharesattention with others." or "drives' a car:"---A number
of behavioral statements were taken directly from the HCFCI; others
were modifications of CAS and the Adaptivejlehavior ScalesluestionSJ

. others-Were SiMptY"Createe-to 'fill apparent "Nos" in coverage.

it The 90 item survey instrument included 26 itemt-relating general.
,functioning in the community IcarrYing on essential functions'related

to daily life, i.e., maintaining
casual contacts, handling money.'

keeping healthy, etc.), 19 items dealing,with socialization (displaying
mature behavior, undetitanding and abiding by society's rules'. functioningindependently), 21 items'dealing with-interoersonal relationslobtaining
satisfaction from contact with other people), and'24 items-dealing-with
vocational skills (disPlaYing. appropriate work.behavior as well as
efficiency'on the job). Items were to he judged by the respondents''
as to how important it4av:that this information be 'obtained "when
eyaluating how wen& young

.retardate,is adapting to community life"'5 m "absolutely essential," 4.. "major contribution," 3 = "good to have
but not essentiat," 2 .,"minor contribution " and 1 . "unnecessary":



to Tref ea sional
ors, ;'' counselors, res earchers=Working, Fich retarded adults

6 iigine:76.-rid Sktein':areae "and to ,,ribtf.Pref e6i ional ''Perions
, parents the! RUgene: ,area: TWerity-eight= surveya,were

;o pleted. apart` trams; au-gine:Current '4410'eniphas es critical project
concern was" qn4 eVelopiiieinterView, 'Prehes end/or ries t:!-:ques t ions -;

some,,''areas ay-P be-7Ovierionked and'-"n6 idered.:
'eeadingiY, reePondenta- were= ieit4dstect:' to idditiOnal2b ehaViors

lehfthey4bal-ieVe44ShouIdthaliOieen: inauded.4Thialaddendum: ins true t ion
`was 'reeponded'r to about a, fifth of -those-,surveyed ; terms.' off'
gentians: for filither4,"emPhas ea regarding sex education, family,` planning,
mahaging.'money ,-"-nutrit and;,--r &creation . ,_

_

,
e 'idistribUtiOn-. of 'Importance ratings -given- 'the 90. items revealed

.

-.- :verrfhigh= agreernentamong the educators ,,, counselors ',- and research, groups'
, .,-, Aas -; to_ the'", relative importance of --the -marious,, behaviors .-+ ' Rank order

correlations: COMputed' betWeen ' average importances for'-the 90 items by
the three: group&,were_ all in: the: high, .80 ' s . Considering `, the very
,crowded din tribUtion-' of average rat inge;With many.=ties , which, ,._ in itself,
Works to loWer . the 'Rho :coefficiente,, these, VrAlues;'allow-fart little-
disagreement ;among,-reter , groups . '',

. Even more interesting" were the generally high ratings of importance
given behaviors' on' the listing', indicating very broad,-..,and ,inclusive'
demands 'on the,--.respendenta- forttlient-information. '-,Prae-r =

,two',' thirds the-A-0______iterns, were -considered Sy half or `mor& of -tire
r espaand eat tel The either ti,"6.hdoliftely:Lessential". or co n tilt;

Usiging'fnhow.'oiell -the 'young,,retaidateadelt-Aa adapting -to .community
ei" ; None of thcr rest-aiidenta deferred d from- zroup,, Opinion ,of imortance
their- consideration of over half-e f -the Atems .==- The ", fiverage Timportanoe _

rating for all 90 'teras was 3,7_ Or the', reting:; of ,-.1!MajOr
importance'." ,one ;item received " an

;

a verage rating of a s low . a
av

_ "minor
Contr I but fon . OnlY = two ema "owning a, car'"-and one
With ''having.children,',I,Were judged', 14'unn-46.e6 .e if fording 'Only
"miner- ,1.)Y !as mani,,ea half :el the resiiondenta On the
averne' the respondents rat ed' a -:behavior as 'unnecessary only :2.'2' :times
out o Pois Ulla ,

generally, t be ; concluded rthat, few ,,reiriondents re,
ili,ing='_to's pay; 'effect 4111-6;7no Cane T:Moret than ;a -very,-.few

-' of the ,behaviors ;offered`. -.-v--Again the; ,researcher ,was left With. much- to
eleC develOp HIS:, Jai t_ .

erced, /7.:1Verito
ervieWs :lath ,7petential,subjects' were

amineti%the `aVailab and- scope of ;information' --regarding, -the;the' Young
4irdateadultF6A3ersonall social ii--2ancli7vocat ionali, behaviors

,,thin.44)relitrtanery.;Intervieig.-ipariOd ,:Varion6 res pons e - 6 fang, procedures
.

weredeVelOped-and,-tried. These 'generally' did 'net appear-Promising
clues tibpS1:114, as 44,,whether,;aw., int ens ive;int erview -,procedure

tn?,:widelV, Prober: for tpos sib probleins`:and/Pri'auccesS gut:: ac t
$iii-- fact 't

,

,-Nbe V eloped w:hl eh- w o nla,b4both. rfi e *ib ie , .enough to follow '
d if ferent A prases',fokcifferent7 clients and -yet -:unifori .!enough,to-;p r
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,, were written.
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. ,, 34 Fr A v_ , _ .
''d-c- r Z.

----,,,
add ana h.headlng,iValUetancri._ siiiiadded,Ao, 1 ncl dde, ,r..,

e ener 't)e!i'ay,1,9ra eternii nates; such rasi... se_ - re lante;,-4ePendence:
nseCUiej,:tii,, a. -, :: he, or:laffillati 04,,4iii*.i.,.,ndt.,,CoYered iy under ,:the'.., firs
oUrii hiadin s' "i nstrueti ow.: or, respond) fig, to',-theseval uets li temi;,,,,
4tHre#00'-' , `ik-,: the :statement ,, Ai: or ,.,B ; :, that , yoti, feel ',:i s , tiros
MPaitah ou -ta,:hOie7a , good life, ',Alternatives s , -included' -such

phrases is-ic hav ng a;', st;-ady,, -job(' "having lots o fri ends' -and: ,,.,, , _. . , ,

NhaVipm;j366d lock. ,,,



,
furtheelith- headinrT-c g;*Atifibut ons,of-gueeed was finally ,did, to: inclUdg!.a-n o rivtg enera lt -, n on-se l f

,-focu se d:' d esc4 iP d, oh o f,.
,
wha t ,:'' subject was': aoSt- important -: for "Making -,it" "in'-the -, com--.munit e7_ ins:tn.-laic-in-, 'for-responding,ta.,this , laiiii-,,set",-of "success"

,

eriis-, was, ,rew ded 't.c.ir s"Fiek,:the: statement, '_,or`: B, which yau;:feel, is_
Miire:'ti-Oe,o, litei-6ile7tiliO=endeeed,`orc:getiftehead." A.T.ternatiVes included
Sikh 'Phingea ecause they -wOrked,,hard.;" ecause they_ know how to
de -, thing-SI" -and' because ''theY.- had 'good '-ltick. '
-_. A ;,-t--, ::,, H---:, \ : 1:- '--,---: i, _, ---,;`,--'-- -\

, \ , , ,..,Th -'ferted' choice format was--principally, selected to ccUriter
profile mS of -loW,' level- of- reaponsiveneas - among _ subjects ., ,_Traditionally
the' paired:COMParison procedure 'requires;, that 'all: stimuli or statements_ , , ,

,. _ -be posed ', as : alternatives-all a Lher, statements .,---However, since
'-- --aLlariffAnisiiber4-451---- StarteMentS=Covering-several7areasT-Ofcommunity- liVingand secializatien''werd planned- for the, Forced;' Choi4,'Inventery,, it Was:neither'aokiCal (in t'rilis of juxtaposing of Content)_;- nor-practical

_ (in"- teils of the very large number of, pairings required; i.e: matchingeach of 20 "statements, with each other would, require- 190 pairs,- matching -each of 25 statements', 309 pairs ,J,- etc .) : ; Trial administrations revealed -that . even-subsets of as few -as -10 statements ,r, each batched ''i'th each-

other: (creating :45_, paired _Comparison items) , ,were- adminis tratab,ly---
objectionable due, to' the -mo otony' of repeating 'each alternative statement

Revision, of the FCI -int smaller , subsets" of statements- requiring1 -

no] maze than -5; err 6 repetitions appeared necessary. :Resentially_, , this'was acco plis led by forming subuets of stiitemente. within,:enah\Ceiitet,4
and_ revile-I-Aug the ,':hire- el,- 'Slay warded --and-!rePetitio;.S;Stareth-ents

The final, .FCL, consisted ref,twelve subsets of -statements..p \statements ,each _two`, subsets thel'erson 1- Care,: Managi ngging Mo ne y ,- I"Or ieltatien ee -Subset*, Within 'theWork ie nt at ion
Botha` One subset `within -the .Attribution f 'SUcceSSI domain E total
ok--::72-kect-ateMerifi 72 ,retaine sFCI their,!lead statemenis. 'are presented in '.Tab e `:- Aside ,,froni-,emia-Sion :of
some more specific behavioral

, referre is such as "electoraVduty,
"work 'Speed," "eafety`;" "earnings ,"_`a 4 1/4)ceiit,449nai.::4;i6li"` the oriEent
'cleVelizped under' these four :headings appearid to cover, ]thoUgh with , nequal
emPhas is _ the '44 'variable list develeped Eby -Halpern, :197o- 1,1,,

, ,: r This° la er addition.,,was :based on anl,independent 'exploratory, study
.achieveMent, thotivotion. and imputed,,causw of7suecesS.4in4: failure

Talbe ,1?75)
()ugly'. this coverage, was knot deliberate, neither should it be co_ strued'

;,aq7coincidental. ;=f AS - ear'ier the 44 variable', list; a n Mber_ , ,current; adjUstment -scales -.had,-been,-exa ttie-lpeoi t :Staff: Their'
collective, ',influence.On the deirelopment of the FCI isindeteiMinate.
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r- Subset-'-
fpu general 1Y' look stylish,_'.'

:20a, fter--,,ydOrsel
'21., ',YOu,:take,gOodire'-:offsfrolitte!f

23. Y,ou a 1 Ways Seem . to have7 plenty Af,ener9'.y'.--
24 to_, 1 ook different- from .'the crowd

MANAGING MONEY (Lead Question: Which statement, A or B,

Siibset 1
25d:- You, don- tlike, borrowing Inoney.

'knoW, hoW sate some' money
knoW that moneP s,',iinportant. but not. moS

28. YOu are-surPrised when you-frun out of-mon
9 pay._ for ,IYodreiWn-:,clothei'

,

_ 0 den" 'advi se "` hoiVt0 spondk your money'

st 1 iy yew?)

Subset )2I !' _

You' OnyctWingic, lorii;can' t`'afferi(' '

ke4e1 p hand
-;;You tp fafqh i ngsqPierWan
--YoU',6Orro*:\Money' necessary

hen,:ihOpping choose -what-,to, buy
OiP:a Yrather;:pave friends,',,tnan 1,60- -_of



Table 1 Continued:-

WORK ORIENTATION (Lead Question: Which statement

Subset 1.
37. You are-fun to work with
38. You'll quit-working when you have-enough Money::
39: You'd like more,respollsibility at work
40. Xou_don't like it when there's no work
.41,__You quickly learn-howto-do-your-job
42. You do more'ithan'your share

Subst2.
43. You Usually get your work done-

.44. YOU-usually ddn't mind working
45. When you really know what to do, you don
46. You'll-work-hard if they treat you fair.
47. You feel you should never do more thanau're PAO ft:sr
48. ,You like- to-finish-a_j_ob so-you can'shoW it to someone

Subset 3.
49. You'd rtaher work on something than lie
50: Youlike,to show ,how much you can do
51. You trY_hard-to get ahead
52. .You-feel-good when a job is done..becau
53. You usually:clean up after_your work
`54. You are interested in doing your job well

VALUES AND GOALS (LeadAueStion: Which stateMent A or B, ddi,o6
is most important for yOu' to have a good life.

Subet-1.
55:: -Havingriendsi
56. HavinggOodjU4
57. Being able toido things
58, H.Ting:a steady job,
59. Saving for tomorrow
_60.- Getting help from others'

,

Subset 2.
61. Having money
62. Having other people like you
63. 'Keeping out of'trouble

,64. Having someone to turn to
65.''. on yourself
66; Getting the breaks

SUCCESS ATTRIBUTION (Lead Question: Which statement A or B, is most
D

. true-of persons who succeed or et ahead?)
,

'gubset 1.
67. They worked hard
68. They had good luck
69. They have heen helped by other people

'70. They know more how to do things
'71. They find it easy to do the right things
72. They are liked_by most people



a test, the PCI consists o pa red comparison items of the form
"choose statement.A or statement B." Since the pairing of pach,statement
within a subset with every other statemenein that same subset produces
15.items for a-silbs,It of six statements, a total of 180 FCI items was
prod%lced from-the-72 stateients. . These 180 items, each typed on 3 x 5
card and mounted on two large 3" rings, with additional cards wits instruc-
tions to be read to the respondent (subject), constituted thp adm nistrator's
copy of, the test. Items were, to be read aloud either by the exa ner or
the subject. In administering the FCI, all the items pertainin o a
content domain were grouped together in random order bUt with t e restriction
that no statements were immediately repeated from item to item. On each
item, statement positions, A or B, were arranged sq that each statement
appeared,as A (first) nearly as often .as it appeared imposition 13 (second).
Since for subsets of six statements, each statpment appeared times,
the most even spilt possible was 3 and'2. Th&subject's choices of A or-8
were recorded by the examiner on a two choice IBM ,answer sheet. The instructions
for administering the FCI are included in Appendix A. The admillistTation of
he full 180 FCI items varied fromm-approximately 40 minutes to just osier

an hour depending on the individual subject.

3. Interview Schedule: broad inquiry Interview Schedule-was ueve
as an accoppaniment instrument to the, highly struct :ured FCI.- In addition

---to providing demographic and general background data regarding thesubject
being tested on the PCI, the interview schedule-was designed to describe
and, for the_followuphigh schbol samples, to track their past schOol,
vocational and social living experiences. The initial interview schedule
forthe pilot,daMple 'contained some 50 verbatum questions or cOnfiiMation
probes concerning the subjects' school experiences, work experiences,
current, living arrangements,1amily situation. and recreation; The interview
schedule used with other foyr-post high school samples contained an
additional section requiring the subject to recall, thenames of five to
ten_personsof his own,age whom he knows wellr to compare them as to
'!hew they are doing." At a'subsequent';ime during thel'interview, the

0 subjectiqas to rate him or herself as to "how she/he is-doing" and finally'
to estiblate how his or her dbunseloi- wodld have answereiPthis same
question. .The interview schedule also contained a "remarks" section to
proiide descriptions of"the resandent's home, appearance, arTarent-
physical- handicaps, r -esponsiveness to the interviewer,, and co ditions
und'er which the interview was conducted such as privacy.

The interview schedule 'used with the follow-up high school subjects
cdVeredthree areas: (a) vocatiatal preplrati6n and adhievement, (formal
and informal) (b) vocationalknouledge sal22jectation.(iimmediately
anticipated or-intended employmenti4 knowledgeableness o'f-job duties,
required skills, working conditionsr bedefits, As well as'ionger range
Vocational intent,ions,) and (6) social satisfactions and ex detationS
(anticipated cdntinuations or changes in livihg atrangeffients, friendships,
leisure time activities). The total interview format includedtwoets:
of pictorial items cd:galing wiht anticipated activities) and two subsets
of paired comparison statements_ the first dealing with advantages of having,
your own place and the second dealing with 'reasons for being popular
An interviewer' "remarks" section wbsalso included.

ectiOn was adapted from an extensive interview format
used by Butler and his assoctes in their

The courteous coopersGrant No.1111-08667
Riverside follow up study, NIMH

,of .these is appreciated.
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The. three follow-uP interviews -included cons derahle,ripetition ofthe original questions with stele added-inquiries to the -subject"s,responses,on prior
interviews, : particularly with,regard7-to-their, -ttatetv.eipictationSor, the betWeen-interview period ythe intervie'eer was to find' out if these

expectations (conderning emploYment, recreation, living 'arrangements,. etc.)were realized and If not., why not. The third and fourth interview also
fitleded,:i nqUi ries 'ai to -the-subject's spending-, of money; and of theirgowledge ewer-King Soclrel,sUPPort OpPortunitieS. Akoperp=ended inquiryarding- social and:vocational 'problems ,experienced by subjects sincehighithoor together with 18 neW__palreCcoinparisron statements relating to"problenis" Was added to the fourth interview 1. Though each-successive, -,.interview schedule contains more questions (-the first-contained 37-'ouestions the-second; SO, the thrd.15 questions,-the ,fourth- 79-_,questionithe time, required. for administering the entire interview Session remainedapproxiMately constant, partly -due to the interviewee's increased ,familiarity with what 1s expected of therm,-and in part to improVediinterviewformat and reduced minter-of-RI:items (180 items ,the-first interview, 105the second , and 00 the third with .112 to the feel es and -121 to the maleson the fotarth).. In. preparing each successive interview-schedule; 'responsesfrom.eproximately 20 cf.the subject's prior inter4,iew questioni were :'Copied onto the new iaterview _schedule to permit handy roferencc(bY the-71 ntervi ewer) to Subject's earl ler responseS, 'end to permit , "fitting";'of particular questions 'to ,particular Subjects'(such as 6sking, subjectearlier_had reported-intent:to moveAn with4a, sister if.'indeed shehad, ha well it had worked out, - The ,administration Of -these::folliwup.interviews, together %Atli_ the:shortened, FCI-zuied, in the `later

administrations generally took around -90:Mi mutes to complete. A 'copy ofthe interv,iew- is included as Appendix g to this repor

4. counselor Ritin Commini Ad us ent: three-criterionevaluation ra ng onn sas 'eve by or, o ,ona ,counselor ,ratings.of prospective:ubjectt.-, _Though; the initial 'project= requirement Was- .-Simply for counselor-.idei:Mil:lotions_ oflheir more 'mama* "poorly .;adjUstid" and theft` -nor extremei-"wel 1 adjusted", clients, land .exrcl tents ),
,the :general reluctance of, consulting cOuncel ors to 'Con,e_A der and_ jiidge: al 1-their clients, on, a :single "global" -criteridn,,,ofo adjustment 'Teti ng obl.the,,use .'mult1ple..1cales. Three- rating,Isciles were 'prepared, the first_requiring judgments of their Cl wits ntigriti her-,Conianity'ss-Main stream,"' the. second ::"h is or her einployabtlite-,frcei,
.the;perspective;of the requirementi'ofpotentiral. employers, and the thinthe ,"adequacy .his _or.her social, ',adjustment" :from- the:: counselor's'Peripective. A-reproduction" of -a ,satOle,'pago of this:rating' form' and:instructions to,th counselors fir, using it are included in this' reportas Appendix C. ; R ,r.

the rating proedures --required that each counselor develqp'a personalhree-person frame of reference prior to.judging hiS'ther clients,, by.

Ihts inquiry was developed by' Gilbert
foss, David ,136Stwick and JerryHarris as ,part :of a',.,itUdy conducted by the University' cf -0regon.,Research'and Training Center II. Mental ,Retardatidn. .See Foss, et_al, 1978, forfuller report of this iisearch.'

,2Thoughniany of these ;"client ", were closed cases and more properlyshould-be 'referred to as ex -cl len ts . for reader simplifi ce tl on , the, brieferdes i gniti on: of "Cl i kis" is, uted n this report. Once included in the"testing and cinterview' semi es , these -lienti" _are i"eferred .to as subjects.A

'
[4.".'77 -;2



aelecting among "all forier mildly retarded adults with whom he /she
had worked the last several years" one client Whom he/she considered
most successful on all three criteria, one= client least successful on
all three criteria, and one client modgeatele successful on all three
?iteria.- The nimes of these three selected persons were to be entered
in boxes at the top right, top center, and top left, respectively, on ,

.h.page of hatnes of clients to be evaluated.

Judgment of cli'ents'were then to proceed by firstlumet hing" a -
client to a reference person with repect to a partigulaeocale ariteltion
and diem to_ indicate thecloseness of this match by- marking, an X allele an

---,-unbroken four inch line at the right of each client's nai. Each client.
was :first judged OA each of-three scales before moving on' to.the-next
client. Given, that each counselor ebuld recall-a large number of clients
of varying achievements, this procedure assures,ag atiPrqximate-psycholvgisal
equivalenae across different counselor s' rating feames. '

1
s

Because =of .expressed counselor interest in distinguishing between
'client's present.fundtioning and capabilities and his estimate poCential

.

or imnrovement and. to reduce possible confounding of these two censederations,
-the counselors were asked to provide ratings in botifeenteets, the present
and the anticipated future. The former (present ContexP ratings were

de first as indicated "above by an X marking on the. three criterion lines.
ter which-the future or potential ratings were made by circles on these
me lines.

The initial pilot study development of the se rating seales involve=.;
three etateevocarional 'rehabilitation counselors who had been working with

puler special class .students in'the Eugene-Springfield, Oregon area for
several. years. Their counseling,"loadsu'included approximately 50
etarded client e, In addition, the three counselors were able to recall

many former ellealfs whom they continued to see and /or, hear about. One
'hundred fortyetwceclients "wellienoun" to the counselor-were-rated,
Y.; by the first counselor, 48-by the second counselor, and-35 by the third
.counseloe. Only clients who were oet of school at least Ode year were
retained for the rating g-analyses reducing thetotal et) 130, This rating
saMple ranged icy age from 18 to 29 years; 75 were'male, 56 female.

In. 'recording the counselor ratibge; the s and-0's were converted
to a point scale by dividing the four inch 'line into eight half-inch
segments, ecivating the left most extreme as 0 and eight assigning
values of r, 1.0 1.5, 2,0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5,' and 4.0 to X's and circles
according ttetheir position on the rating.line. The couneeloes-varied.
`somewhat in their use of the different rating.scales. Considering'X's
placed along the right most quarter of the four,inch line as indicting
that a elient-was-presentlyefunctioning similarly to their "most. sueeceisfulP
reference person, approximately 24 percent_ of the counselor A's -clients,-
38 percent of counselor n's Clients, and 17' percent of counselor C's
clients ware. judged clearly successful on one-or more of the thred scalds...
Conversely, considering X!splaced along the leftmost quarter 9f the fur
Inch.,lime-Hindicatingts were presently functioning similar to theirs



least successful reference person, approximately 53 percent of counselor
A's clients, 35 percent of counselor B's clients, and 30 percent of
counselor C's clients were judged clearbeuneeccessful on one or more, of
he "three scales. The extent to -which these differences are due eta

differences in-rater severity or td_actual differences in the persons
being rated (Counselor C, for example, had-more younger clients, most of
his rated pews having been out of school less than three years as
contrasted with counselors A and 0 who had many clients out of school
four or five years or longer) is, of course, unknowable without further
independent criteria data. In terms of the general procedure followed
in the proiect, large differences in rater severity independent of ratee
performance would Work against finding test or interview question
responses discriminating between high and low rated groups. Though
this possibilitysould not be gainsaid at the time, the fact that
previous use of rating preceduree using reference persons as anchor
points 'ha i indicated increased interrater comparability (deJuno, l964
deJuh9, 1955; Gardner &-Thappson,e1956) eeceurages irfterpretation
that diff6rences-in clients rather than in raters (counseors) is

:c1 operating here.,

Inspectioneof the various ratings received by the 130 clients
revealed,that most-commbnly a Client rated high (or low) on one scale
was rated similarly high :(or low) on the other two scales. This
interscale rating agreement appeared particularly true for comparisons
involving pairs of-"presene 'and "potential" ratings on the same rating
criter'ia.'?` To further examine this inteescale agreement, mean ratings
and product moment cerrelationswere computed between ratings on the
different scales for the 130 not-in-school clients receiving 'Counselor

ratings. These 'data are presented in Table 2.

This 130eincludeeeteven clients, later identified as out -of- school'

,less than 1 year and, therefore', dropped from further study.

2 Unless otherwise stat04 all correlation coefficients computed for
,

preeectedata'are Pearson product moment

r
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Table- 2 =

INTERCORRELATIONS OF COUNSELOR RATINGS OF THEIR CLIENTS

ON SIX RATING SCALES N.130)

SCALES

esent Functioning
Antegration,into Com-

Inte-
gration' .ability ptioe

irmity 1.9 1.1 .71' .86

Employability 2.3 1.4 .71

Socialintion 1.9 .12 .d6

Poten ial.Functionin
Integratieri.into Com-
Munity 2.2 1.1

EmPleYabilitY 2.4 1.2 .89

Socialization 2.2 1.1 91

As might be anticipated, the mean ratings presented in Table 2 indicate
highe ratings on the "potential" scales than on the "present functioning"
scales. The high, near .90, coefficients indicate practically identical
rank ordering of clients on the present and potential scales. Thbugh perhaps
of interest for other considerations, the "potential" scales were not fUrther
used in the present study, which was concerned with identifying persons
in terms of their present community adJustement.

A slightly larger difference in means favoring the "employability"
scale is perhaps of More interest. Apparently the counselors viewed their
clients as nearer to successful functioning, both present and Potential,
in the voc&tional,setting than in the broader and.less,well-defined
areas of social adjustment and community. integration. The correlations
between the three scales ranged from a low of .56 between the two morc
specifically, = focused scales -,("employability viewed frosrthe employer's

perspective',end."social adjustment viewed from the counselor's perspective")
to a :71 and .86,between "employability" and "integration into community"
and between'msocial adjustment" and "integration into the'community,"
resspectively. Correlations between the. three scales and their combined total
were .94, .84 and .89 for the integration, employability and social
adjustment scales, respectively.

,The long range -stability of these counselor ratings was examined using
data from,a partial replication of the pilot testing. This replication

involved 62 subjects from the original 130 subjects rated in the pilot

study; 54 of the 75 subjects'tested on the FCI in the pilot study and

additional 8 not tested at'thatMme. Rating procedures were identical



theiOrevieUili& _esed'witiroeunselers-aiked to-judge_ heir-clients
ekth07-10rWeeliedity,adjOstment rating scales. All bu .13 of the

._62aUbject$-hiclthe*me'cOunseler. The period betWeen ratings was15 months.-

In Mes0Otances Ohecounselove made. very similar:ratings of'their
eltents, on the!' t_40' :a-etas tom.' -_,Jhrough _the_ overaltaieen_r rig.ng increased

7;-, S1 ightlYthCeorrelatiek,between-
the :P10:seWcif 'r(tingCWthe -Same-counsel or *as:- generally high,

. the tomb! t rations : emplability,:°andY`soclaillza ion scabs.. Including he= sObject*,,rated bydi fferen onsele- Uted7the coefficient: to '-initinces of

.cases -tee ns bunted for theirf-di ffereotL0 in ins - of- el lentthan ght:WfurthernOted ,that ,nontof these larger changes
Involved displacements= of:mere -thin' half Of the rating = sole:and_
nearly all -7'Of_.-the7-ehanget were_ from the more :extreme- ratings to mere -intro) tions 4 Iii;overview, t _Appears:-that-Oe rating
Procedures-41suted :by ',theteLebtinielors' provided generally:stable
judgments' Of --their -cl ents 4
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testing instrudtionss. The remaining 57 subjects Were all tested in
the Winter of 1974-75 together with 16 additional Eugee area subjects
not previously tested. These latter 16 subjects were "hold meets"
from the Eugene pilot rating sample who, at that time, had not -yet
been-out-of=a-schoolm:Fyear, making nem ineligible-for-the pilot
testing. Of this total 73 per%on "Salem" sample, 39 were males,
34 females.

The potential subject list for the Portland samples was prepared
by school personnel who attempted to contact (by phone _and /or lettelp
their former special education students who had left school since
1971. Most of these former students had .attended the Portland program
of vocational training programs for low potential students which had

_been operating in the Portland_ school since the 1970-71 s=chool year.
Since the project goal was 80 tested subjects, only the more recent
former students were contacted until 80 subjects were secured.' Four
of the contacted students subsequently chose not to participate, two
others were not locatable at time- of testing and one other was unable
to complete her test. Seven additional former students were therefore
contacted to bring the total back up to 80. Testing was completed
during the summer of 1975. Forty-one of these subjects were male,
39 female. To obtain retest reliability data on the FCI, all 80 Portland
subjects received a second'administration of the FCI a Week later, half
of these readministered'by the same interviewer and half by a different
interviewer.

. In Columbus, Ohio most of the initial contacts were made by job
placement and work evaluation counselors in the Franklin County Program
for the hentally Retarded using their large centralized listings of
retarded persons living in and around Columbus. Zany of these persons
had or were receiving job training at the ARCraft sheltered workshops
in that program. Others were residing in group homes in Columbus.

Eighty of these persons were identified as meeting the study's
principle criteria of former public school special class attendance.
Twelve additional Proseective subjects were located in group homes
in Columbus. An additional 71 former "special class students were
identified by the %lork ,f,tudy coerdibators working in the Columbus
public sChools. Of,tWs total initial listing of 163 'prospective
subjects, 19 were'nOt locatable at the' time of testing and 22 chose
not to participate in the study. Of the remaining 119 subjects who'
were tested in the spring of T976, 10 were found to be ineligible
for reason of additional handicapping conditions; and another 10 were
considered unusable in that they were unable to satisfactorily complete
their testing. The final tested sample consisted of 99 subjects, 56
males and 43 females.

In Wisconsin the listings of over 100 prospective students were
available-through ;their earlier participation in University rehabilitafibn
research projects.. These listings, however; dated 'four years and over a
third pf the originally listed subjeCts' either could not be located,or
failed the criterion of being but of 'school at least one year. 'Sixtyone
eligible subjects were tested :in,the summer of 1975 and four of these were
subsequently 1 ost 'to the study, due to A ndompl ete data:. Of the final 57
,subjects, :36 were = male and only 19 fe0a1e11.



Table-3 presents-a descriPtion Of these-foregoing post high

school samples in terms of -general characteristics such as sex, ethniCity

-schoolinalT;andlear:sout-of;-sehool.- As,nay_beLseenLfrom=the:tabled
data, nord-Mal&.-than2feMales'Oerelested jn:a11 =these samp=les, although

inTtwo-SaMplet-theie'dffferences were negligible. In generaL-th-
percentages-of.refusals and unlocated S's tended to be the-same for

males and femalet. In the total post high: school sample, the sex

split'waS 56 percent-male,-44)1ercent-female.

Table

Pos School Samples of qildly 2etared Y©ranq Adults

Eugene-,: a eni .Port and -Madison Columbus,

--= Orenori -orenon = :Hs °hi-

Tote 757 73

'tales 42 39

Females 33 '34

Tote-

Cakasian
Black

_ge--

Nean' 22.3 - 26.5

1.3

-21.6

IQ

Mean
S.D.

_674
110

, H.S. Grads

Aver. No of

years-out-of
school
!lenge

-Le

1,-`t
1-12

Only the Columbus sample nroyided- a sizeable percentace (32;nercent)

of blacks. The low Percentage of blacks (6 percent) of the Portland

sample wasless-than half ne_the 13.5 percent of blacks listed on the

n3 nane listing of post school educable retardates provided by thd

be-included-in,the testing sample the former student

needed first,to have a traceable, address and to respond'to'a school

letter ora phone ,call from the semi% The lower"partfcipatfon rate

for blacks probably reflects their living in more crov!ded, less 'easy

to-trackenvironments.; Had neighborhood persons -Tbeen used as inter-'

nediary con act persons, core black subjects woUldlikely have bean

15.zludedr--the Columbus sample had the avantage of current addresses

and, in many instances, daily contacts with potential Subjects.



Nearly.90 percent of the sample were between 18 and 25 years old,

with.8 subjects-18 years old and 26 others between 25 and 30 years old.

As may be seen from the Table 3 data, the ,samples 'differed somewhat

in average age. The average age for the combined samples was 21.6
years with the Eugene pilot sample averaging a year older and the

Portland sample averaging a year younger.

As noted earlier IQ data was available from only those validation_

samples. The IQ means `for these samples were 70.8 and 66.3 and 70.4
and ranged frop the mid 50's into the 80's. For the subjects with

IQ data their average was 67.9 with a standard deviation of 11.1.
The samples also differed with.respect to percentage of subjects
completing high schoel varying from a low of 51 percent in the Columbus

samples (where the initial subject search-involved non-school rehabili-
tation center referral s) to 96 and 95 percent in the Portland and

Madison samples. For the total sample, all but 21 percent of the mildly

retarded subjects had graduated from high school.

The average of years out-of-school reported by those subjects

completing school averaged 3 years for the five samples with the longer

out of school periods reported for the Eugene and Salem samples.
Since,it night be expected that the non-graduates (who were approximately

the same age as the graduates) had been out of school one to=two years

longer, these sample averages are probably underestimated especiallY.for

the Columbus subjects. Though there were some subjects,in all samples

reporting being out of school more than four years these constituted

only a small minority (13%) of subjects. In the total sample roughly

one - fourth of the subjects had been out of school one year, another
fourth out of school two years, and a third fourth out of schotil three

years.

Subject selection was more unifurm and simplified) acrrss the four

samples comprising the high school follow-up subjects. The inclusion

regqirements were that the prospectivesubject 1) has been identified

by their school persornel as a mi'lly retarded and enrolled in a special

clas§, 2) would-be leajno school the end of spring term 1975, and
3) not physical or other handicapping conditions in addition to

retardation. In each sample site, initial contact with the students

vas made_by special education person in their school. All students
expecting to. complete their schooling that term were asked to participate.

feW refused_and an additional small number were-lost-to the study
.

because of illnesses or absences during the testing week. rri-al, a

total of 200 subjects were tested, 18 students from the Eugene, Oregon

high choofs, 18 more from the Salem schools , 71 from the Columbus, Ohio

schools, 46:from the San Jose, California schoess and 47 from the Reno,

Nevada Schools. As with'the post-high school samples, more males

(121 o- 60 percent) than females (79 or 40 percent) were tested.

A subsequent examination of the interview protocols for the original

testing sample of 200 subjects revealed six subjects with handicapping

conditions (in addition to mild retardation) such as cerebral palsy,

epilepsy anCsevere speech problems who clearly did not meet rewirements

In jeeporting and analysis purposes, these two smo11\,samples were

combined fnto'a-single,Eugene-Salemsample.



for sample inclusion. The ellminatioof:.thesesivsubjects reduced.-
_schoollsUbjeatsis Provided in Table 4. As may be noted, agaih,.-the_H
.-Columbus tempWOrovided nearly ell-the.blaCks-in the,tample,. ''
(hearlv'a'fourth) of-the San Jose Subjects_had Spanish surnames. _Ainivial testing,Jligh follow-uO'Subjects riMed in age from 16
to 20-years.withan-average-age_of_l_S,2, With, few exceptions all
students were residing with one or -both parents.

Table 4
Hi h School Follow-up Samples of lil 1 -axded,Young_Adu.

Tote,

Males .19
Females 16--

EthpiCity
Cauca slan

Age ;(years
Mean
S.D. 1.3
Living .a Home 91

ugene uoluf; u_
Salem Ohio.

7.
-43

AT TINE OF SECOND ADNINISTRATION

Total

Males
Females

78
11

56

22

43 etr, 194
31 115

21 15 79

,10J11 LATER)

41

21

20

141

17;2 1.=.
2.1. 1 ,r)

93 91

AT TinE OF THUD AMIN ST2ATION (SIX HONTHS LATER)-

;fatal
Males

Females

al_

18

13

-51' 36 41

19 f q

19 17= 13 =

AT-.TIME OF FOURTH ADMISTRATION,(SIX MINS LATER

Total 27
11_l e -15 _-

Females 12

165

-99.
- 66

'159
97
62

154

62

In accordance with project plans to examine the ICI attitudinal
and personal value responses for possible changes dur..ing= the
subjects' immediate post school period, these 194 subjects were
contacted for retestina on three subsequent occasions. These retests
were spaced.at approximately si% month intervals, in the fall of
1975, in-the spring of 1976, and finally in the fall of 1976.
At the tine of their fourth and final testing, subjects had been out
of school approximately 13 mohths. During this period a total of
40 subjects were lost to the s i b, aporoximately half of these because,



unavailability -at -time of-testing (out of towil, ill, etc.),
and half due to their preference to discontinue project involve-
ment. A sample by sample description of this attrition is
provided in thelower portion of Table 4.

C. Data Collection

Most of the post high school sample were interviewed and
tested in their home residence. An exception was some 40 present
or former ARCraft subjects in Columbus who were tested at their
rehabilitation training center. The preliminary proeedures generally
involved confirming the prospective subjects' current address, al
"phone or in person contact to explain-the project's goals and inVolvement
r4quired.of the subject and scheduling the home interview. Subjects were
assured of the anonymity of their responses afld promised a payment of five
dollars for theit approximate two hours of time or` reimbursement for
their away-from-work time.

The interviewers varied for the different testing sites. The inter-
viewing and testing of the 77 Eugene pilot subjects was conducted principally
by a team of four advanced Univesity of Oregon graduate students with
professional experience and academic training in the areas of educational
psychology, counseling, and/or guidance; all had graduate level training,
in individual testing and professional or training experience working"with
retardates.., Three similarly experienced graduate Students conducted, the
second testing of the pilet subjects and interviewed the 73 "Salem" subjects.
Two interviewers, the first experience with the Salem testing and the
second, a Portland State qniversity graduate counseling student with prior
experience as a rehabilitation counselor conducted all thePortland
interviews. In conducting their second administration"of the FCI t
following week, the two interviewers were reassigned subjects so that
half the 80 Portland subjects received their second FCI from adifferent
interviewer.

The Columbus Interviews_ were scheduled and monitored by a graduate
psychology student at Chip. State University who arranged for the training
and scheduling of interviewers recruited from the University's Nisonger
Center retardation training Program. The Madison interviews were .

-- similarly schedUled ind monitored by a graduate student from the Weisman
Center at University ,df '-Wisconsin. °

the interviews. were typically conducted in the subject
home,,freguen In the even Though most commonly the examiner was,

--alOne-wfth-the ubjec- in =a li ingeroom-ot-kitchen with other familY-j-
members in adjoining rooms, privacy Was occasionally'not possible. In
these instances, the tent, of,thesobjeCt's increased acquiescence, v,

(i.e., trying to
,

resP
extent,

faverably to please a watching parent or
spouce), cannot be determined. HoweVeT, this seemed to occur as Often
in all samples' and as often Nith subjects, subsequently'identified as
"high" or 'low" rated'with respect to con unity adjustment. 7hough
the total interview-testing session sometimes exceeded two hours, few
clients comalAined- to the extent of interrupting the testing.'

-Theugh,.clearly-this-long testipg.pe
-sUbj6cVattritipn
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Since the _high school follow-up subjects were still in school at-the
time of.theirfirstintervieWing and tes -ting; arrangements were nade to
interview and test most of them,during their school day.- interviews-
-were-private- to the sUbject-and-Interviewer and took as. much as two hours
depending on7the subject's' responsiveness. Those subjects notable to
arrange school-were interviewed-in-the evening in their_homes-as were all
follOw-up interviews and testing.

Where possible the same int6rviewers, experienced with the post,
highischoolsubjects1Were again used for testing of the high school
follOw-up subjects. This was true the Salen-Cugene samples 7,3d
for the Columbus- sample. dill interviews of the San- Jose subjects
t,,,er e conducted-by a resident researcher with baCkgrouhdand experience
in'tqaching and retandation. The in- school and first follow-up inter-
views of the Reno subjects Were similarly conducted by an experienced
teaeher. 'Her- subsequent unavailability; prompted a more extended use

the. two SaleMEugene. interviewers Who conducted the third and fourth
testings in Reno. One of these interviOwers"also travelled to Columbus'
to,onductMost of the'fourtLtesting of that sample.

The-intervieVpschedOles and tests administered to the pilot Eugene
subjects differed somewhat from those administeredtoremaining post
high school samples. One change was the deletion of two eXperinental
tests administered to the pilot subjects. The first of those was the-
Statement Ranking-Report was developed as acompanion instrument,to the
FCI to provide-secondary and-confirMatory data regarding the, subject's
resonses'on the FCI. The-Ranking Reporteouired the informantto_rate
IndLthen-rank-the FCI statements (within'sabsets. of '.six),acCordino=to
how true they were of the subject or, in these Of the )./alue'statementS,
.totheextent.theselatter statements reflected the subject's views.
UecauSe- Of problems of task difficulty andsecuring-other -than:HI-louse-wife
parents,. administration of this instrument was discontinued.

The second experimental test was the Test of Social Inference
.a- picture interpretation test developed for Measurina social understandings
ofd adolescent educable retdrdates (Edmonson,deJungt-leland :',-Leach 1971.)
:Extensive testing Involving geographically disperte&sampleslif normal and of
educable retardates has-provided both riorr.iative data and valijdity support
for the test (deJung;Aolen A Edmonson, 1972).- -The pilot,stOdYused a
14 picture short form administered by the interviewer-. Though this-TSI
Yielded significantly. different. (it the .05 level of confidence) Scores'.
for S's in the three- categories ofsuccessful.community adjUstment in.'-the

anticipated *der -of highest means 'for the high SUccess-groUp,'-ete.,
these:-score -differenteS Were small and-afforded considerable score:

, oVeriaryin the Middle TSI--score -rangeS._. A pro616 here waSithe,low level.
of difficulty'of'most of the TSIAtems and the_ considerable-bunching._
(s-kawill0 of TSI scoresat-therhigh end of the _Score continuum. The re-
testing of the pilot-Sample a year'follo.,Ang their initial testing provided
an Opportunity to.--try a longer form of the TSI using: eight additional
TSI items containing all the.most difficult TSI pictures. Though the
torrrelations between the longer and shorter-tests after a one year-
interval was .63 indicating moderate stability and though TSI means were
again higher for-.te-higher rated groun,-nextThighest for the-niddle



rated and least for the low rated groups, the score distributions were -

still ,considerably skewed negatively with most subjects earning high
scores. The diScriminability of the TSI between successful and un-
successful subject's remained low; TSI scores for the longer test correlating
only .13 with counselor rating. 'A decision was made to discontinue
administration of the 151 teOprojectsamples of post high school subject

' The pilot study FCI was also revised preparatory to testing of
the further samples of post"high school subjects. The FCI revisions
included minor rewording of several statements and deletion of the three
least contributing "work orientation" statements leaving all, subsets of
equal, 15 item length. A further revision was an addition of six
statements (15 paired comparison items) dealing with "attributions of
Success" (see section,A2, above.)

Aside from more minor changes in questioning and recording, an
ear-1Y, change in the interview schedule was the addition of a trial
"Names" test involving the subject's judgments of how he/she and a
small sample of his/her. peers "are doing since high school." Essentially,
the subject's task was to list the names of five to ten similar age
friends or associates and to judge how well "they were doing." At a
later time in the interview, using the same rating format, the subject
was asked to estimate their counselor's rating of themselves and then
to make a self rating. These subject ratings, together with the later-_
obtained actual counselor rating of the subject, were designed to yield'.
measures of subjects' perceived relative success and of the accuracy
of their'self estimates.

Though the Names-Test was administered in all of the post high
school SampleS,:two problems were immediately.appareht4 :first, that a
-flumber of subjects had difficulty in recalling thelinimum number for
there to rate, and second, a lack, of discrimination:in the ratings
themseives,-i.e.4 many subjetts giving all their listed peers very
nearly the same rating.: This rating agreement tended to maintain for'
the subject's self rating and for the:ratiog expeCte0 from hISSor. her.
tounselor. The product moment correlations between subject's self
rating and his expected counselor rating ranged from.40-.to .72 for
the several samples tested. At the same time, -near zero relationshsips'
(sample. ranging-between - ;13 and ,.22)-were fOund between self
ratings, and actual-counselor ratings. Sintemost,self ratings,and
expected ratings wereltoward the higher end of the scale, the "built in"
or artifactual result would be that subjects perceived..(and-rated)-as
moresuccessful by their counselors-mould appear-to be m6re aware of
their counselors' evaluations of them that would lower rated subjects.
In effect, it appeared that both the task difficulty. and "self approval"'
response severely-limit the usefulness and interpretability of the
Names Test data. Tough some furthetexaminition of the Names. Test
data was made in connectioh-withselected FCI statements (see Section, N.
administration of thiS potentially low yield-,test wasAistontinUed-for
the follow -up high school samples.

-21-



m and Analyses of_ Ratings

A critical link in the project strategy for develoving5communityidjustment measures besed on differences between the-responses of
succeeding and. nonsuCi:eeding retarded adults was their counselor's
initial identification-of them as successful or unsuccessful. 'One problem
which became apparent during the course of interviewing and testing of1,.
the Salem-Eu§ine former high sschool sample was that some subjects could
not refer Li-tei counselors sufficientlY-knowledgeable about their
current livieg totserielat ,raters . Rather than considerably restrict
the-Sampler these subjects were asked for names ofpossible high school
teachers or vocational,trainers who were well acqyainted with them and
and who had maintained contact with them. These reference persons were
then-contacted andinstructed on the use of the rating form and asked
to rate their former trainees on the three comunity adjustment Scales.

This solution wasn't entirely_ satisfactory. Two maJor.problems were
the time consuming difficulties in contacting the teacher-trainer persons,
frequently for their rating.of only one or two4ubfects) and, more important,

the sometimes narrow and idiosyncratic reference populations considered by
these persons in judging the adjustment of their one or two former trainees.
Without reasonable similarities in the breadth and composition, of the
refemnce populations used by different raters, comparisons and groupings
of subjixts rated by different raters would have limited interPr etability.

An-alternative was to useithe always available and more homogeneous
pool (with respect to age and training) of interviewers as substitute raters.
AccordinglY, interviewer rating instructions were prepared and trial tested
with 'the Salem-Eugene post high school subjects. These three rating-sources,
counselors, teachers or trainers, and interviewers provided multiple ratings
on most-of these subjects. Of the total 73 young retarded adults in the
Salem-Eugenp sample; 22 were rated by both a counselor and teacher, 31 by-
both an interviewer and teacher and 65 by both a counselor and interviewer.

,
Table 5 provides a summary of these comparisons. For - purposes of

interrater comparisons, the ratings for the three community adjustment scales
were summer! as a total rating and these total ratings-Compared across the
different rater groups



Table 5

arisons of Community Adjustment Ratings
the Same Salem-Eugene Subjects by Counselor, Teachers and Interviews

RiteFGrou i s

Counselers

Teachers

Interviewers

Teachers

Counslors

Interviewers

22

31

4.89'-

4.28

4.20

3.84

3.83'

3.64 2.14

3

1.3
1.67

2.16

1.14 .64
1.84

2.37

7

As may be seen from the Table 5 data, the average ratings made by thosedifferent rater groups when rating the sakiz., subjects were generally close,particularly for the counselor
- Interviewer. comparisons which revealed

average differencet of less than one fifth of a scale unit (on an 9 pointscale).. The matched t's for the three interrater comparisons were all wellwithin chance variation at the .05 level of confidence.

The only moderately high interrater correlations coefficients, however,permit considerable differences regarding how individual subjects werejudged rated.by their different raters. Further examinations were madeof the data to reveal possible systematic biases on the part of PafticUlarraters, that is whethenmuch of the obtained interrater differences could .be attributrable to a few more Sdiscrepents raters. This expectation was notrealized though the data was limited in that some raters had judged too fewsubjects to be clearly discerned as 'biased." In terms of the intended
use to be made of the ratings for trichotimiiing subjects into a "high"rated, "middle" rated and "low" rated category, however, the obtainedinterrater discrepancies aPPeared less damaging. The trichotomY *Cuttingpoints" for the averaged total rating were (.0 or above grouped as "high,"
those receiving average ratings below 4.0 grouped as slov" and thoseree.elving average ratings in between, grouped as "middle." Only in a -veryfew instances did subjects receive an average rating from one rater(either a conselor, teadher, or interviewer) placing him/her in either thehigh or low group and then sufficjently

different ratings from secondrater playing him/her in the opposite group. By far most subjects weretwice placed in the same category with approximately only one subject,in ten requiring moving in or out of the middle Cate9orY based on adifferent rating from the second rater.

.

pecting the Columbus post highschool-sample where counselor or
jteacher ratings _ -were available-fdr=all subjects and lime 'scheduling did not

,permit trainikof. interviewers as raters, interviewers were used to rateall remaining Post high school. subjects. Where both interviewer and
counselor ratings were obtained these ratings were averaged. Prepatory
to cUssifying the subject as either "high", "middle " -or slow". In



. effect all of he subjects' ratings were combined and:averaged, those
receivedi'on the three different rating scales and those received-from
)differentraters... For .the,total post high school sample of 384 .subjects
136,(86'mile and 50 female)Jiad average total:ratings of 6.0:or above and
were placed,in the 'hi h rated group, 133 subjects .(67 male and 66 female
hzd'average ratings o Tros74.0 and were placed in the low rated group
and 115 subjects (63 male and 52 female) .had average relTirs76774 to
6.0:and were placed in the middle rated-group. A furtherbreakdown of
the:numbers of high, middle and Tow rated subjects. for the five'.samples
comprising theposst high school 'sample is provided in. Table'6.

Table 6

Counts 'of the Number of Higt_i_Rated,Middle-Rated'...
and .Low Rated Males and Females in the Five-PestHsko2LJALE-

of ,Young Mildly Retarded Adults

High Rated
44 F

Middle Rated
M F

Low Rated Total
F

Eugene (Pilot) 23 8 5 8 14 17 42'

Salem-Eugene 12 15 13 13 16 39 34

Portland 17 11 11 13 13 15 41 39

/
di son 17 10 13 4 8 5 38 19.

Columbus 17' 16 19 14 20 j 13
i

56 43

Total 86 50 .63 5 67 66 216 168

The same interviewer rating format was use to obtain community
adjustment. ratings as a basis fov triChotemizing the high school foIlew-up
sample. Prior to using' this format the intelligibility and adequacy of
the interviewer rating instructions and format was further examined in
small group discussions involving some 30 prcifessional field 'workers
and connseldri-workilig with the retarded whe,were participating in a summer
rehabilitation workshop': These participantsr reported no problems in
'working through the rating forMat. The instructions and rating format
used .by the interviewers in rating their high school follow-up subjects
is included as Appendix C of this eport.,/

Though it was planned to obtain -the' follow -up subjects' ratings
immediately folleking their final fourth test session, a Preliminary
set.of ratings was obtained immediatelyL following the subjects' third,
,test session). One hundred, sixty-four slubjects were rated at this time.
Theses prelimiharY ratings cons cituted trial _administration but, in
the .absence of problems or recommended changes, identical instructions
and procedures were' repeated following the final test session. One
hundred sixty subjects were 'rated at is time, 150 of whom had been
rated approximately six months earlie ,,Aside from providing extensive.:



interviewer practice as a rater, this repeated use of the interviewer
rating form.provide(both retest stability and interrater-agraement
data. As, noted earlier in this section, all testings and therefore
both ratings of the Salem-Ebgene subjects and of half of the Rem,
subjects were mach by the same interviewer. This was, also true for
the San 'Jose subjects. -The remaining subjects all had'been rated by
different raters on the two occasions, the second time mainly by the
Salem-Eugeneinterviewer traveling to Columbus and to Reno. Table 7
provides a summary of 'the comparisons of these ratings made of the same
subject by the same and by different interviewers.after an approximate
six month interval.

Table 7

Com arisen of. Communi --AcUustment Ratin s Made -of the SameH
CS. n wo iccass ens a er a s x iron ntery

e. n b erent nevewers.

h Sdhool

cas on

Several Ra__
Rater A

,Rater A

Rater,A

Rater -B

Rater B.

All Ratets
All Raters

3rd_ Testing.

4th Testing

3rd Testing'
'4th Testing

3rd Testing
Ath Testing

SrelTesting
.4th Testing

65

150

4.9
4.4

4.3
4

ILO
4.2

4.5
4.6

2.2
1.9.,

1.9

1.9

2.0
1.6

2.0

1.6

1.70

2.34*

-80

.66

2-

*Significant at the .05 level of confidence

As may be seen from the Table 7 entries, the differences in rating
means do not appear to.follow any fixed pattern.\ The higher average
final ratings given to subjects by raters who had previously rated them
(the comparison for rater A's significant at the .05 level of confidence)
is counterbalanced by even higher initial ratings given subjects Subse-
quently rated by a different rater. This reversal, in effect, wipes
out any third- fourth testing differences in ratings for the total combined.,
sampled but at the iame time alternates the retest correlation coefficient
for the total--sample. It should be noted that-the firsi three comparisons
summarized in Table 7 generally represent different follow-up,samples,
the first sample including .48 'Columbus subjects, the- rater A samplebeing
all.Reno and Salem-Eugene'subjects and the'rater B sample being all San

I Jose subjects. ,The possible differences among sample siies with respect
to' such variables as-employment opportunities and availability of vocational
guidance which in turn would be exbected to affect subject progress toward
successfUl post school liiing, confounds interpretations of rater bias
or instability.

---Tillhirtotal includes, 3 pairs of rating not involving either,
. Rater A.

or Rater B.

-



s may also be noticed from the Table 7 correlation coefficiehts,
the correlation between sets of ratings made by different interviewers
of the same subject over the 5-6 menth.retest interval was only-slightly
less thin these for ratings made by the same interviewer. These similar
coefficients suggest. that the raters used in the study were generally
interohangablee

The same-rater retest correlations of .72 and .75 while moderately
.high considering that/they encompassed the period betWeen 12 months
and 18 months out of,school, norltheless, statistically account for only
half the variance and allow :a number of substancial differences in
ratings. Post rating interview with one of the riters'substantiated
that her reversals were due,to subject change' rather than rater
variability. In view of acknowledged opportunities for actual change
in a 'subject's rated adjustments and in the reasonable,expectancy that

'these changes would be.far from uniform across subjeCtS, the Table 7
retest coefficients perhaps should more properly be considered as lower
bound estimates of interviewer rating stabilitY. The similarity of
retest coefficients for some raters and .for different rater belies a
memory effect. More adequate documentation of rater "reliability"
requires data collectiOn Paradigms specifically designed for that purPose.
The problem of stability of ratings aside, subseqUent more extensive
examinations of factors apparently,affecting the ratings suggest more
immediate difficulties in interpretations cf "high" and "loW ratings
as "successful" and "unsuccessful! community adjustment (see Section IV
beloW).

7----INITexample of rating changed from "high" on the,third'testing to
"low" on the fourth testing was,for a. subject who,had just lost his Job
but was looking for other employment when first rated, but who had
"given up" Wen rated again. An opposite example was fOr a Young person
who had married and was realistically planning for her future; a positive
change from her prior interview.
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Section III Status of Mildly Retarded -Young Adults

As described (noted) earlier,- the nearly 600 young retarded adults.
participating in the project were interviewed during their testing session
to learn about their general' background and, more specifically, about their.,vocational 'and social experiences and about their intentions and expectations
for the future. This section presents summarizations of these interview
responses, first =those of the post high school subjects and then those of
the follow-up high school subjects. A copy of the stru-t9red interview
form used to collect this information is included as-' Appendix B to thisreport. The appendixed form (referred to as the' general information question-
naire or GIQ) was that last administered to the post high school samples.
Changes made in the earlier GIQ's have already been noted in Section II.
More specific mention of these changes will be made in presenting the data.

A. Post High. 5chool Sample:

The general characteristics (sex, ethnicity, age, IQ, schooling, and
years out of school) of the post high school subjects have already been
reported (see Table\3). At the time of their interview all had been out of
school at least 12 months, most between two years and four years. One set
of interview questions conterneo their present living arrangements. Of the
'total sample, 68 percent responded that tIley were living at home with parents
or relatives, le percent were living in group homes, 15 percent with spouses.
4 percent alone and the final 3 percent in mixed or uncertain living situ-
ations. Of the total sample, 64 (17 pe*cent) were married, 34 of the women
and 30 s.f the men. The Eugene and Salem 'subjects (39. percent of the total
sample) with slightly' longer out-of-school \and slightly older subjects
accounting for just over half of these marriages. In answer to the question
"were-they generally satisfied with their present living arranoements?",
by far most subjects (65 percent) responded positively with the remaining
third expressing either a neutral or negative answer. In terns of. satis-
faction with the persons they were living with, responses were'somewhat less
positive, 41 percent of the sample responding either negatively or neutrally.
(Deleting the 17 percent of the sample who were living separately from their
parents, these, figures were nearer 50 percent.)

In =all -samples- the unemployment rate for the subjects" parents wasconsiderably higher than the national -uneinployment'noms. (In 1975 theBureau of Labor reported-that of those persons participating in the laborforce, 7.8 percent of -the men and 7.0 'percent cif the women were unemployed.)Excepting the 25 fathers reported as retired, another 4 reported as disabled,and 43 reported as either' deceased, or "whereabouts unknownd, the unemploy-ment rate based on the remaining 293 reported fathers was 15 percent. Thoughless than half of the mothers were employed, their unemployment rate is lessclear- Since nearly all the unemployed, (at home) mothers Were.described ashousewiyes with only one in twelVe.(8 percent) identified ar having anal ternati ve 'occupation
. Cons i deri ng- these as the mini mum number' unemployed

-It might be. added
a - -year after thei r

now averaging 23 y
had married, raisin

that retesting of 54 of the 75 Eugene pilot subjects
initial ,testing revealed another 10 of ,these'subjects
ears old and out of school an average_of14.8 years)
g their sample perCentage to 53' percent married.



women and conservatively excluding housewives from the job seeking labor
forice, the unempioyment rate for women in the sample sti17, would be arond
201. percent.-,

'The fathers occupations were principally'in the semiskilled category
'(63 percent), the remainder equally split between the skilled or profes-
sionatcategories (19 percent) . As just noted, very nearly half of the

mothers ,were reported as housewi ves Of the non-housewives t,over a third

(38 percent)'were `described as having occupations in the unskilled'cate-
gories, nearly half (45 percent) in the semiskilled categories and the
remaining 17 percent in either skilled or professional categories. Again

these percentages :for both the fathers 2.n d mothers occupations were gene-

rally similar for the five post school samples.

Parent occupations reported for the employed parents of the post
highschool subjects were also classified by occupational title. Half of

the fathers (50 percent) were employed int,jobs in the Industry and Trades
category-as compared to only 7 percent of the mothers. The major employ-

ment category for the mothers was Business and Clerical, accounting for
37 percent of the employed mothers' jobs followed by the Service category
accounting for 22 percent. Professional occupations accounted for the same

nuniber (22 percent ) 'of rwtherS' jobs and 13 percent of the fathers jobs.

As noted earlier a major portirn of the post high school subjects'

interview dealt with their employment and occupational goals. At the time

of their interview approximately a third of the 384 post highschool subjects

were full time employed, only 21 (6 percent) were part time employed, while

88 (23 percent) were in sheltered workshops. Another 29 (8 percent) reported

being housewives. The remaining 107 (28 percent) were unemployed. Errploy-

merit percentages for male and female subjects (counting housewives as employed) ,

were identical (28 percent), but excluding housewives' and sheltered employees,

only 48 of the 168 women in the sample (29 percent) secured competitive
employment compared to 112 (52 percent) of the 216 men.

The-employment frequencies and percentages (in parenthesis) for the'

five different post school, samples are presented in Table 8. As maybe seen,
in that table, these figures vary differ for some samples,, the larger

percentage of Madison subject's full time employed and the much larger-
percentage of sheltered workers in the= Columbus sample. Again th Moir o

different sampling procedures, particularly in Colurrbus,, confci .igter-

pretatiOn across sample differences. Contrary to expectation, however,
no relationship was found between present unemployment and, jlurrber,'of years

out of school. This examination was made for the cOmtrined 54mpl es with
emplorient rates computed for subjects grouped aocording to, years since

leave of school. The near 40 percent competative effployment and near 30

percent unemployed generally maintained for all years-out-of-school categories.



Table 8

requencies (and Percentages ) of Employment for F ve Samples
of Post High School Mildly Retarded Young Adults--

or a a son o u pus o a
Ore.on Wisconsin Ohio

ugene
i.lot Oaeonirpn

Sample

Empl oyment
Regular
Part-time
Sheltered,
Housework,
Unemployed

ze 75 73' 80 57

37(49) 24(32) 25(31) 32(56) 21(21) 139(36)
2 (3.) 5 (7) 6 (8) 1,(2) 7 (7 ) 21 (6)

10(13) 5 (7) 10(13 ) , 11(19) 52(53) 88(23)
13(17) 5 (7) 7 (9) 3 (5) 1 (1) 29 (8)
13(17) '34(47) 32(40) 10(18) 18(18) 107(28)

-The Table 9-data offers a further description of the employments
the'post highschool subjects in terms of seven categories of " "employmentsetting." These are: 1) sheltered or non-com, petitive, 2) food service
jobs, 3) department or grocery store clerk orMcker, 4) industry or
business jobs such as factory or mill hands, lahorers, and clerical,
5) nonfood service jobs with public agencies such as schools *and hospitals,
6) domestic or grounds maintenances -jobs, and 7) `housewife.

Table 9

Employment. Sittings for-384 Mildly Retarded 'Adults
After an Average of Three- Years -Out of Hi'.gh School

Employment Settings Males Femal es Total
N=216 N.168 N.384

1. Sheltered 43(20) .45(27) 88(23)

2. Food Service 24(11) 10 (a) 34 (9)

3. Store Clerk 2 (1) 6 (4) 8 (2)

Industry & Mfg. 64(30) 13f (8) 77(20)

5. Nonfood Servic. 17 11 (7) .28- (7)

6. DomestiC 5 (2) 8 5 13 (3)

Housewife 29(17) 29 (8

Total Employed 1S5(72) 77(

Unemployed`nempl oyed ' 61(28) 46(28) 107(2'8)

Note: percents are in parenthesis
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As may be noted 'from the Table 9 entries, most (57 percent) of the
competitive jobs secured by men in the sample were-in the industry-

.
manufacturing category with the food and nonfood service categories sup-plying nearly, all remaining jobs. The Several competitive employment
setting categories were more evenly supplying the women 'jobs though, as
earlier noted, only one women in three or four had found competitive employ-
ment. One question in-the interview dealt with Vie subjects' recall of their
Mg school work experience program. Seventy-seven percent of the 384
subjects reported attending such a program. Of those 87 subjects who had not
participated in a work experience program, only 27- (31 percent) were now, corn-
petatively employed, 43 percent of thelnen and 17 percent of the women.
Most subjects cited their high school work experience as their most helpful
school offering.i, Even so, most subjects (74 percent) recalled that their
work exgeriences did not provide them the'skills required on their present
job and 41 percent of the employed subjects reporting' no relationship between
their present job and their high school work training.

_Rel ated_to_thei-rpresentemployment-weTeq-uest ions ofpost school job
training, how they found their job, how long -they had-had it other jobs
they had had, and reasons- for chacging,jobs. Approximately half of the
subjects (51 percent) reported receiving some training, half of these persons
from through vocational rehabilitation agencies, one-fourth through private,
industry and the remaining one-fourth through trade schools or communitycolleges.

Nearly a third of the employed subjects (48 percent) reported finding
their job through family or relatives, another 16 percent on their own, 20
percent through, friends or family and 24 percent through vocational rehabili-
tation agencies,. These percentages were similar for the euployed males and
employed females. Though teachers or their work experience program were
credited for finding jobs for less than 8 percent of the enployed subjects,
this low percentage pertained to their present job and may have biten tconside
ably higher for their first 4a t school job. By far most eMployd subjects
(over. 80 percent) reported their present job at least a- half a- year, most
of these persons having their present job longer than a year. This was true
for males and females. Considering that: approximately a fourth of the safiple
had not been out of school much more than a year, these prcentages indicate
considerable job stability among the employed.

At the same time, most subjects reported having-had prior 'jobs Of the-
total 384 subjects, very few apparently never had at- job. diowever, in terns
of never having held a competitive job, this percentage increased to around
40 percent for both sexes. Nearly ,all subjects who have had other than,
sheltered jobs reported having changed jobs at least once. Of those who
have held jobs on a competitive ba'sis, 75 percent of the males and 89 percent

'of the _females reported having been fired-or "laid-off" a prior job. Only
25 percent of the, males and 11 percent of the females reported having left
jobs only for more.creditable reasons such as to continue schooling, for a
better job, etc. In general, it might be said that when a subject left a
job the chances were high that it, was not of his or her own chosino.

fi



Occupational levels were assigned to the various reported employmentsfor the 248 presently employed non housewife, post'school subjects
according to the amount of prior experience or training 'required forthese positions. Since the subject's reported job title might not
properly, or sufficiently reflect his or her actual job, the subject'sstatement of job duties was used as a confirmatory check. A four level
_grouping .Of employments appeared adequate for the reported jobs., Theselevels were .1) unskilled, 2)- semi-skilled, 3) above-skilled,- and 4) skilled.A listing of specific jobs at each of these, four levels is included asAppendix D. The number and percentage of jobs= held by the post high schoolsubjects at these different occupation levels is reported in Table 10.

T-abl e--10

Occupation Levels for_aobs__Held:by-248- loyedMi-l-dly-
.Retarded Adults `After an Average of Three Years Out of School

Occupational Levels1

Unski 1 led/Shel tered

Semi-skilled
Above Semi-skilled
Skilled

63(41) S1 55
56(35) 30 32
28(18 (11)
-8 (5 2-(2)

Note: percentages are in parenthe

`Based on bYperience or training require.d: See Appendix D.

It
As may be seen in..Table 10, nearly half of -all 248 employed subjects

were working in either unskilled sheltered workshop situations (35 percent)
or in similar unskillod level competative jobs (11 percent) such .as dish-
washer, garbage collectok3 helper, etc. The percentage was slightly higher
for the employed. women in the sample due largely to .the greater nurrber
(48 percent) of women in sheltered workshops.. Two thirds of the remaining
subjects held semi-skilled7"blue collar" jobs (35 percent of all employed)
such as maid, waitress, janitor,\ etc. Approxirretely only rout of 5 of
the employed mildly retarded adults in the sample held jobs at.the level
of semi-skilled. (or-above), jobs such as mill or construction worker,
store clerk or service helper. Considering the total, sarrple of 384 former
Special -education studentS, nearly 80 percent of whom had completed their

`high school training, who yore typically in their early twenties and had

Two additional. job levels used to class
included in Appendix D.

cupatTons are -also



b6en out of school for an average of three Years, this ratio ,,-Persons
employed above a minimum semi-skilled level drops to only-8ne n eight.

The'employed subjects were asked, hew wel',.'thetr.'supervisors andjell ()14

workers "treated them" and more gene-rally how di'd their_job, cow rkers,- and
supervisors "suit them ", how well did they get along? ResPonses ere :classi.;
fled_ as either. positive; neutral or negative. In all saMpl es -mos responses=
Were -positiVe, approximately 75 percent with respect to both super isors and
coworkers and only -slightly less with respect to their more general "job..,-satis-
faction."' When -asked about future job plans-; 23 percent anticipate jobs
at the lower unskilled ,level, 31 percent at the next skill leVel and 26 per-
cent at the skilled and semi - professional level-. Twenty one. percent of those
employed reported no. future job plans. Approximately _40 pertentof t ose
Presently employed at the lowest unskilled level.',.anticipatetrjobs at he same
unskilled level but a similar number said they.planned to- get jobs at ext
higher skill levels.--".Atthe-higherS.killA.evels_few---job-hoilders-'plann d to
"move up "the job skill ladder. Of _the preSentlyiinemployed,- Most (7G percent)
had plans to find jobs, half of these subjetts referred --tolobs at the \lowest

'Apart from subject's past, present and anticipated -errployments,
questfont were _asked concerning use of leisure time,_what the subject di
with whom and. how often. FoOr categories of leiture time use were deVel ped:
1) principally solitary passive, non goal oriented, activities such as wat ping
teleyision,, 2) active non goal oriented activities principally solitary, such
as solitary games, movies, eatingout, playing tape recorder, minimal visiting
with friends, 3) a single _active goal or product oriented activity -invol i ng
other persons such as a group sport or game, active membership in a scci_a
grOup,inVolvement.(on a regularloasis)-in,khobby. such as sewing; garde inV
mechanics '",carliping, fishing, partying, and:4) multiple active goal-or pro uct
oriented activities with others (two or more code 3 aciti vides). Of the
total sample, though '.few subjects'' (2 pertent) fell in the .very lowest (so itary,-
pass i ve) eisure... time -iise category, considerable number (25 .per7int) i-

-cated- that-they...Were very seldom' Seeing ,:other. PersonS (excepting -thei r at home
adults or sibl ings.L,duri_ng their .non working hours. The re.MaininTsubj cts
Were about equallyx distributed, between, the. two higher '(actilil tY7sodi ation)-
categories, somewhat more than a third fn each grouping. The -di StribUtt' ns
for these leisu-re time use categories were very similar for men and wome

A prominent feature of most young adults in the sample limiting or upporting
their daily acitivities was their ability to get arJund, i.e., their
of transportation. Subjects were asked how they. "went places," if they drove
themselves, rode bikes, used public transportation, walked (by themselves);
or were nearly always dependent on others- to drive them. Twelve perce t'of the
subjects]. reported ithat they were totally dependent.u0on others for ge tins
around, a few more (5 percent) indicated that they went places by wal ing (by
therrselves), a third more used the bus as well as walking and another fifth
also either biked or hitchhiked. Nearly a third of all subjects rep rted

his .data was 'not,..available for the.Colurtus sample.



that, they drove themsel yes. Mest of these- latter were male, (44 percent ascompared to only 14 percent of the women). This sex difference of greater
dependency for transportation extended to;-all transportation categories,

I _nearlY220____percent of the women reported nearly always being driven or taken13y, others as, compared to only 6 percent of the, men. It is likely that lack
of access to independent transportation significantly 'affects both the
work and leisure lives of subjects unable to drive or to,, utilize public
transportation.

B. Follow-u Hi h SChool SaM e: The general characteristics (sex,
ethn city, age, and res dence of the 194 mildly retarded special education.
students planning to leave school in June, 1975 w-ho comprised the usable
follow-up high school subjects have already been reported (see Table 4)
together with the reduced sample sizes for subsequent retesting, 165
subjects, completing the second testing, 159 subjects the third testing and

. 154 subjects the fourth, testing. As noted, about half of the attritionwas due to unknown addresses and unavailability -(principally out-bf-state)and half due to "refusals." Though more females than males refused re- ./testing, more males than,females were lost to the project for-reasons of
moving- out, df town or having unknown addresses.' The result was that very
nearly the same relatiVe numbers of males as .females were'lost on each
successive testing, the final -testing sample containing 59.7 percent Tales
and 40.3'percent:females, as-contrasted with percentages- of 59.3, males 'and
40'.7- females-fee. the initi 'i testing, More generally, it may be reported
that' the 40 subjects -fa ng to complete the study were'quite similar to
the starting groups o 194 subjects with respect to age, sex%.4nd ethnic
distributions and school:work,expe-ience. Only one of the starting sample
subjects was ,known to be later '

titutionalized (in a rental hospital).
,

During their first year after sch, -1, four of the males 'were known to have
enlisted in the e armed serVices, two others, in the job corps'. None were.
known th be in priSons or detention homes. , 't I ;. ,

. ,
,

- Nearly all 194 of the high 'school follow-up subjects were' it th
17 to 19 year old age range, eleven of them 20' to 21 yea :.s old. :All but
24 were graduating' from the 12th .grade. The 24 non graduates were princi-
pally eleventh graders- who - ;indicated they would not be continuing in school.
With only seven-exceptions, the 194 subjects were all living at 'home with
parents or close relative when first interviewed. Of the seven; one Was
living4in a' group home, two with friends, one with a girl friend and three
were married (one living with his, in-laws). One hundred 'and si*ty of the'
194 subjects eeported,having two parent homes and all but four subjects'
reported having siblings.

As might be expected, the ,numbers of sUbjects living away from home
increased over the threeretest periods. Living alone, with a roommate,
with a same age sibling; oe with ..a spouse was considered a mere independent
living arrangement-than liying with parents or older relatives. The per-
centage of subjects living in. more independent living situations' increased
steadily from 6 percent at first testing (still in school) to 9 percent

-six months later, to 14 percent a year after school and to 23 percent a
year and a halt after school. The number of reported marriages similarlyincreased from 3 at first testing, to 9 six months later, to '8 a year after
;school, to 15 another six months later:, Approximately as- many males and
females reported.being married.



- Parent unemployment, examined at the time of first interview while thefollow-up subjects were still in school, appeared to ba_,about double thatof the national' average of 7 percent (Bureau ofLabor, 1 975). The 163fathers and 186 mothers reported byithe subjects in the study included 150fathers and 113 mothers in the, work force, i.e., other than disabled (.7fathers and 5 mothers), retired (5 fatbers and 3 mothers), or in school
(1 father and 2 mothers), or, housewives not desiring outside employment(63 mothers). Of these, 129 fathers (.86 percent) and 89 mothers (79 per-cent) we employed. Though in 70 ;of 160 two parent families both parents
were employed, in 42 families including 22 of the two parent families,no adult was employed. Three single parents ware among the disabled noted
earlier.

The occupation for parents in the work force was reported for 143
fathers and 98 mothers. ,Summarizing these occupe:ont according to a
trichotomy of skill level\ (as was reported for the post high school sample,
see prior subsection), revealed that a good fourth' of the fathers (27 per-
cent) and nearly half, of the mothers. (46 percent) had occupations classi-
fied as unskilled labor, with most fathers (64 percent),_and two out of_five___mothers ',42 percent) having skilled or semi skilled ,--occupations:Prtifek-
sional and semi-professional occupations- accounted for approximately
10 percent of both parent icoups. More generally, it may be concluded that
the skill level distributiOn of occupations reported for the high schoolrfo' -up sample is quite similar to that earlier reported for the post
=hi gh school subjects .

Because the data was collected at four approximate six month inter-
vals, the high school follow-up sample provided much more extensive infor-
matf n regarding the jobs and job expectations of the young mildly re-
tar e adult than was available from the single interviewing of the post-
high s ool sample. With the exception of 1=4 subjects, principally yoUnger
non-twe th graders fmm the,Reno sample, all follow-up subjects had par-
ticipate i n their high school 's work experience program. In addition
to Placeme ts in work situations as part of their training, most subjects
also had ob ined non 1-1514E program jobs during their high gchool period.
The foll ow-up i ntervi ews .further provided empl oyment descriptions for each
of three, cons rvative periods-of approximately six months each following
high school. eSe several job descriptions, the work study placement, the
non-HSWE program bs while irr hi gh school , and the subjects' post hi gh
school. jobs,, toge er afford a somewhat continuous de5cription of various
employments experi oed by the young Mildly retarde'd adults as,he is leaving
school and for the year and a half immed, lately afterwards. These data
are summa_ r ized in Tab\ e 11 according -0 major job categories (food service,-
service, agricultural, industry, andi.etaff' trade, and clerical) and l,by more
distinct job titles or -types of jobs. The Table 11 entries are the number
of subject reporting haOng held the particular,type of job with'summartes
and percentages incl uded for' each job categories . The number appearing
at the .top o-reach column t the number of subjects provi'ding:-data. The
number appearing at the foo of each column is the total number of ,jobs
reported.,; Since some subject reported more than one job, this number is ,

always larger than the number f subjects tested.



The 180 subjects who had..been in HSWE programs reported a total of
370 HSWE job placements. 'Two hundred, thirty-nine- of these'placements were
held by males (an average of 2. ?_placements per subject) and 131 were
held by females (an'average of 1.8 placements per subjects). In addition
to receiving more placements on the average than females,- males were placed
in a more diverse range of jobs than were females. Males reported HSWE
job placements in .25 of the 27 job categories, whereas females 'reported job
placements ir only 16 of the_ 27 categories, Analysis of the amount of time
spent On -wvk- placements revealed similar' sex difference5, females reporting
spending lesS total time on the -average in work experience placements than
did, males', approximately 1350 work hoirrs were spent in HSWE jobs by the
average male subject compared with just under 1100 hours for the average 'fe-
mal e =s ubjec

In term of types of job,, placements reported, most jeb placements were
in the service category (males 38- percent, -females 33.-percent), followed
by food service (males 27 percent., females 37 percent), industry and retail

--tracie (27 percent-males, -females-15 percent), and agricultural .(males 5 per-
,cent, -females 2 percent),. However the pattern of job placements by job
category differs for-the sexes, males:infrequently reported placements in-the
Clerical, category alid females'reported far fewer platements in the industry
and ,retail trades category. The most frequently reported Job titles,by,
women were.; cooking and dishwashimg (24 percent), child I.g,s__-e.11.5-percent),
and cleriaal (15 percent). Men most frequently. reported job titles 6f
dishwasher and busboy (22 percent)? janitorial (18 percent gas station/car
wash 'attendant (7 percent), and light assembly (8 percent).

tA total of 110 of the 194, subjects reported having had other jobs dur-
inging high school than those pirovided by the,work study placementFprogram.
These are, jobs other than p't time irregular work- as the, neighborhood
lawnmower o! babysitter: -64-subjects-(.33 percent) reported-HSWE job'
placements---as- their sole source of work. experiencebefore leaving high school.

I =

Comparing the job placemen s provided by HSWE programs to those found
.
independently by subjects reveals generally similar-paltterns,' more so for
males than females. The major c:fferences for both sexes were-the larger
number of non-HSWE' farm jobs, generally seasonal) andithe larger nutter, Of
clerical and food 'Service jobs, obtained through H'WE placement for females.

\ ,, Columns 5 through 10 Table reporteport the frequencL ileS of different jobs-
hel d 'by, subjects in the three six month periods after\hinh school.. Reading
across these successive-columns for each sex group re.eals generlly stable
percentages for, the different job 'categories. Ap-proxi ately a fourth of
the jobs obtained by both sex groups were in the Food i ervice category, the
remaining jobs aboUt evenly split between service anthiindustry and trade job
for the males Out with nearly twice as` many services as industry jobs` for the
females.- This \latter smaller, number of 'Women in the highe+ paying industry
and trade jobs is consistent with the emphasis' in -their. high school ,,work-'
trainingcprogrims. Th1e agriculturally related jobs, more' popular while in
.high school ;became nearly nonexistent after school -as did clerical jobs. The
fact that 19 of the 74 oirls-i26 percent) ir% the' HSWE program received a ,

'work placement in the clerical area and only one girlhad-a.job in that area
a year and a half latitr, in particular, suggests an inadequacy andio'r inappro-
priations of work- training in this 'area. - .



TABLE' 11

NUICE1 AND TYPES OF JOBS R ,PATb BY

'MILDLY RETARDED ADULT N H.S: 6 MONTHS

LATER;`, ,LATER, AND 18 1',1 RS LATER

7N-77-7777;77-7 WQR,; STUDY NON WORK JOBS DURING

EXPERIENCE STUDY JOBS 1st, 6' FOS

IN HIGH SCHOOL IN HIGH SCHOOL AFTtR H.S.

M F , M F .1 F

'TYPES OF JOBS,

rti

N=107 N=73 Nt69 N=4I ri.:89 'N=49 Nz75 N=38 N=70

(1) (2) (3) (4) '(5) (7) (8) 9)
..

OD SERVICE

Cool6 cook 'st aide 11 1 5

t,Cash:register. 1 2 2

Waiting tables , 3. 9
, 3 0

, ? , : '
'Dist;va ji,er, ci eanup 30 16 7 18 2 B

,Busboy girl ,22 . 5 13 1 1 1 *JO,.

TOTAL 67 48 25 15 41 13 27

28% 37% 21% 26% '28% \ . 22% 28%

,

SERVICE
\.

, ,,, ,
!

\

Teacher's aide,'.child are ' 2 ,19 3 9 0

Hospital aide,it'order 6 7 0 4 2

Re'crat,ion' aide'7' , ' 5 3 2' 0 3

' tailtorial 43 5 19 , 1 '24

Moiel ;mai del,' hoOsekeeper 0 6' 2 '11 0

,, Lauri0,y-,. ,:'. 7 . 1 ,2 0 .3

:..Gai s4ii on 1 tarwash - 17 0 4 0 6

Paperboy, 7-3 --1--0 0 ,2

O

0

0 4\1

1 6

0

15
O.

0

0

1 r,

2,1



Miscellaneous agency 1 3 0

Store clerk 6 0 1

TOTAL 91 44 '42

38% 33% 34%

AGRICULTURAL

Cannery 1

Farm, fish, nursery 2

Yard, grounds 10

TOTAL 13

INpusTv AND TRADE

Light ass prbly 18 :13 5

Truck -driver 3. 0

Boxbo/gi rl 16 ; 0.

Light construction 6
. 0

Stocki ng, i oadi ng
,

-T4 4

Security U 0 14.

Miscellaneous 1 0 0

Mechanics, body 7 9 2

I ' TOTAL 65 17 28

27% , 13% , 23%

2

1

3

2%

3 3 1 0 1

0 1 2 1 1

27 43, 22 25 16 33

'47% 30% 37% _6% 39% 36%

0 1 3 1

14 7 4 2 1 .0 0

11 U 6 0 1 1 1

25 8 13. 3 1 .4

21% 14% 9% 5% 2% 2%.' 4%

rj

3

13,

CLERICAL

ARMED SERVICES

TOTAL JOBS OR PLANS' 239 131 122 _ 57 145 59 95 91 41

4 19

2% 15%

3

t,

2 13

0 1

0 5

1 16

1

12 16

0
II

0 4

0

9

0.

0 0 0

0 1' 1

0 1/' 0 0 1 2 0

4 45 13 38 10 31 11

-7% 31% 22 40% 24% 34% 27%

3 0 8 1 0 ,1

2% 5% 1% 14% 1%

2 0 2

Note: Reported N's Include only S's reporting jobs occupational and career plans.



(The frequencies (N's) included at the top of columns 5 through 10
are also interpretable as numbers of subjects reporting having been
emploied during each successive six month interview. The employment
percentages for the men in the interview samples were extremely stable
for each retest interval, 7.7 percent during their, first six months after
high school, and 76 rercent employed during both of their next two retest
intervals. Corresponding employment Orecentages were nearly as stable for
the Young women in the interview samples. 62 percent employed during 'their
first six months post high school period, 58 perceht during their second
six month period and 60 percent during their final retest interval.

Though the data is clear in revealing that a very sizeable percent-
age of the sample of mildly retarded post high school young adults were
employed during each of the three approximate 6 month test intervals,
roughly three fourths of the menand three'fifths of the women) to some

extent the Table 11, top column frequencies are misleading in that the
successive counts -do not exclusively involve the sample persons', i e .

some subjects employed during one six month retest interval were not employed
during, the second, and vice versa. A further possible distortion is the
persons included in any count could have been employed &Om a few days,
part-time to continuously, for six months, full -time.

To more fully describe their post school unemployment, tem further
employement counts were made, the numbers of subjects employed. at the time
of each of the three follow-up interviews and the number of months subjects
were employed ou:: of the possible 18 month post school \period. The first
eTployment count was further subdivided according to whether'the employment
was competitive or sheltered and according to whether it was full time
(30 holrsi or more a week) of less, than N11 time (less that 30 hours a
week). Table 12 presents a summary of these employment counts for the
three post school interviews.

TABLE 12
Counts and Percentages) of Mildly' Retarded Young Adults-who were

Full-Time and Part-TimelEmployed in Sheltered and\in Non-Sheltered Jobs,
,at Three Six Month Intervals

First Follow -up Second Fol low-up rd Follow-up
6 mos-- after H.S. 12 mos after.H.S'. 18---vos. After U.S.

F M
Sheltered

\ Non-Sheltered
PartiTime

Full-Time
Unemployed

21(21) 9(14)
35(35) 16(24)
34(34) 34(51)

2

15(15)
40(41)
30(31)

Total - 99 66

I.Part-Jime = less than 30 hrs/wki Full-Time . 30 or more hrs/wk.

2The first follow-Up counts include 3 married females, the second 4, and the
6, half`:,of whom had held jobs before marrying.

97

6(10) 10(11)
17(27) 41 45)
29(47) 32(35)

9(15)
15(24)
31(50)

62 -92 62.

57
hi rd



The _.Table 12 entries reveal- a-generally high rate of unemployment for themildly retarded after leaving high school with approximately a third of themales and half the females without jobs at each consecutive six month inter-view. For males the part-time employment decreases somewhat accounting forabout a sixth of the male jobs at the end of the 18-month period with acorrepsondent increase i n ful 1-time employment finally accounting for threefourths of the Male jobs,. Sheltered employments, nearly all of which werefull-time, accounted for approximately -.5 percent of the male jobs and closerto 25, percent of female jobs at each six month interview. Examination of-these employments for all three interviews together revealed that 30 of theinitial 194 subjects reported having worked in a sheltered setting at sometime during the 18 month span of the study. The 16 persons reported workingin sheltered situations at the time of the last interview constituted 17percent of the 92 then employed. Of the 14 earlier reporting shelteredemployments, 5 had moved into full or part-time competative,employment, 7became unemployed and 2 missed the last interview. Workshop employmentseemed to depend in large ,part upon. the sample location, 12 of the 16 subjectsall Working in the same workshop in one of the sample cities.'

The-number of months subjects were employed during the entire periodbetween leaving high school June '75) and the fourth interview some 18months later was computed from the cortined intergiew reports of 161 subjects
having at least two,of the last three interviews. This, employment stabilityindex is presented in Table 13 in terms of frequencies of subjects neveremployed, employed less than 6 months (out of a possible 18), employed from6 to 12 months, and employed 12 or more months.

3.

The workshop in this city contracts with nearby electronics firms
electronic components and apparently-, recruits mentally retarded su
from local high schools, as a work experience training situation.is by piece rate, and is low in comparison with wages reported by
subjects, both sheltered and competitive and, for the subjects in
sample, there was little movement from this setting to other emploOf the 12 subjects in this workshop a year-and-a-half after high sonly one has held any other job.

to produce
bjects
Pay

other
our
yment.
chool,

2Thei r number of months employed could not be safely estimated for 33subjects who had missed two of the last three interviews. For subjectswith one missing interview their number_of months employed was computed byprorating available data.



TABLE- 1

'Number (and Percentage) of Mildly Retarded Young Adults. Who Were Nevei.
Employed, EMployed .ess Than'Sik Months, From Six to Twelve Months, and
Employed More than Twelve MOnths During Their First Eighteen Months-
After Leaving High School

Number of Months Employed

None 4 6--Mos. 6 to 12 Mos. 12 Mos .

;Males

Femal es

98 4(4) 17(17) 16(16) 61(62)'

63 6(10) 10(16)- 19(30) I 28(44)

Note.: Prorated for subjects- missing one of their last two inte views.

As may be seen in Table 13, only 10 of. he 161 subjects for 14rhom employ,-

ment stability indices were computed reported never having any job', during
their first year and a half after, highs school . However, another 27were
employed less than a third of_the time Taking a total of 23' percent,of the
subjects (approximately the same percentage of males and female's) unemployed
more than two thirds of the time. Considering the right most column of 12
or more months employed out of a possible.184miths as representing con-
tinuous or near continuous employment after high school, little more than
half (55 percent) of the sample meetthis\ criterion; 62 pircent of the men and
44 percent of the women. 'These employment rates are generally like those
from Table 12 based on employment as each Successive interview Which
,ranged from '65 to 69 percent for the men and from 49 to 53 percent for the
women. Both tables reflect an employMent- rate very much higher than that
reported for the general 18-24 year old popul\ation by the Bureau of Census.
For example, the 1975 Manpower Statistics (1965) report unemployment rates
for persons in the labor force aged 16 to 19 at 15.6 percent for males and
16.5 percent for females. For persons in the age range 20-24 the employment
rate is down to 3.8 percent for males and 5.5 percent-for fegiales. Though
these -figures may vary conSiderably for different localities6and describe
a two year earlier time period,' the considerable differences in employment

B-

1rie
f, irregular hourlijobs such as babysi tting or lawn mowing 'were. not

counted.

2 : -The four geographic 'areas providing subjects for this study generally were
.Similar with respect to subject- and -parents employment data'. The singular
exception'i'wat the high rate of shel tered -employment-at the. one:1 ocation-,
earlier mentioned.



rates can hardly be dismissed. They reflect not only the very unfavorable\
employment status of the post high school mildly retarded young adult in
dur sample but that of the larger national population from which they were
d awn.

A further employment description is wages. Information regarding earn
income was provided by 76 of the 92 subjects employed at the time of their'
fourth interview; 9c-were not clear as to what their wages were -and 5 others
pre erred .not to answer questions about earning.- Though the interviewers
did not have access to employers for directly validating the reports of
the 6 responding subjects, their reported earnings were consistent with
the inds of jobs reported and agreed in instances where several subjects/
Lhad imilar employMents. These data are summarized Table,14 as hourlS,
wage derived from the subjects weekly or rronthly salaries and number of
hours worked,

TABLE 14

rly Wages Reported by 76 Employed Mildly Young Retarded Adults .18 Months
er High School..

MALE

Aver Range N Average Range_

Non-Sheltered
34 $2.57 .86 - 5.00 14 -$2.10 .57 - 4:00

part-time 9 $2.50 .94 - 4.69 8 $2.30 .80-- 4.87
Sheltered 6 $ :12 - 2.06 5 $ .33 .07 - .70

Perhaps the most striking data in Table 14 is that for the sheltered
employees whose very low wages reflect the piece rates paid at their work-
shops. Most ofAhese-s-ubjects, approXimately percent of the employed
mildly retarded -in. our sample, had been continuously or near continuously
employed in their loW paying work settings since high school. The extreme
sex distinction favoring sheltered males is principally attributable to the
non-piecework jobs held by a few males.

Similar hourly wages were reported for the full-time and part-timecompetative workers but again males were typically earning higher wages.For the non-sheltered, full-..time employed males the projected annualearning based.on the very favorable assumption of continuous, 50 weeks
per-year employment would be $5,140; for the employed women, $4,410.
These "favorably estimated" earnings (which could apply only to a thirdof the mildly retarded in our sample) are still far below census figures



r:eported for employed persons in the 1920 year old group.,

Two further employment descriptions relevant to'considerations of the
post school employmnts of the mildly retarded adult in our samples are the
'subject's job and occupational stability, how long a particular job had
been held and whether the subject maintained his or her employment.in the
same type or level of job. Considering first job stability, the distinction
needs to be made between the total number of months' errployedi during their
18 month post school period, (reported in Table 13) and whether this em
ployment involved one.or several jobs. This-distinction is expressed in-
Table 15 which contrasts the distributions of number of jobs held by
subjects who were more continually employed (12 or- more of the 18 months)
and, by subjects employed less than 12 of the -18 months.

TABLE 15

NUMBER OE JOBS HELD BY MORE- CONTINUALLY EMPLOYED AND BY LESS CONTINUALLY'
EMPLOYED MILDLY RETARDED YOUNG ADULTS

o. of Mo,

Employed',
No. 0 s reported. for I8 mos. ofNi 2 3 4 6 -

school
Av. d

As may be seen in Table, 15, of the 89 subject's ,rePorting employement
for 'at least 12 of the 18 months, well over half -(60 percent) 'reported
having.held more than one job. fl-he average number of jobs held by this --
more continually employed group was 2.2 jobs; for'.subjects -totalling less ,

than 12 months erholoyment in their past school period:the average nurrber
of jobs hdld was_ 2.3. Approximately' one sixth' of subjects in either
stability grouping were employed in more than three different jobs during
their 18 DO-nth post school period.

Considering job',stability as at least 12 months at the same job,
36 of the 161 subjects are immediately identified in the lower left cell
of Table 15. To more completely describe the sample, examinations were
made of the time-on-job data from all three interview questionnaires.
These data are summarized in Table 16 in terms of number of subjects
holding any "same job" all 18 months, 12 to 18 months, 6 to 12 months or

1
As reported by,the Commerce Department for 1975, the median wages for 14
to 19 years, old and 20 to 24 year old males were just less than $4,800
and $7,500, respectively. The median annual wages reported for these
same age groupings of women were near $3,900 and $5,500. The fulltirrie

employed subjects in our sample were nearly all 19 to 20 years old.

61



less than 6 months-. The Table 16' frequencies: are based on the same 161
subjects proiiding Table 15 and Table 13 data, excluding the-10 subjects
Who were never employed. , _

TABLE 16

NUMBER (AND-PERCENTS) OF HIGH SCHOOL MILDLY RETARDED YOUNG ADULTS
HOLDING ANY "SAME JOB" 18 MONTHS, 12 TO 18 MONTHS, TO. 12 MONTHS AND
LESS THAN 6 MONTHS.

N

Months in "Same .Job'';'

6 mo.. 6-12-mk.

MALES. 94 41), 24(26)
FEMALES 57 19 33) .22(39)'

12 - 18 mos.

15( 16
12(21

18 pos.

16(17)4(7)

As can be seen considering the right-half of Table 16, a total of 47
subjects (29 percent of those :161 for who provided sufficiently complite
interview data) maintained their job for at least 12 Of their first 18
months after high school. Sixty-eight of the 161 subjects,,(42 percent) had
held nb- job as long as six months. Since many of thc \mildly retarded stibjects
in the sample had obtained least skilled and lower paxing jobs, staying with
these .jobs may not be a valid criterion for vocation:al achievement, in itself.
A closer examination of the jobs held by the 47 more "job table" subjects
revealed that 11 of these more continuously employed persons had sheltered
jobs. Of the remaining 36 job stable subjects, most we're employed in the
'generally lower paying food=services category. In respense to the' questions
regarding reason for change or. loss of a prior job, lesS than one in six
subjects reported "to .,get a better job"; mast said they had been fired. It
appears that- though the longer he1 d jobs are more frequently the poOrer paying
ones the major reason that the mildly retarded young-adiAts in our sample:
hadn't retained their jobs was employer., rather than-employee, disatisfaction..

The interview questionnaire inclUded a number of questions concerning the
subjects anticipated employments, "What sort of work do y u think you'll be
doing next year?" and career expettions or long range job lans, "Is there
a job which you plan to hold for most of your life?" The ubjects responses to
these two enquires were categorized using the same 27 job roupings developed
for their reported work experience and current employments "n Table 11.
Summaries of expected job and career data are reported toge er in Table 17
w7th the number of subjects expecting to be employed next y ar in each of the
27 job groupings presented in the left section and the tabulation of long
range or career expectations presented in the right section. The N's appearing
at the top of each column are the number of subjects responding.



TABLE 11

OCIIPATIONAL AND CAREtR PLANS REPORTED BY MILDLY RETARDED YOUNG WITS WHILE IN HIV SCHOOL,

NORMS LATER 12 MONTHS CATER AND 18. MONTHS LATER,

JO:Expected .(Next Year)
-Career Plaiis

6 liONTG7 .12' MOHTHS '18 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 12 MONTHS 18 MOhITIIIN HIGH :SCHOOL
. AFTER H.S. A TER iL5 AFTEftliS; IN WIGII :4:1-10(1.,., AFTER. AFTER H,Si AFTERv

M M....
I

''F M F H
, F. F M F

f9 i.
..-F.

74-1__YPES OF'JOBS N795 '11164 . 1083 N055. N-48 ti.54 N:53 'N.t86 H 54 .1067 N2.35. N:58 N=27 N268 11142......

(11) (12) (13) (14), (15) (16) (17) 118) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (261.,
FOOD SERVICE.

Cook, capkrs aide 6 1 3 0. FS 1 2 6 .2 4 3 2 2 3 2'Cash register 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 6 0 ti 1Waiting tables 0 7 0 0 4
, 0 2 0 1 0. 0 2 0 1Dihwasher, cleanup 3 . 2 3: 2 4 1 4. 0 0 0. 2 0 0 1 0 0Busboy/girl 5 1 4 0 5`° 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.TOTAL 14 20 10 =15 15 13 9 9 2 5 6 3 2 6 1 A15% 31% 12 27% It 23% 11% 17% 2% 9 9% 9% 3% 21% 4% 10%

SERVICE '

ICfej15 aide,
...chil.d care

Hospital aide, r

Recreation aide

11

MOtot.maid hotse..

....laundry

.,Gas..Station,

4 0 4 0

5 1

1 1

0 5

0 1

0 0

70

O. 0



'Paperboy , 1 0

Miscl. agency
t 4 6 12

:.Store clerk, sales 4, 1

TOTAL 3) 25

31% 38%

:AGRICULTURAL

Cannery 1

Farm, fish, nursery A 3

Yard, ground 3

TOTAL, 7

7%

INDUSTRY NO TRADE

assembly 14

Truck driver
3

Boxboyigl rl 3

Light construction 6

Stocki ng, loading 5

Security

0

cs body 10

TOTAL 42

44%

27 21 .4 22

33%,, 38% 27% 39%

2 -1 0

0 2

0

.5

0 0

5

3% 6% 5%

10 6 6

0 1 0

0 4 0

0 10 0

0

0 0 0

0 4 0

0 7 0

10 37 7

15% . 45% 13%

2

2 0

5. 3 .5

6%. .5% 6%

0. 1

4 3 10

2 3 2

23 24 20

27% 44% 24j

12

2

4,

7

10

0

1

5'

41

0

46, ,11%

1

0

13

S'

28

51%

1 0 1 0

3 6 7 3

1 2 1 4

23 22 20 17

33% 63% 3% 59%

0 0 0

9. 0 5

2 0 1 0 ,3

11 0 6 0 6 1

13% 9% 10% 3

4

,1 4

15 24

21% 57%

11 6 6

2 0 10

5 0 1

7 0 8

8 Mti 1

0 1 1 0

0 5 0

9 0 17 0

.7 49 1

N
_

11 0

% 1%

0 3

1 4

0 0

0 2

0 12

0 2

45

53%

CLERICAL 0 0 0 8

11% 14%

ARIIE 0 SERVICES 3 2 4 1

UNEMPLOYED HOME-

ITKE

49%

1 5 0 12 2

0 5 , i 5 0

0 0 1 0

0 6 0 4 0

0 5 0 3

0 1. 0 0 1

0 3 0 9

O 6 0 12

'33 0 46:

`54% 65% 9

TOTAL J(i3S OR PLANS 96



As-may be seen directly from the percentages far the different job
categories in the left section-of Table 17, approximately half of the
males_ reported expectations of employmentin industry and trade jobs with
over.half of those remaining expecting jobs it the service area.' The
women, on'thei'other"hand,- principally expected employment, in the,-Service
area (around 40 percent), another fifth in the food .service and in the
clerical 'areas -eae:h, with only 'one-in eight anticipating jobs in the
better paying industry -an` trades category. Only one or two\of the,,women
ever indicated "homemaking" as their next year's job expettation.

,

Looking' across to the right:Section of ,Table 17, the longer. range
career plans of our subjects reveals, -interesting differences between
expected short range-(next year), jobs as their long -term career'plans.
For. example,. at the time of their fourth interview,_ 6,5 percent -of the
men named industry and trade jobs as their career plans whereas only
53 percent had expected employment .in -these jobs- "next year". Simi..1\arly
57 percent of the women named service jobs. as .their career plans. compared
to only 44 percent expecting these jobs next year.- At the' same time,
the 'food service jobs received much less mention as a 1-ongrange emptoy-employ -

merit plan, falling to only 4 percent for: ma=les and lOpercent for females,
Recalling_that nearly a fourth of both sex groups continued to, report \
holding! jobs in this category (see Table 11) -a "rejectiOn" of it as a
-preer job- is" apparent: 'Onthe other hand, whereas, only 'one or two
women-held clerical jobs a year after high -school,, approximately a fifth
of the women continued, to-eXpect'clerical jobs "next year" and the same-
rel ati ye number named clerical work as their career expectation .

further interesting change is the considerable decline in homemaking as
a "career" goal from--a fourth of the girtt in high school naming home-
making as their- long. range'employment plan," to only one respondent
naming it after _high school.

In addition to the occupational titles or groupings, the occupational
level of jobs held by and expectL.: to beheld by our subjects was examined
using the clissification system presented earlier in describing the post

-high school sample. (Also see Appendix D.) Using this system all cur-
rent and expected employments- reported-by our subjects were classified into,
one of four skill levels; unskilled, semi-skilled, above semi-skilled, and
skilled. Count and percentages of subjects holding jobs -in different
skill levels at each of the three post high school 'interviews is presented
in Table 18. The number and percentages of unemployed subjects are /also
reported.
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TABLE 18

NUMBER (AND PERCENT) OF MILDLY RETARDED YOUNG ADULTS EMPLOYED AT DIFFERENT
OCCUPATIONAL LEVELS, 6, 12, and 18 MONTHS AFTER HIGH SCHOOL.

OCCUPATIONAL
LEVEL

Unskilled
Semiskilled
AboVe Semi -skill ed
Skilled

Total Employe

6 mos. post H.S.

MALES FEMALES

32(50) 12(38)
25(38) 13(41)
5( 8) 7(22)
3( 5)

65(66) 32(49)

12 mos. post 18 rros. post H.S..

MALES, FEMALES

29(44) 12(37)
26(39) 14(43)
9(14) 7122)
3( 5)

54)

MALES FEMALES

21(35) 8(26)
25(40) 13(42)
7(12) 10((33)
7(12)

60(66) 31(5C
fi

As may be seeni,from the lower col urrE entries, the percentage of employed
men and women in the sample remained generally constant over the 18 month
follow-up period, approximately 65 percent of the men and nearer 50 percent
of the women. Thesel employment figures included part time and sheltered
employees (together accounting for approximately 25 percent of all jobs
both sexes), and are not too different from the percentages reported in
Table 8 for the older post-hig sdhopl sample.7

In terms of occupational level there appears. to be a decreasing proportion
of employerVsubjects \holding Jobs in the lowest skill level category (jobs
requiring- minimal training such as kitchen helpers, janitorial workers ,

bus boys, and sheltered (workers) and a- corresponding increase in employment
at mare skilled jobs Such as cook, millworker, nurses\atde, and teacher aide.
For the combined male and female subjects the unskilldd level percentage
fell from 45 percent six-monthsafter-hi gh school to _32\percent one year
later. For the same period, the above semi-skilled level `Rercentage rose from
16 percent to 2T percent:1

Though compariSonS with the Table-8 .data-favor the younger, =less time Out-of-s chool , fol low7Up subjects terms'ef;haVing a lower- proportion of : unskilledjobs_, percent for the 248 employed. post .high--school. subjects.), inter-
pretations suggeStirig more accessible job markets or better vocational- pre:-
.peration...would- to preinature since the two samples differ in numerable ways.
'-Arnong these is, the difference in. subject selection in the two samples, the
younger'.f011ow-uPv-SamPle identified toward. the. end of their final nigh school
term.
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Changes-A n occupati cina 1 160 s of jobs ,our subjects held 'during. their
18 month post-high school period and in the expectations of jobs whichthey
would hold, the _followifig_year-and in later years were also examined by
tracking individual responses to the same questions asked on successive
interviews. Table 19 presents '5uhmaries of the eAent and direction of the
changes. The tabled entries are the numbers-,and: percents (in parenthesis)
of subjects making the 'differeni,ehanges. Thp upper portion of Table 19
refers tothanges in the occuaptional level- ofA04) held frOm the firTt
to the last interview. Subjects efewer three interviews were
not coynted The occupational levels referred to are' those based on the
categoHes,,reported in thy. previous table.:(Table 1 8). In reporting the
data distinction was made between subjects reporting lebS Ine occu-1
pational category different from their earlier report and subjects rer
porting changeS of more than one category.

TABLE 19

CHANGES IN THE OCCUPATIONAL LEVEL OF CURRENT JOBS HELD, EXPECTED JOBS, AND
LONGER RANGE CAREER GOALS REPORTED BY MILDLY RETARDED YOUNG ADULTS DURING
THEIR 18 MONTH POST-HIGH SCHOOL INTERVIEW PERIOD

MALES: N.81
FEMALES: N =47

Changes

No change

32 40
22(47

Occupational Level of Jobs Held

Increased Occupational I Detreased 0_e_gia, Lev.
level -T level

16 20
13(28)

9 1

1( 3)

MALES:. -.104
FEMALES: N=65

Chariges -in Occupational Level of Job
No change eased OssLia:

1 evet 1 level

37 36)

25(40).
21(20). 13(13)

21(32) '4 ( 66)

16 20

'1.1(23)

10

xpected Next Year
Decreased 0:ccu ; Lev.

1 level 1 eyel

2 6 ( 2 ) 1 ( 7
1 1 ( 17) 3 ( 5 )

MALESi
FEMALES; Nr-48

Changes in Occupational Level of Longer. Range Career Plans
No chaf22t- Increased Oc u ational

. .Decreased Occi
1 level 1 level 1 level 1 level'

30(34) 16(18) 8 ( 9) 17(20) 16 (18.),

21( 44 ) 8( 17) 7(15) 7( 15) - 5( 10)
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As may be seen from the upper section, Tab le,19 data, ill percent of the
males and 47 percent of,the females remained employed_ at the same ooctipationallevel during the 18 month follow-up period.' During this time, approximately
20 percent of both 'groups changed jobs, to slightly higber.occupational levels,
an equal nunter to slightly lower occupational levels. 1 A more substantial
change, .both upward and downwaed, was reported by.the remaining 21 percent
of males but only' one female changed her occupational level this much.' Con-
sidering that nearly half of Our subjects dere initially employed in jobs
in the lowest occupational category, the pattern represents considerable
stabilization at that lowest level, particularly for female's. Additional
job training, a(requirement fdr upward mobility in most jpbs, is dither not
-easily accessible or unavailable to most of our subjects. Interviewer
inquiries revealed that,only one in four"of our subjects had received post-
high school vocational trainino during their 18 month post school period,
half of these, s hel tered workshops At the same time- nearly two thirds ofthose interviewed (62 percent) said that they would like to, receive.more jobtraining.

The ,frequency' and percentage-figures for the middle section of Table 19
arr. 6 used on subject responses to the interview question "What kind of work do
yo.: -',;,Onk 'you will be doing next year?' As with the preceding Table 19 data; ,

- these figures are based on comparisons 'of each subject's responses on all of
his brfier interviews over the lb:month period. Subjdcts with fewer than three
interViews were not counted.

The change data relating to 'occupational level of expected jobs (mi ddl e
section of Table 19) are general IY similar - to thoSe for the jobs currently
hel d 'though more upward-change-was noted. 'Thirty-six percent of the males
and 40 percent of the females indicated jobs at the same occupational level..
Twenty pek;.i.cnt of th'e

\

males and 12 percent of the females mentioned jobs at
slightly h',Igher occupational levels whereas 25 percent of the men but only

'17, percent of the women (a reduction of half) mentioned jobs at slightly
lower occupational leVel. Ten percent of all subjects anticipated jobs at
a substantially highee_skill level compared to 5 percent expecting sub-.
stahti ally lower skill' levels. More generally, 35 percent of(all subjects
anticipated higher Skill levels, and another twenty-five percent -lower skill
level jobs. -

The bottoM section of .Table 19 presents the change data based on the
interview question concerning loner range job or career plans. In general
our subjects' responses to these rriore eventual employment' status enquiriet
were no more optimistic than thoe for more invediate jobs'. Thirty-four.

Differences between these data and those of Table 18 reporting changes toward
proportionately fewer% lowest\skill level jobs, are due to ihclu,sion of-first
interview employment data in Table 19 to permit dreater time "coverage."
At the time of their first interview (while still in high school) a greater
proportion of subjects-(approximately hal,f ) reported jobs" in the semi-SH1led
category than they did six months later.
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perent of'the males and 44 percent of the-females didn't change their
expectation _over-the 18 month period. Approximately 30 percent of both
groups expected to eventually have jobs.'at :higher skill levels\,than they
had earlier thought, but then the same number anticipated jobs at lower
skill 'levels. This latter downward readjusting of expectations after
high school is_ perhaps to be expected due to our subjects becoming more
aware of barriers such as educational requirements which they are unable
to meet for higher level o,ccupations. Comparing job and career expec--=
tatioris with jobs held a year and a half after high school revealed, 56
percent of _our-subjects expecting jobs at their present occupational
level and only a few Subjects (7 percent) expecting a loWer level job.
CoMparing their present. job (18 months after high school) with their
long= range 'employment. plans reveals 43 percent of the young adults
intending or expecting to be employed at a higher occupational level,
but another 38 percent expecting to remain at their present job skill
level. It` should be noted that fully half Of those interviewed after 18
months out-of-school answered by saying that they didn't know or had,
no long range job plans.

As with the vocational sections of the interview schedule, tho tour
administrations of interview questions dealing with our subjects ticial

satisfaction and expectations yielded a considerable amount of data re-
garding their anticipated continuation or changes in living arrangements,
friendships and leisure tiftvi act-hitt-1es. As, reported earlier this sub-
section, the proportion of subjects living away from their parents in-
creased -upon successive interviews from 6 percent stil1\in school at
first testing to 9 percent six months.later to 14 percept a year after

ssch-Ool ,' to 23 percent at final testing. Between each in erview approxi
t mately ten percent of the subjects changed their living' rrangements some
moving toward greater independence, a smaller number ret ming home. The
major reasons given for theirdissatisfaction with living t home was
"lack of Ifreedom.-";--The most popular reason given for'movirig out by
those whO did4a-sc"wanting to' try living away from home:" The percentage
of men, and-wornefi living away from home were generally the same until the
finaripterview: when the percentage for females increased to 29 percent

r compared to more modest increase to 19 percent for the males. This
difference does not-appea to,be related'to marriage. As noted earlier
only.:15 of the finality rested '164 subjects were married at the time of
theirilast,iinterviiew, 6 Jf the merrand.9'-of the women._ With respect to
"having'a special boy or girl -friend" however, nearly twice the pro-
portion of women' (57 percent) as men,, (33 percent) said

1J,

In so many respects, moving away from home is `a most important change
for young adults. At the time of their fourth-interview, approximately
half of the living-at:home subjects indicated dissatisfaction with their
present-living arrangements and nearly ,9B percent said that they wanted
to be on their own. A limiting factor in leaving home, of course, is
employment. Nearly all of the subjects who were living independently



were either full time employed or married. This problem of financial
dependency was frequently mentioned by most subjects. I response to the
interview question "what would need to happen before yo could be on your
own?",, nearly all responding-subjects referred to "having a job and enough
money. '' Having and managing money was considered by st subjects as a
part of being independent as well as one of its_prime deter hates_. In
TesponSe \to the set of paire comparisonquestions regarding "what is the-best part about having your in place the alternativ:' involving "control

increased priVacy and social
freedoin.

Responses to interview questions concerning tie follow-up subjects'
use of leisOre time, what 'he subject did, with whom and how often, were
summer ized: using the same' our categories 6 f leisUre time use developed forthe poSt high school sample-data. These categories were 1) principally
solitaty passive, nongoal /oriented activities such as watching televiSion.2) acti ve nongoal oriente activities, principally solitary, such ,as solitary
games, movies, eating ou playing tape recorder; minimal visiting with
friends, 3) a single act ve. goal 'or product orie ted activity involving other
persons such as a group port or game, active me ership, in 'a social group,
involvement (on a regula basis) in a hobby suc as sewing, gardening, mech-
anics, camping, fishing, partying, and 4) multi le active goal or product
oriented activities with others (two or more code 3 activities). The distri-bution- of follow-up subjects within each of these four categories based on
the interview data from their three post high chool interviews is presented
in Table 20.

TABLE 20

E OF LEISURE TIME Y YOUNG-MILDLY RETARDED ADULTS ACCORDING TO .-

4 LEISURETIME-USE-CATEGORIES- 6 MONTHS AFTER SCHOOL, 12 MONTHS
A TER SCHOOL AND 18,M NTHS AFTER SCHOOL

Leisure Use Categories \ 6 month posl H.S 12 rro
MALE FEMALE _MALE

post H.S.
FEMALE

Solit ry, passive non-
goal rientedi activities

Solitary or family;
less p ssive non-goal
acti V i es

Outs1 id of family;
.actilve goal activity.
1Outside of family;

multi'pl. active goal
activit es.

1(12)

4

2

28

5 60

i
16(28)\

5)

45(45)

5

33(52)

22(35)

X7(11)

18 mos. post H.S.
MALE FEMALE

11(12) 10(16)
------------ ____

24(26-) 20(33)

25(27) 14(2

i

6) 17(28)

\
_TOTAL- 59 100 63 9 3 61



As may be seen in the ,Tible 20 data, approximately half of the_sub-
jects were categorized in the two lowest, categories reflecting a' leisure
time use marked mainly by interactions limited to within the family and
involving principally passive activities. This distribution generally
maintained 'during the 18 month follow-up period, though an increase in
subjects categbrized at either-extreme leisure time use, categories at the
time of their final interview is evident, more,._subjects becoming 'consider-
ably_active (or inactive) in their leisure pursuits. This polarizing, in
part due to changes in living arrangements and in the continued employments
and uneroployements of subjects, appears to be equally'true for men and women
MOT generally, Interview data reveal the follow-up subjects, as a group,
to be somewhat Tess socially active than the post follow-up subjects
.reported earlier. Quite possibly the fact that this latter group is
older and has been out of school longer accounts for much of .this difference.
However, very few of the follow-up subjects expressed dissatisfaction
with their, use of free time, one-third being neutral and two-thirds ex-,
pressing satis`faction.

On Sal 1 interviews, about half the subjects `said that they plan to
try new hobbies, sports, or other activities. Of those with announced
plans, few (only 17 percent) reported (at the time of their next interview)
having actually established that new activity or hobby; fully half admitted
that they hadn't tried. When asked on a later_interview question about
the various-"things" that they-might do -during thenext six months, of
alternatives,such as "travel", "buy someth'ng special", "find or change
jobs", etc.,4 nearly half chose leisure related activities. On their
subsequent interviews half of the subjects indicated they had at least
partial success in accomplishing their intended activity. The principal
reasons given for not realizing their intended acitivity were personal dis-
couragement and lack of money..

An area related to both socialization and vocational achievement
as a facilitator or inhibitor is means of transportation, the means
avalable to our subject "to get around," to go back and forth to work,
shopping, visiting, etc. In response to the interview question "How
do you get around?", a fourth of .oure subjects4(39 percent of our women
compared tool3 percent of our men) indicated they were still dependent

Another factor is that as time went on, the less socially outgoing
subjects may have lost contact with old school friends, and ,didn't .'
replace them easily.

2
These alternatives were presented pictorially in two sets of six pictures

° depicting different activities. Subjects were to indicate one or more
activity from each group or offer a substitute intended activity.

Examination of the relationship between- the five hierarchial categories of
transportation described above and use of leisure time and employment
history within, he pooled post 'high school and follow-up samples, however,
yielded only low near .zero correlation coefficients, due in part to the
differences between samples with respect,to need and availability of
public transportation.
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_ _upon, others at the time of their fourth interview, 18 months after high
school. Another fourth of our subjects reported they rode buss'es, somewhat

_ fewer either biked or hitched rides, and nearly a third drove themselves.
Again, men were more heavily represented in this latter category, 43 percent
of the Men as compared with only 13 percent of the women. Slightly higher
proportions of our men (59 percent) and of-our women (18 Percent) said they
had drivers - licences. Thirty-one men and 33 women indicated that they
had no inirnediate'plans (within .a year)` to obtain a licence.

One part of the subject's out-of-chome activities reported on their
interviews was their new friends. Thodgh these reports could not be veri-
'fied and may be inflated somewhat in the direction of socially desireable
positive answers, nearly hal f_ of th.e subjects, non the less,-reported no
new friends at each six month questioning. Most new friends were met at
work, others through recre7.'-ional activities and throdgh relatives and a
small number through neighborhoOd and .church- related activities. Possibly 'Athese last two settings represent a more closed social system with fewer
opportunities to meet new people. The non-employed subjects continue to
appear disadvantaged. In the context of friendships, as was true
in the broader contexts of increased independence and leisure time activi-
ties, the importance of having a job for most of our young mildly retarded
'adults is primary. Though a subject'sat ility to present him or herselfin' the job interview situation is distinct from the kind of socialization
data gathered in the subject interview, success here is entry to a possible
spiral of social growth opportuniti6s. Failure to .obtain employment can
precipitate a corresponding _negative spiral. As will be noted in the following
section which describes subject classifications as related to the "validation"
of the forced choice Inventory, only rarely did a subject simultaneously ikreceive a high vocational achievement classification and a low socialization
classification or vice versa.
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FORCED CHOICE- SELF DESCRIPTION INVENTORY (ANALYSES)

/7-
A. Anternal Arial ses:

AS described more fully. in Procedures ...Sec41on II . A2. :the . Forced
choice...''Self.iResponSe_-Inventory..(FC1)-: consisted of 72 statements, the
statements grouped:1 ntO. .subsetS Hof -6 statements. each. thin' eAch.,
subset eachi..:.statement tatements
Pairi,ng",. of statements. constituting an,'iteni:-.:-.Sinee.there 'are.:H:15LCorrbi
(not Counting order) of '6 things taken: two
statements produced 15 tams, the .twelve subsets producing; the

In compeling.tte each-:.StateMent --appeared.2.or..:;3.:-timeS.-lin a first
poSitiOnJA)-'.-and' or in a second r:PoSitien (B) ItemS were
ordered. so that, no..,statement,.appeared. in, two consecutive

Generically the SCI developed in response '. to need tO.:;more\:ObjectiVelyt.identify.SUctessful ly adjusted and -poorly adjusted--Mildly.:retarded.yOUng
....athilts;-..The.---,tes,t-,:rati_orialei_masthatthis. identification
terms .of those;,-persorel:;- behaviors, -attitUdesy. .values- which mi nate

,.'betWeen these two groups.. ...The"tes.t .'format. was one requiring :the subject to
select. one of tWO'stateMents,..as being either:'rpOre :her.:.self
or-lbetter - describing -'h SubseclUent,-:partiOns section
will,: des dri otv'of FCI: and 0(6mi nati-nn tof "-changes
in --test-'reportedtehalVior,-.-..attitUdet and values during an'
school bed oth- This .-firt:5ObteCti on reports test.data analyses _.relating, to
-F CI.-- .t6k understanding, sAler,test:stabi 11 ty longer termIarity-of subject respense for different-'-Sampl

.

1 Perhaps the',,f1 rst- questi on to be asked.- of. 'any
riewiiinformatelOn0'1:Irb-cedure-procedure -is that-procedure'tie7managedliy7the
intandad--resribndertfs7,H Are the eistructi one-and sufficiently well
presented. and understood by-test takers that their,retponses: will denOte
other ::tban-Jai ure,or.-inability .,O',db that which- isH.aSked Of-'theM? This is
always.a "- concern in a. forced. choice -.tas requiringr..5 i triple ,,-.uneIabOrated,

-..understanding. And it -is particularly-.a concern in testing- retarded persens
And requiring -them -discriminate- Among stimuli.

In collecting the data-for the 384 post high scho ubjects , 15

additional, prospective subjects otherwise. meeting the sample cri teria of
having been enrolled in public school special education programs for
reason of mental retardation and having been out of school at least one
year, provided "unusable" FCI data, Eleven of these were students who
revealed an inability or unwillingness to respond meaningfully to the
"choose A or_ B" instruction: Three of these person either persisted
in patterns -of A-B-A-B-A-B-- or with respoase of- either letter fol lowed by
extended blocks- of the alternative letter, and then again, blocks of the
first letter.. Since in preparing the FCI items, position effects and item
ordrs,had been "randomly" shuffled, the occurence of such repeated patterns,
precludes content- related response, particularly when supported by the
examiner, statements describing the subject's behavior. Three others



persisted in giving very rapid response (-i.e., responding before the A-B
alternatives had been read), and five others were too tired or restless to
complete the long, somewhat repetative, 180 item test.' The remaining four
"lost" Subjects were either due to interviewer recording errors in fillingin the IBM answer sheet, or to lack of interviewer Tatings. During the
course. of the follow-up testing of the hi.),t school sample only four FCI's
were identified as" "unusable" on the basis of, interviewer comments. that
their subjct was either unattentive, unable to remain awake, or lacked
task comprehension.

TI;e foregoing suggests that the 180 FCI test may be "unmanageable"
for two or three percent of the population of former special education
students. A more objective criteria for task understanding is the occur-
rence of a "perfect" or noncontradictory sequence of preferences .within an.
FCI- subset. In a 15 item subset of six statements, each matched wit, every
other one, a perfect sequence would, be, one in which the most preferred
statement was chosen five times, the next most preferred statement chosen

,four the next most preferred chosen three times, the next, two
times, the next, one time, 'and finally none, yielding a 5, 4, 3, 2 , 1, 0,
seqUence.-- As may be apparent, "order" is not relevent in identifying
perfect sequences. The only requirement is that each frequency appear
once and only once.

It should be noted that two conditions are required for pe fect or
near perfect patterns, the first dealing with item content and the send.

-with'subject_ response. To achieve a perfect pattern the items must be
scalable, that is, unidimensional. Items which cannot be ordered on some
common "!underlying" continuum cannot, except by chance, yield perfect
patterns. Though the FCI items were not prepared to achieve a general
( across subjects) uni dimensional ity ,within__subsets_of__FCI items (the test
development paradigm required only'grauping by general areas), it is, of
course, possible that respondents are able to set their preferences for
subsets of items along some unirfying criterion, either implicitly or ex-
plicitly. In usual scaling studies` a perfect pattern is considered evidence
far -uni dimensional ity.

The second condition is that the respondents must rationally perform the
task discriminations, attending, in effect, to that common underlying
criterion in choosing between the paired .statements. In a set of six statements,
the probability of obtaining a "perfect" pattern by chance is 210 or roughly
once in 1,000 times; 'Since the total FCI consisted of 12 item subsets
involving six items, the probability of one or more' "perfect" patterns by
chance is .012 or approximately once in a hundred. Applying these proba-
bilities for the post high school subjects completing, the FCI, only three'or
four perfect patterns would be expected from this sample due to chance.

On subsequent interviews the HI testing was administered in sections
during di fferent. "breaks" from' the interview q.uestions . Also the test
items were reduced- by approximately one third.



An examination was made of the number of "perfect" response patterns
produced by the 384 post high school subjects with scorable FCI answer
sheets. These frequencies- are summarized in Table 21 according to FCI
subtest for males and femal es separately- in each of the- five post high
school samples.

MADE BY MIL

TABLE 21

NUMBER OF -PERFECT fCI PATTERNS

SLY RETARDED YOUNG-ADULTS IN FIVE POST SCHOOL SAMPLES

SAMPLE
GEN. --SELF -MNG. R ATTRIB. :aver

...CARE MONEY ORIENT. VALUES'. -SUCCESS-:',-, TOTAL

Eugene (Pilot)
Males( n=42)
Females (n=33)

Sal ern,
Males(
Females(n=

Portland,
Male(n=41)
Females n=3

Madison
Ma 1 e (n=38)
Femal e( n=19 )

Col umbus
\Male(n=56)

9

4

Total\
Ma1e(n=216) 113 96 90 166 102
Female(n=168) 92 ''70 69 103 85

All' =384) 205 166 159. 269 187

Av.isubtest subj. .27 .22 .21 .24 .05 .18 .23

23
19

29

22
16

22
17

19 19
28 19

24 lb
14 10

15

16 44 39
17 20 18

16 26 20
17 26 23

21 33 .13.
16 18 18

.16 : .-23 1.9...
7 . 20 13 ,

2/ 40 :

12 19 ----- 13

7

9

144 3.4
90 2.7

120 3.1
107 3.2

113 2.8
101 2.6

6 103. 2.7 :
.'7 . 71 .....3.7

7 115.2.1
---:76

28
26
54

595
445

1040

.Note. Tao ed.entriet reflect the number of six statement sets contained in
eachsubtest'..-1",Pe'Attribution of Success., s ubtest contained only one set of
six statements, Work 'Orientation subtext :corp'ined three sets of six
statements. All ',other,s ubtests' contained two -sets' :of .s i X -statements



Unmistakenly,, the occurences of perfect patterns far exceeded the
chance expectation of only an occasional perfect pattern. In' all six
FCI, subtests, perfect FCI item subset response patterns occurred from a
fourth to a fifth of the time. A total of over 1000 perfect patterns
were produced by 384 subjects, 323 of all subjects (84 percent)-Waving at
least one perfect pattern, approximately half of the subjects producing
three or more perfect pattern. The average nurrber of perfect -- patterns
for the total sample was 2,71. In general, this average remained roughly
similar for the five different post high school samples ranging from an
average of just above three for the Madison subjects to just below two
For Columbus subjects. For the total sample, females and males were'nearly
alike, averages of 2.65 and 2.75, respectively. Fatigoe factors. did not
-appear to enter ins either; there were newly as many perfect patterns
for the last three administered subtests as for the subtests administered
earlier. Further inspection of the data revealed that most of the non-
perfect_,patterns dc-riated, from perfect by only one reversal. The chance
probability for thls close (to perfect) pattern was roughly once in 60 for
a set of six items.

Clearly, the subjects' pattern of responding cannot be accounted far
by chance behavior. Stated more positivelY, it is to beconcluded that
the task requirements of, the very lengthy 180 item FtI were not beyond the
response capabilities of the Mildly retarded young adults tested in the
study. On all subsections of the test they were producing "perfect" and_

-"near-perfect"--patternsfar-in--excess of-chance occurrence, i ridi cati ng
that they were rationally, managing the paired performance task, i.e., -
they were choosing alternative statements within subsets of 15 items
si -tent with -SOITEunderlying--criterion-of hierarcal preference-for these
items.

2. Retest Stabil it A second basic question to_be_asked_of_any _new
measurement procedure is that of reliability, an accounting for variance in
test scores-. due to extraneous\ variables.. The repeated measurement testing
design provides a direct stattment of the stability of subject responses in
the testing situation and permits an estimate of test reliability An terms
of the correlation between the initial and second sets of obtained scores.
Since the retest scores are host to a rwriad of possible change variables
such as diural situational and subject changes,_changesin=test familiarity

--and-fatigue and-in interviewer-interviewee Interactions, together with
actual subject changes in the variables .of concern during the retest inter-
val, this reliability coefficient isconsidered a more conservative (lower)
estimate-of test reliability than coefficients based on single test admini-strations .

The FCI retest data was obtained from 80 Portland post high school
subjects who were retested within a week to ten days !after their initial
test. The testing was completed by two interviewers each testing half of
the subjects. The retesting was planned so- that half the subjects were
retested by a different interviewer than administered their first test,
half by the same interviewer. The general background interview questionnaire
was 'administered-only during their - first testing. The second testing-session--
only involved the retest of the 180 item FCI. Since examination of the
retest charejm in FCI scores revealed very, similar,distributions for both
subjects twice tested by the same interviewers and subjects tested by
different interviewers, the data 'were pooled for the total sample of 80
subjects.



The Portland test-retest data was examined a number of ways relevent
to the stability and change of FCI responses_ First an item by\item, subject
by subject count was made of the numbers of males and females chosinc a -

different response on their retest: These changes appeared fairly\f-quent,nearly one third of the 180 retest A-B choices were different from thLise of
th'e initial testing for both sex groups. Considering only the 30 items,finally retained for the keyed FCI test (see, -subsection IV B, below
this change ratio reduced to approximately one fourth. The product moment
correlation coefficient com)uted for the test-retest 30 item FCI scores was
.848 for the males and .838 for the females. The male and female means for
the 30 item FCI scores remained very nearly the same, respectively, 'for theinitial and second adminjtration data The summary data for these test-
retest comparisons are presented in Table 22:

TABLE 22

Test-Rete9;11 Correlations Between- 30-Item FCI scor s
Based On FCI Readministrations After a One to Two

Week Interval. (Portland Sample)

Tes t

Mal es' (N \ 4 1)

S.0

17.91 4.25

Retest 17.95 4.69 848

Females (N 39)

S.D.

.17.53 4:40

18.16 4..25 .838-

A further examination of the 180 item subject by Subject test retest
data Was -made in terms -:of:-the__stability_..c0,1Em-,--difficul-ties;---that"- is, the

7extent-to-Which-. the proportion of subjectS- choosing A or B respons.e for
eachitem remained the same during the one to two week period. To-

this..data-, the test and retest- item di.fficulties were -.correlated within
each of the:six..subt6sts.- These product, moment coefficients are-'presented
in Table 23 ;together with the average. item difficulties -for--the. two FCI
administrations. may be noted in that table all ',coefficients were in the
mid.- ..801s- -and above with a median r of .885. The ,S'ubtest means, were
very nearly.'the same- fOr.-all---subtests. Apparently group preferences for
'the different. items'alternatives- remained very Wstab-ove the two week
-. retest period.



TABLE 23

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ITEM DIFFICULTIES FOR SIX FCI SKTESTS 3ASED
ON REPEATED ADMINISTRATION OVER A ONE TO TWO WEEK

INTERVAL.

Portland\Data N-80)

Gen.

Soc.
Self
Care

Mi.g.

Money
Work
Orient

Val ues Attrib.
Success

-No. of Items 30 36 45, 15Averdgelt m
Di fficul tyi-

First. Testing .51 .":10 _52 .57 .56 .52

Second Testing .52 .49 .55 .59 ,55 .53

Test-retest r .96,, .88/ .84 .89 .95 .85

Pe cent of subjects choosing respense A

The statement preference scores were also Computed +or the 72 FCI
statements for both the initial and second FCI administration to, the
Portland sample. As noted earlier these preference scores are-essentiallytallies (counts) tf the number of times each statement is chosen, as an
alternative in an FCI Since-eactrstatement appeared five dries,
p---rerence scores ranged from 0 to 5. The stability of these preference,S,, 1.-es over the two week retest period was examined by.computing° the average,..nge, ignoring direction,' in preference scores for each statement. Table24 presents _a listing of these statement preference score changes for males

-and females and for the two sex groups combined.

As may be seen from the Table 24 entries changes in preference scores;
not counting direction, were general ly small 'for all statements; the
largest average absol ute difference was 1.2, the least, 66. Inspection
of the individual subject preference score ,changes revealed very few in-
creases or decreases o5 more than two in the number of times a statement waschosen on'the two,FCI administrations. Over one third of the nearly, 60002

Al etirait changes would be misleading here not only in summarizing changes
_made in di'fferent Jirections by different subjects, but because they are
necessarily'lero for each subject for, every subset of his or her six
preference scores.

s /subject yields 5760 preference cores each



TABLE 24-

AVERAGE CHANGES (IGNORING DIRECTION) IN FCI STM EMENT PREFERENCE.
SCORES OVER A ONE TO TWO-WEEK VAL

Portland Data (n =80

_

Mean -Chan e in. P.

, State- Males 'Fe ales Total
ment (N=41)- ( =39) (N=80)

ence Score Mean, Change inPreference-_Score

1 .93 1.13 .97
,2 .71 1.10 .90
3 :98 113 1.02
4 1.17 2 105
[5 1:17 ,92 1'. 05

6 1.00 1.00 1.00
7 '.-88 .95 .91
8 .95 .77 .B6
9 .98 2 .90

10 1.10 1.08 1.09
11 .93, .79 .86
12 .88 .97 .92
13. 1.02 1.21 1.11- 14 .88 -.-79 .84_

15 1.12 .77 .95
16 ;-83 11.18 1.0°-
1_7_, .98 .-90

18 .88 .95 .91

19 1.02 .85 .94'
20: 1.10 .97 1.04
21. 1..00 1.18 1.09
22 1.12 1.31, 1.21
23 .95 ,96

-24 1.24_ 1..08 1.16
. 25 1.17 .95 1.06

26 1.15 .87, 1.01
27 1.22 .90 1..06
28 1.29 1.15 1.22
29 .88 .92 .90
30 1.12 .90 1.01
31 1.07 1.18 1.13
32 1.00 1.13 1.06
33 1.17 1.13 1:15
34 .73 1.13 .92
35 1.10 .95 1.03
36 1.22. 1.31 1.26-

State- .Males Females_ ,Total
Pent (N=41)._ N=39Y (N=80)

7 .66 1.08 ,..86

8 .88 59 .74 _
39 1..00 1.33 1.16
40 .95 1.10 1.02

,41 .95 1.10 1.02
42 .83 .90 .86
43 1.12 1.08 L10
44 .95 1.05 1.r9
45 1.10 .90 1.00
46 .95 .87 .91
47 1.15 .85 1.00
48 1.20 1.15 1.17

-49 1.24. 1.15 1.20
.90

51 1.27 90 1.09
52 .98 .95 '36
53 1.12 118, 1.15
54 1.02 1.18 1.10
55 .93 1.08_ 1.00
56 .61 .97_ ___79_
57 .85 = .92 .89
58 .71
59 1 02 1,13 1.07
60 .95 1.23 1.09-'
61 1.22- 7

62,. 1.00
1.12

64 1.07
65 1.07
66 1.05
67 .80
68. .98
.69 .93
70 1.02
71 1.15
72_ 1.12,

.92 .96

1.13 .1.13

. 85 .96

1.00 1.04
.97 1.01

1.00 .90

1.10 1.04
. 72 .82

1.05 1.04
.97 1.06
. 26 1 ;19



test- retes t /pal rs of preference scores contained identical scores .Males end females.were very similar in their prefe#encescore "retesttability._ The average absolute change fair both sex groups was, 1.01. Forthe 15 statements selected for bath the-`\ male and females preference score: s (see -C 3 below) this average_reduccd slightly to .98.
i/' \ I i-,

3. Ei hteen Month Retest S..tal: An examination' of longer rangeFCI retest sta- 1 ity7),Tina e comparing:the responses,' of the 53 subjectsfrom thelEugene pilot sample who were retested by different interviewerson ''a third of their Fpi items a,year-and4-half after their initial testingSince this first sampjle had tfien out of school an aileVage-of 22.3 yearsat th9' time of the initial testing and nearly 24 years at the time oftheir retest, it may be expectedithat the Subjects,Were perhaps morestabilized with reSpect to their behaviors, attitudes, and values included:;in the 'FCI than wouldkounger more recently out-of-school subjects: Tiebrief employmenf and 9 i vin-g/ arrangeffenr data collected at the ,time :_of .the retesting i general ly support _this expectation: TwentyL four of the- 53subjects were employed at the same job at the time of both interviews;
,

another 14 'reported being hou -fsewives_on=b-oth-occa-s-ions-andour-others----reMainetrImemplay_ed.---1, Of 'thd remaining eleven subjects', two had changed ,jobs, three had found new jobs arid ,si.x were no -longer employed Thisemployment s tabi 1 i -.:Y was considerably higher_ than 'thatfor=-=the high-school-follow-up-data (=s-e-V-Thble 16).) /However, even for the continually _employed,a third of these subjects reported a very, important change, that of-movingout of their parents,'; home. This move toward infiependence,frpm family wasalso true for _three_fOrmerly employed-women who'. became- haUS6A Ves . To- ,,ether, major changeclin employment or- 1 i ving arrangements- appears to' haveoccurred to at least' one of three, of
\1
the retested subjects/ 1

, 1

tThe stability of the FL) responses -rot,' this retest sample was ,examined in terms of occurence of individual subject item response change/and in terms of FCI score tes -retest1Correlations. BecauSe of the large,number of FCI items deleted f om thes'econd testing it was notipossle ito examine preference score s ability. Cowits Made of the number of itemresponse changes revealed_tha nearly a third of the FCI items, Were 'r -sponAd to differently after the 18 month retest interval-. This Chanraie, higher than that far th two week retest data, was similar for bothmales and females with nearly all of the 53; subjects changing betWeen26:\and,40 percent ef their it ms responses. Only one male ahe one femalechanged:their" response to as many as half the items. -Net' were very speCialdifferences -in, response stability noted for the different FCI s,ubtestsi;theaverage change for the retested items in tt subtests remained atvery,near 30 percent for all five FCI, subtests-. _



The\-FCItscores computed were tho e for a trial 50 item key developedearlier. for ..he pilot samplce: The cor elation between these scores for,test and i7etest.FCI was, .71 for males hd .59 for females. -onsideringthe long 1'8'invnth retest ilkerval and le possibly related changes in anumber df he,'subject's vocational an social living activities dieingtheir retest period (rind possible maturational changes, etc.).these reteeoefficlents arEnot particularly ;fowl. 8pparently, even-though on theindividual 'i,tere level many responses Were changed; their cumulative effect=on the `S'ubject's relative position in his or her group- on the basis othe summarative FCI score is more minor. Generally, even after 18 FPO ths_subjects! in.the pilot sample', particularly males, who had selected m,
..-..

of the' keyed, responses on the FCI, again selected inore of the keyed responses.and subjects earlier selecting fewer keyed.responses similarly con hued todo so. .f

4. Inters amp.] a Stabi 1 ity. question of genera}ity of P'CI responsesacross the five different-past high school samples tested was examined in
in thos,e fivlisamples. These sample averages groupcd\ in sets of six state-

jterms of the average. staternent4weference scores niadei©y males and females

ments?are presented in Table 25. /The_ wording of the (CT tliatements in the..taiVe are abbreviations of the fuller FCI statements used -in -the testitself (see Table 1). The three coluinn groupings in the table art---firstfor the five samples of males, then f'-* the five samples of females, theofor the, total males, total females, and corrbined total subJects. It should,beinotethin reviewing this table that the consideration o any
.

s=tatement's`preference score tacitly., includes reference to the other ive statements inits subset which served as alternatives. It should fuilth r be noted thatiff one statement within a subset captures mostIof the Pre etrence responses,earning a high preference score, other statements must ac oraingly. havelower preference,scores since !the sum of all preference' _ ores in a subset,is fixed at 15,, the number of /FCI items in each six state F nt subset. Forreader convenience statementsithin a subset are ordered jfrom high to lowin-terms-of their -totaj subjects' average.

,

Perhaps the most general tatement which_may be made regarding the
Table 25 entries is the ,extensi e sameness oi the order f preference ,
for statements within a ,s uhset b, sthe' five male and five female. sarm5les .

This is evident by comparing column and noting trig t laical: decen4ing order
of six preference score =means wi=thin all-of the 12- sits of statements.
ThoUgh' some disorder is evident this, is generally qtite,trninor. The first
statement in the[second subset, statement 7, "You belielve---in helping others"
for 6:ample., is a unanimously most preferred statement for all sappIes, as
is statement 54,, "You are- interested . i n dui ng your 'obi wel 1 ." Statement la,
You know how to imep x ourself fit" and statement 41, "loyill

how to-- 0 your are /mist- preferred within their subsets for all, I0
with

. .

subject( t.amplesl with only a single. exception. In all other subsets a
pair _6f very nearly, equal statements (in terms of their average preference,
scores)/togetherl account,for all or very nearly all post preferred. positian
in the thirteenjcol umns . Examples Include the preferred statements 1, "1,.. ikes
to .feel- useful';' and 3, ,"Tries to follow the rules" in.the fi\rst'subset,
any your worrane" and .46 "You'll work hard
if. they treat 'you fa-T-0--'-iri the Work Orientationsu test_



This same across-sample, across-sex generality epeXtes similarly forthe least pi.eferred statements. Statements -38 "You'll quit working whenniu haVe eriou h Imove "Pand 37 "You feel ou should never do' more than-70repard7 or ' and statements 56 "Having good uck ' and 66, "Ge 'tin -the brea s'raT'iTTrortant fOr having a gooa-rit statement'68, ir=A=1QA___Iticif."(as a reason for others succe ing)-- are examples of statements
;clearly recetving the Fewest choices i all ten samples. Further examples of1, statements infrequently chosen in al 1 amples are statement 2,, "You_ think_on should get_tAl 'ititAt,," statements 8, "You bt_l_teve in eveninnof- " and 12, "Y / t e_telderwhgneje", state=merits' 31 "You are tsu -n _you run out f-mm " and 34, You borrow=radney 4hn tt's mecessarv, nd statement 61' "Haviiig _trioney'.' (as importanthaving a good life

In generah th Table 45 data reveal very considerable intersampleagreement' with respect to bath male and female Preferences for the var;o,isstatements used alternativest in the FCI. Further reference to thisprefgerehce sco d eata will be made in subsectioIVC ins reporting the selfdiscriptions of y ung mildly retarded adults both for the present postschool samples an for the high School foll-ow -up sample.'.

\

Item Keinq Procedures:

2a1 qterrs: _:Several different approaches procedures for keying selectingan keying discriminating FCI itece; were ;tried' during the .three -year project'per d The first was the reterition fo the male .knd female 50 item keysdeve ' ied from the Eugene pilot /sample. 1-hese,two keys were composed ofthe 50 best hi ugh -iow group discriminating item ...Total FCI scores based
on these 50 item key correlatedinear .80 with FCI counself.-,w ratings obtainedfor the full mrrple.ThOugh it was expected that'these high ;:oefficients weresomewhat: inflat\ftd since the counselor ratings also identified the high andlow subject groups used for item selection, the fact that these relationships- .extended to Npf..;e middle -rated subjects who had been excluded from the keyingsamples suggested only minor procedural inflatian. 'The directly testableexpedtation. that the pilot key,counselor rating.correlations wouli, extendto other Samples of 'sikilar background retarded youfh, however, wes far fromrealized. The correlations of FCI scores,(based on the initial plot key)with counselor ratings for a new post high school sample (Salem) tested
some -18 months after the pilot sample, shrunk to the .40's and .20's.was concluded that fo the FCI- scores to have predicti Ve value broaderkeying'sample was req ed. '

Through the measurement literature is, limited with respect. to discussionand 'devel opment of cross- validation para di gms , an early reported symposium(Mosier, 'Cureton,! Kiltzell, and Wherry, 1951) presented a "double° cross--validations design for item selection adaptable to the present FC! data.
Essentially, this' "double" crop;)- validation design-involved: 1) dividingthe validation samples into random halveS, 2) examining item validitiesseparately within 6ch. half, and 3) selecting and keying those item consistently valid in bbth half samples. ,The "retention" criterion suggestedby -these' authors was 'item-criterion correlations exceeding the .10 probabilitylevel in both half samples.'
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M Madison
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TATIMENTS

TABLE 2S

AVERAOE PREFERENCE SCORES FOR 72 FC STATEMENTS FORS SAMPLES Of MILDLY RETARDED ADULTS

MALES FEMALES
TOTAL

E S .Pfl C E S P,MC Male fen. Total
(8412)(11 , 1)(t1238)(Ng56)' tt033)(N;34)039)0119 W013) (U 216)(P168)(0384):

1. Likes to feel useful'
3.3 3, 3,5 3.4 3,0 4.2 3,5 3.2 3.4I. Always tries to follow the rules
3.4 2,9 3.5 3.5 3;7 2,9 3,3 3:2 : 2,55. Trusts'olost people to be Fair
2,6 7'1:8', 2.1 .3,0- 2,9- 2,6 3,0 3.1 3.14, Feels that luck counts a lot in making it 2,1,-1-.7 2,0 1,9 1.6 1.9 1,8 2;4 - 2,36, ,Neso.',1,:need-to follow the crowd 1,9 2.0 1.4 1.6 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.7 2.12, Thinks a person should. get what he/she can 1,7 1.8 2.0 1.7 2.1 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.7

1, Believes in helping others
3.9' 3.8 4.1 3.8 3.2 3.7 4.0 3,'9 3,7,9, Thinks people should admit when they're wrong 3.2 3.2 2.9 2.9 2.8 3.7. 3.2 3.1 3,111; Bel.ievr: its up to you to "make it' or not 2.5 3.0 2.9 2,8. 2.7 2.3 3.0 3,1 2,610. Likes friends to help decide th'ngs 2.4 1.9 2.3 2.4 2.6 1:9 2.1 2,5 2.7-11,1_ Likes to be leader whenever he/she can /
1;8- 1.7 1,6 1,5 1.9 1.1 1.4 1,1 1.18, Believes in evening the score
1.3 1,4 1.2 1.5 1:7 1,3 1.3 1,4 1.9

14. Knows how to keep' him/herself fit
3,2 33 3,1 3,0 3.0 3.2 2.9. 3.2 3,417.. Is pretty healthy ,

3.4 3.0' 2.9 2.7 2,8 3,0 2,6 3.2 3.2I L Keeps robin clian
2.0 2.2 2 , 4 3,0 2:6 2,5 2.7 2.7 2.111, Takes enough Shovers,
2.4 2.1 2,4 2.2 2,2 2,5 2.4 2,1 1.511: lik% to wear i;:hat is in style
2.2 2:1 2,1 2,0' 2,7 4.5 ' 1.9 -1.3 2.716, Doesn't like to dress like eVeryone 'n 1,9 2.3 2,1 2.1 2,7 2.2 2.6 2.5 2,2

21. lakes gool, care of him/herself

22, Tries to idok clean anetidy

20, Picks up after him/herself

Z3, Always seem% to have plenty of energy

19; Generally looks stylish

:24. Tries to lodk different from the crowd

3.1 3.5 3.4 3.2 3.2 3,4 3.2 3.4 3.2
3.2 3,2 2.8 3.0 2.6 3,7 3.3- 3.4 3.0
2.3 3.0 2.8 = 2.8 J 3.0 2.9 3.2 3.1 3,4
3.1 2.6 3.0 2.9 2.4 2,5 2.5 2.4 2.3
1.3 1.4 1.9 1.5 2.0 1.3 1.5 1,4 1,7
1.5 1,4 1.2 1.6 1.8 1,1 1.3 1.4 1,5

3.1

3.8

2.6

2.4

1.4

1,7

3,4,

3,4

2;8

1.9

1.8

1.9

3,4 . 3.4

3,2 3)
2.9 2.8 '

2.2 2,0'

1.7 1.8'

1.6 1,7

3.7 3.8 3,8 3:8

2.7 3.0 LI: 3.0

2,6 2.8 2.8. 2r8

2,5 2;3 2.3 2.3

1,9 1.1 1,4/ 1.6

1,7 1.4 1,6 . 1:5

3:2 3.1 3/,2 3.1

2,5 3.0 2,9 2.9

3.1
; 2.4 -13 2,6

2.2 2.3' ;1,2 2.2

2.1.2 , 2.3 ' 1,9 2,1

1.8 2.0 2.2 2,1

3.3 3.4 3.3 3:4

2.7 2.9 3,2 3.1

3,2 2.8 3,1 2.9

2.7 2.8 2.5 2.6

1.5 1.6 1.5 1.6

1.7 1.5 1.4 1,5

1 26., Knows how to Save money
,

3.1 3.4 3.1 0 3.4 3,4' 3.5 3.4 2,8 13,5 3:3 ' 14 3.019, PayS for his/her clothes
3.2 2.7 2.5 3.4 3.0 2,6 2.7 2.7 2.8 3.2 3.0 X12.8 ; 2.927, Knows that money's important, but not n t important 2,6 2,3 2.4 2.2 2.3 2;5 2.4 2.6 3,0 2.4

i

2.4, 2.6, 2,5::25. Doesn't like borrowing money 2.4 2.9 2.7 Z.5 2.3 2,2 2.2 2.6 2.5 2.1 2.5 2.3 2.4 /30. Doesn't need advice on spending money 2.4 2:1 2;5 2,0 2.1 , ', 2,0 2,2 2.0 2.0 2.1 2,2 2.1 2:1;1:,211, Surprised when he/she runs' out of money 11, 1.6 1.9 1.8 1.7 2,3 2.6, 1.6 2,0 1.7 13', .1.9 1,8/

33 Saves to pay for things he/shi, wants ,
.

. 3,0 3,6 3.4 3.2 3,3 3,4 3.5 8 '3.3 3.2 3.3 : 3,5 3:415, When sopping, usually chooses what to buy 3.4 3.1 3.4 3:6 3.3 3.5 3.2 3.3 LI 3.0 3.3 3.1 '. 1.236. Rather'have lots of friends than lots of ,money 2.6 1.0 2.5 2:6 2.2 2.1 2,3 2.1 2.7 L6 2,4 2 3 2,4'32, 'Likes to help handling his/her money 2.2 2.0 2:3 2J 2.5/ 215 2.3 2,4 2.0 2.7 .3 2.4 2.434, BorrowS noniy when it is necessary 1,9 2,2 2.0 2.1 1.9 1.4 2,1 1,7 2.3 1.8. , 2,0 1.8 1,951, Sometimes buys thingS,he/she can't afford J,1.9 2.2 1.5 1.9 1.7, 2.1 1.6 1,8'. 1.7 1,7 1.6 IA 1.9

41. Quickly learns to do job

17,'' Is fun to work with
.

Al, tikes more respensibility it: work

Does_more_than-hisjter-share
4 Doesn't like it when there's no work

:38; Will quit wheel, he/she has enough money

3,9 3.7 3.7 3.5 3,4 3,6 3.6 3.5 3.5
3.1 3,0 3.0 2.8 2:9 1.1 3.2'' 3,0' 2.2
2,7 2.7 :2.9 2.8 '1,8 2,6 2.6. 2,8 2.6 2.
2.6. 2,6 2.4 2.9 2,6 2.2 : 2,4 2,7. 2.8 2.5
2.3 2,5- 2,3 2.3 '7 2.7 2.8 2.6 2.5 3.0A 2.1.
.5 .5 .7 .1 .7 .6 .6: A .! .7'

3.6 'a/ 3,5

3.0' 3,1

2.8 ,2,7

2.6; '2;5

2.4 , 2;5

tements are listed:within subsets in order of preference by the total 4 subjects from most often Chosen to least often



AVERAGE PREFERENCE
SCORES FOR 72 FC7 STATEMENTS FOR 5 SAMPLES OF MILDLY RETA8 ADULTS

MALES

STATEMENTS
I,

E S P M,

46. Will work hard if treated fairly
3.6 3.5 3.2 3.713; Usually gets work'done
3.1 3,3 3.2 3.348, Likes to finish a` job so it can be shown to.others
2,2 2.1 2.5 2,245, When really knows

what to do doesn't like being told 2.3 2.5. 2:3 2.044. Usually doesn't mind working
' _,--- .: 2.1 2,0 1,9 2.641. Should not do

more than he/she is paid for
1.4 1.6 1.8 1.3

54. Interested in doing job well
.3,S 3,1 3.6 3.651*. Tries hard lo-got ahead
2.8-\2,9 2.8 2,553. Us'olly cleans up after work
2,6 2.5 2,2 2,950. likes to show how

much they can do
2.2 2,2 2:4 2.252. Feels good when job,is completed, can then f0get it 2.1 2.0 2.1 2.049, Would rather work

than lie around
1E8 2.4 1.9 1,8

58. Having a, steady job.

51. Ding able to dp things well
55. Having, friends,

59. Saving for tomorrow

60. Getting help from others

56. Having good luck

63. 'Keeping %ft of trouble

65.
Depending on yourself

. 62. Having other people
like you

64, Ming
someone lc turn to

61; Having money

66, GettinOhe breaks

67, They worked hard

11; They easily do,the
right thing

69..1 They were helped by others
.

70, They knew more how to do things

The,Oere liked by most people

58, They had good luck

3.4

2t6

2.7

2,2

2.3

1.9

4:1 3,6 3,4 3.5 34,

3,3 2.8 2.8 3.1 2.8

2.4 2.5 3,0 2,1 2.5

2.0 2.9 2,2 2,2 2.5

2.0 1.9 2.3 2.1 2.5

-.9 1.4 ,1,3 15 1,4

3.2 '2.3 2.8 3.1

3.1 43. 2:3 2.9 3.0

2.6 2.5 3.0 2.9 2.7

2:6 2,1 2,6 3.0 2.3

2,3 2.1 2.4 2.0 2,4

1.2 1.5 1.5 1,4 1.6

N/A 3.1 1.1 3.5

N/A 2.8 2,9 3,6 2.3

N/A .3.0 2.7 2.3 2.5

N/A 2.3 2.5 2.3 2.7

NIA 2,1 2.3 2,3 2,1

N/A 1,4, 1.5 1,4 1.9

N /A; Ihis last set of items
were net administered to the pilot sample

FEMALES
TOTAL

E S,P MC Male rem, Total

3.4 3.1 3.4 3.3 2,8 3,4 3:2 3,3
3,3 3,2 3,4 3;4 3;2 2,3 3,3 3.2

2,3 2.7 2,3 2.0 2.8 2,4 2,6 2.4
2.4 2E4 2.4 2.5 2,5 .2.4 2.4 2.4
2,2 2.3 2.1 2.2 2,3 2.2 2.0 2,2
1.4 1,4 1,4 1.6 10

1'5 . 1,4 1,5

3.3 3.4 3.5 3.,5 3.3 3,4 3;4 3.1
1.6 2;2 2.5 2,1 2.6 2.1 2,4 2.6
2.7 2'.2 2.2 2;8 2,7 2.6 2.6 2:5
1.9 2.6 2.5 2..1 2;2 2,2 2.3 2%3
2.0 2,0 2.3 2.3 2,0 21 2.1 2E1
2;6 2.5 1,9 2.3 2.3 1,9 1,3 24

3.2 2.7 3.6 3.4 2.9 3.6 3.2 3.4
3.3 3.2 2.9 3.3 3.0 2,9 3.1 3,0
2,8 2.8 2.4 2.6 2.5 2,7 2,6 2.6
2.3 2,1 2'.5 -1.6 2.1 2,3. 2,2 2.3
2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2,4 2.2 2.4 2.3
1.2 1.6 1.3 1.5 2.1 1,3 1.6 1.4

2.8 3.0 3.4 3.4` 3.1 3,0 3.1 3.1
3.3 3,1 3.0 2.7 2.6 3,0 2.9 3.0

2.9 3,0 2.6 2.8 2.9 2.7 2.8 2.8
2,9 3.0 3,0 1.9 2.5 2',6 2,8 2.7
2.0 2,1 1.9 1.9 2.1 2,2 2.0 2.1
1.1 .9 1,1 1.3 1,8 1,5 1.3 1.4

N/A 3.2 3,1 3.0 2.9 .371'p 3.0 3,2
N/A 2,8 3.2 3.1 2.8 2,8 2.9 2,9

. NIA 2.7 2.6 2.7 2.6 .26- 2.6 2,6
. .N/A 2.5 2.1 2.3 2,6 , 2',5 2.4 2,1

N/A 2.1 2,5 2,1 2,3 2 2.3 2,2:
N/A 1.8 01.7 1.6 1,9 1!.6 1,8 1.7



This procedure was carried out using "half samples" of 74 subjects
randomly selected From, the pooled Eugene pilot sample (ne-75) and Salem-
Eugene sample (ne73). Two sets of item validities (item-criterion poirit
biserial correlations) were used, one 'set using counselor_ ratings as
the criteria and the second set using the interview data indices]: as thecriteria. For each criteria, coefficients were computed separately for
the male, female, and combined male-female samples. The item pools were
identified, 60-70 .items each for the male and female keys, Only about
20 percent item overlap was found between the male a-:d female keys. Re-
tained items within each pool were keyed either plus or minus one (depend-
ing on the sign of the biserial) and'surned to yield FCI scores.

A problesri with the foregoing procedure was the small sampie size
resulting from partitioning the half samples into male and female groups.
The result was unstable item validity coefficients; even within arr item
selection criterion of repeatable validity in the two half samples.,
selection from the large cool of 180 items resulted in considerable
"capitalization on chance." Correlation coefficients were computed for
the variou1 FCI scores developed using the different trial scoring keys
and their respective criteria For subsequent.Portland, Madison and
Columbus generalization sampl These validity coefficients varied,
ranging into the .50's and the 40's for the Portland sample, but princi-
pally in the .30's and .20's for the remaining Columbus and Madison sample
The higher validity coefficients in the .60's and .70's for the Eugene-
Salem sample were, of course, inflated since the item statistics used to
develop the key were computed for subjects randomly selected (half samples
from those samples.

In further considering, the lower validity correlations for the
generalization samples, preliminary examinations made among some :uf the
inter - correlations among -criteria 'part scores. and subtexts- of the FCI
suggested a possibility of non-single factor structure both for the criteria.
and the .FCI This possibility was further explored -using several FCI
subtest scores rather than ,a single total score. The sets ofeitems for
the' 'subtosts were identified using a new keying sample of 100 subjects
randomly selected from the combined'eSugene-Salem'sample of 148 to provide
a, more stable set of item-criterion r's. Items were assigned
either plus, one 7thi LIS . one, or zero item weights on the basis of these
r's. These item weights were in tUrre_ueed to compute six FCI subtest scores
were.based on c !:ft.i9r,_ organization Of' the FCI into the General Societal,
Self-Care, Managtiig,Money-Work Orientation, Values, and Attribution of
Success item groupings. These simplified item weights were adopted- in
place.of more variable item weights on the bases- of empirical comparisons
which revealed no advantages for more differential erreer ghting systems.
These subtest. scores were intercorrelated with the ratiee cr-i teria part
scores andWithetho'se additonal interview data indices used in the. cros
v.ar:lation analysts (noted above) to examine relationshiPs.within thee--

These criteria, conbinino a
a "indepAdence" indice will be more fully described in, the Following
subsection.

present employment, a past employement and



Eugene-Salem sample and the general zability of these relationships to
the Portland; Columbus, and Madison samples.

Though generally the interrelationship among subtests and between
subtests and criteria remained stable across samples, occasionally sub-
stantial changes in these relationships were obtained for different samples
for a particular subtest. The Madison sample was especially troublesome
in this.regard suggesting uniqueness of these subjects and/or of their
raters. The problam_of_small samples (once they were divided by sex) was,
of course contributdry to the varied correlations obtained. These vari-
ations led to continued lower correlations for the combined subtest (total
,FCI) and criteria ratings.

In an effort to find'more stable item (general izable) subtest keys,
a further item selection procedure was tried using the Guttman criterial of
differences in criterion means for persons respanding differently (choosing
A or 3) to FCI items. Guttman's procedure, though especially appro-
priate for multiple choice items, in the present two choice (A or B) case
weights items in the same relative order as the biserial r, except for the
factor of item difficulty, i.e., percent of. subjects preferring A or B.
Agaih, bough the intercorrelations among' FCI subtest scores based on the
keL developed from the Guttman item weights and the criterion-subtest
corrl.ations were generally consistent across samples, occasional pronounced
exceptions unique to a single sample were found. These occasional non-
conforming, within-sample r's again assured low across-sample criterion
correlations of .combined subtest scores (total FCI scores). _The pattern of
substantial_ cross-isvalidity sample r dropping to around .30 and below for
Portland, Columbus, and Math' samples was just -as unsatisfactory as the
earlier keys. In effect though the various HI item keys differed in
content as much as 50 j2er-7ent, neither the increase of the keying sample
size nor the use of the Guttman -item weights improved upon the initial
project keys developed from item biserials computed For half samples-.

While the several aforementioned attempts to develop an across-sampl)
FCI item key from a single- area sample-(in this case, the combined Elgene-
Salem samples) must be counted unsuccessful, a different, multi:sample item
selection procedure achieved much more satisfying results. The item selection
strategy used was similar to that ,used-in the pilot study in that it returned
to the criteria of differences between response of high and low rated groups
rather than to total group statistics. For all five samples, response
preferen:es (percentage of subjects choosing A and B) foc',all 180 FCI
items were listed for subjects rated high by their counselor an:1/or inter-

-viewers on the community adjustment scales and fur subjects rated low. These
high and low rated subject groups inclueed 153 me.es, 86 high rated and 67
low rated, and 116 females, 50 high rated and '66 low rated. -The number of
high and low rated subjects within each sample were earlier noted in Table 6.

'lois item seleCtion:oroCedure, initially reported by Guttman -(1941) has
'recently been ,successfully used 'by Raffel d, (1975). Support by Ra ffeld in
prepa'''ng this keying is acknowledged.



The item selection was ...wo-stage.. Iterts withedifferences, of ten,.
percent or. _1 arger were --i denti fled first as the more..discriminating items
(61 items for males and 64 items for females). -The 2seceid--item.s.ele-ction
rule was that to be ncl uded, items must maintain thiteten' percent high-low
difference in at leatt threel of the -Five samples and that items with, a
single -reversed 'difference- of 10 percent or greater werelo te'rejected.
The 'retained items were keyed A or B consistent with prefererices- of the
high .rated subjects with the keyed response set equal to one,and the -non-
keyed response' set equal to zero.

These procedures yielded 31 male items and 43 female items eons ti e.

tuting a male arid :7:11.ele "generalization ". key, respectively. TheSe two
keys_ were generally quite distinct; six of the 31 male items were al so-
inc-kudecr among the 44 -female. items. Preliminary analyses of the relation-
ships Of FCL scores bared -on these generalization keys and-the combined,
counsel or-interviewer ratings. made of. -the s.ubjects yielded .general ly

moderate validity coeffftients ranging frOm .0 for the Portland sample
female key to a low of .39 for the Colurtbus.sample male key_ : The median
coefficients were for the male sample, and .59 for the female sample.
The across-sample generality of all of these latest keys are clearly a
substantial improvement over the earl ier FCI keying attempts

A final modification wat rhade of -this 'generalization key by "refini ng",
the high -low criterion groups used to identify the more discriminating-
items This terion refinement invol ved the .exclusion of "questio-n_able"
subjects who either. had very .different rating's from different raters- or
who ,had contradictory questionnaire information. An example of, a question-.
able -subject would be one with a negative history of empl oyment or -soci al i.-
zation, but who had been rated high on either of- these rating scales .possibly
becauSe the rater (counselor) had less current-or. incorrect suhe:ect infor-
mation or possibly because the rater (interViewer) was particullyeime
pressed by the subjects "presence" in that :interview situation. The
refinement procedure-, in effect, questioned the assignment-of such subjects
into either high-or- low- criterion groUps,, and :"hedged" toward a more assured
high and low groups by excluding them from the item selection.. analyses. These
deletions' resulted in a "refined" high rated group .o f .80 males and 46 females
_and a, "refined" low rated group of' 61 males and .52 females.

These re -ined-.sambies were then used s el ect-T.( items by -once again
identifying ';he mast 'discriminating. items py comparing- item- -respbo_ses of =

land low and females following the two stage -selection procedure of first
fyi ng discriminating the cortined ample .and theneexcl- udi

items with larger, interzample differences_ -The- resulting 30 "best"..male
items 30- "best" female items defined -the -current FCI .ge-neral zatiee. keys.

Sho,rterema le- and female keys, were also 6evel oci.A.cens is ti ng of the
consi stently discriminating- items, *7-Tose.. with consistent di ffirentes in

al7 or all but one-samplec These 'ff)rt keys, a 16 item male. key and -28
item female keye-offered- no special improvement-with respect to criterion
lationehips and were discontinued



These keys: are included as Appendix E to this report. Correlaticins between
.the=sumnati-ve-ECI-seores-obtetne-d-frorn-these keyc-aid the rating and theinterview based criteria for each of the, five post nigh school samplesare provided ir. Table 26.

TABLE 25

Correlations Between FCI Total ScoreS for the 30 Item GeneralizationKey and Averaged Counselor-Interviewer Adjustment Ratings and_Supple-mentary Interview Based Criteria Indices for 5 Samples of Mildly Re-tarded Young Adults.

Males

Sampl e
Size

FCI

Average
Rating

Empl oym.
History-

Vocational'
Status

Eugene
lot

40

Salem
Oregon

Portl and
Oregon

41

Madson
Wisc.

16.8

14.5

. 73

3.6
. 24

S.C.

3.6 17.'

'7.1 13.7

.80

2.4 1.7-

2.5 1.5

.61

34

S.D.

Col umbn
Ohio

4.4 7.9 .4.7- 19.0 3.9 16.3 4.9

5.8 13.9 7.5 15.4 5.8 13.3. ' .5.2'.
.72 .65

0.8

.6 2.4

2.4 1.3 1.4 1.0
.36

1.0 1.

.5

Femal es
Sampl e
Size

FCI Total

Average
Rating

Empl Oyq,
iiistory

3.7
S. D. S.D.

Voce.:iorial
Status



AS .reported in-Table 26, the correlations between the 30 item FCI
generalization score and the average. rating subjects received' from
their CounSer and/or interviewer ranged between .65 and .80 for the
"refined" male samples (median re .72) and between .50 and .72 for the
"refined" female Samples (Median-r.67).- The further FCI score
Correlations with the,interviewbased-sdoplementery: criter,. indices
are more moderate; median r's for the male-and femalt.samp- (i.4spec-

tively, were .33'and 52 for the Employment History Indexi and..43
---for-prtsent7Vocattanal-StaUsAndex,-and28- and ;33Tkr7the

Living Arrangements- Index. The lower-Correlations fer.this last
-indeX are, ih -part, forced by the positive skewness of that index
relativelyfewsubjeG.ts' hid achieved independence from 'parents.

which may also, be. noted by the low L.A. means and relatively high
standard deviations'. The singularlitgative cerrelations,for this
index-is -principally-attributable'tothe- larger, -several .Madison:

hoMe.subjects who earned lower FCI scortsthan did living-a
subjects. With the exception of this neptivey;:theTable- 6 Torre_
latipnv- are all7higher than those for previeus keys Apparently,
the removal of gUeStionable sUbjeCts from the high-low item keying
samples resulted in FCI scores mire uniformly related to criteria
in the five geOgraphically dispersed samples.

4 particular, the FCI rating coeffitientS represent-a desirable
improvement over earlier FCI keying attempts'. Contidering the-averaged,
counselor /interviewer ratingsaS the principal project criteria of
post school adjustment, these FCI-rating correlations are interpretable
as'PCI "Validity" cOeficients. These validity=coefficients support
-tht-.0roject,goal in developihg-an objective,-taiily administered
across- sample test of community -adjustment.

2. CuMmulative_PreferenceScerett Concurrent with the FCI- item keying
deScriiitd -in-the Oreeeding subsection, a -cvmulative FCI. statement

preference score was develoOedbasedHon data- =from the five samples o
post. high, school subjects. The Portland test - retest data,-reported in

.subsection A2 (see Table 24tindicated. considerable stabiIity,for,
indiVidual-statement-preferenct_scor0-,- The:cummulatiVe preference-
scort Was:devioPed In trial analyses-uting-'the same successive samplingf-
of subjects as reported for:the FCI item score AS with the FCI iFtem

selection, the moreiserim4pating Statements -wereldentified'on-the
basis of differences between the more successful and less successful
subject groups -. The initial attempt to select a subset of FCI state-,

4-1Lents fro'vjust-the combined Eugene- Sales); sample which would work equally
e17_ across the'other_three samples proved unsuccessful.-(aS:was- true
forSelectingitems)-_znd a two stage_statement selection procedive

ping the'alI five pothigh.sthool samples was Mooted.

Selection of itatemtvitS.was made:separately-formales and female:
The discrimination-criteria for initially selecting tements was a

difilereoce'.of at least 0:4..-(goifiCantat the .05 level-of confidence)
I.,?tWeenaverage -orefence,scores for the combined tample-.succstful
Ad:upsUCcesscubjecta.- 'fol)a,.retained,:these..differppoes had to

maihtalkin..0t,loalit'three:!-ofHte:five post ihiglsch10,samples:with
no TheSe'11.0".00.'"low":subjecis:-.-coMprising-Jhe
initiaLcriterfon...roues were diose,previpu-31y described and u ^ for



item keying,. namely; 141 males (80 high rated and low rated) and
108 females (46 high rated and _62 -low-rated). A further inclusion
criterion for.analysis purposes.,was that.the statement appeared at

least -three -times in the shortener FCI -adminisitered- at the time.of
the fourth follow-up sample interview.

The 28 different statements which met those criteria for either
(or bath) males and -fevdles is presented in Table 27.- :itatemcntt
appearing in hw_left_sid _uf the table- were -=more often chosen -by-
low -rated (unsuccessful) subjects. The letter, M or F9'appearirg
next to each statement number r-indicatesA4hether it'wis.

distriMitiating for Wes (M)..female$ (F) o, both sex grOU0s (MF),
A tetal'of.18 statements met the discrimination criteria fOr the male-
samples and' 17 for the female. samples. Seven- statements.4iscriminated.
well for both sex groups.

TABLE27-

FCI STATEMENTS DISCRIM.NATING BETWEEN

HIGH RATED AND LOW RATED POST HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS

Chosen more often by high rated subjects.

"Which is most like you?"

1.M You like to feel useful.
7.MF You believe in helping others
9.M You think people-should admit when

they're wrong
23.M You alway's seem to have plePty of

energy.
25.F You don't like borrowing money.
29.F You pay for your-own clothes.
33.M You save to pay for things you vian
44.E .You usually don't mind, working.
46.MF You'll work hard it they treat

you fair
53.M You usually clean up after your

work.

ChoSen more often. -by- low rated subject!

q.hi You believe in evening the
score.

10.MF You like your friends to h
you decide things.

13.M You keep your room clean.
15.M You like to wear what's in style
26.F. You know how to save some honey.
28.P1F You are surprised when yea 7pant oUt of money.
36.F You'd rather have lots (e lends

than lots of money.
42.m You do more than yciur share.
47,MF =You feel you ,should never do more

than you're paid for
48,F" You like to finish a job so you

can snow it .tc` someone.

p

"Which is mostinipave a good life?"

5P,F Having steady job. Hiving good luck
F _Saving eomcirrowo Getting -help from oth.

65.MF Depend% In yourself. 66:M Getting the breaks.

94hich is most tr222:21c, whol or get ahead?"

67..F 'They worked hard.

Note: 'The letters Wand /or F
-for unles for females (,F`

n ica,e the

roth ru

7

68 -MF They had gond luck.

he statement discriminates
los and females (MF).



As may be noticed-tn scanning Tehle-27, the higher rated-eubjects
tended to more often choose statements describing themsolvesas more
confident, altruistic (believing in helping others), self appreciative,

7/

industrious and More dependent upon themselves (f r eeample, more
rejecting of external constr7ints" such as leek) than did the low
rated subjects. This litter group more often choose statements reflecting;
a concern for 'fairness" getting even, not doing more than Wre paid for
ielpearances, and acknowledging need for support from others than did
the high rated subjects. To some extent these concerns of the low-rated
subjects suggest a need for erotection or defense from others as con-
trasted with-a-Keefer" self-identification acknowledged by' a number of
the left cuiumn.statements.- These interpretatiens are however limited,
in that the: are based on relative rather than en absolute differences.
Two listings in Table 27 are of statements which were preferred mEt by
one group than another, not statements, which one group preferred'iM
the other rejectEd. Fe example, it would be incorrect to interpret
the three "luck" statements (# 56, 66, and 68) appearing in the "low"
cited subject column as indicating that these subjects frequently chose
these statements. Reference to the'more complete Table 25 data will
reveal that "luck" statements,were among the least chosenepy neaely
all subjects. Examination of the statement preferences forehiy-- rated
i-n-d low rated subjects revealed that "luck" statements were among the
least chosen for bothesebject groups. These statements appear-in the
right column of TiETE 27 because they were significantly ever, less
frequently chosen by the higher rated subjects. This same caution
-applies to interpretations of sex differences. 'Though only seven of
the 28 statements met the inclusion criteria for both sex groups, most
statements were eimilaely preleered as FCI alternatives by both males-
and females (see fable a). Furthermore, nest of the 21 'statements
which met the discrimination criteria for only one sex group were
also discriminating in the same direction for the other sex group,
but not significantly so.

The statement- preference scores-foe-the discriminating FCI statements
:(appearing in Table 27), were combined-tolforeeCummuetive:Preference
_Scores by eernMing preference_ scores statements "chosen more' often
by high rated.'subjects" and subtracting preference scores for statements
"chosen more often by low rated subjects.` The minimum and -maximum.
scores' possible for.these composites,were--50-and .e40.eiTheseecores
were cOmOuted te-All eost,high school subjects and ranged.-front,18
to +26 OeeeppreeiMately the middle.half of the possible score range
As discussed earlier (subsection A), the FC1..was twice administered
aftereaeoneeelekto.tenedey interval. to the Portland . sample. The
ItestereteStcorrelationS-for the Cumnmlative Preference Scores for,thie

- sample e820 for the-males and .784 for the femalese'e04104red favorably
with those obtainecrfor-the 30 item:FCI scorer The group emeant-also e
-.remained relativelyeinchaeged over ehe,retest interval (t',.'s <1.0).' The

sumMary data .for these retes 'comparisons are presented in Table 28.



Table 28

[

TEST-R TEST ;CORRELATIONS BETWEEN FCI CUMMULeTIVE PREFE NCE
SCORES IASED ON A:REPEATED FULL 180 ITEM RETEST AFTEe. e _NE

TOT4014MIWERVAL(PORIUNDSAMPLE)

Male - 41

SD
1 Females (tee

X SD

Test 2.54 5e8

Retest 2,95

_ /

9.85: 7.94
.820'

0.79 8.08
.784

The correlations between the Cumulative Peeference Sdores and the
retinas and the/ hree interview based criteria were computed for each of
the five post high school samples. These were the same "refined" samples
used for the 30 item FCI analyses. These data are presented in Table 29.

/

As reportedein Table 29, the correlations between the FCE eummulat ive
Preference Score and the average rating subjects received from ;heir
counselor and/or interviewer-ranged between-,50-and-064(mediarer e .57
for the "refined" male samples and between .51 and .60 (median r - .57
for the "refined" female samples. These coefficients were' more moderate
than those reported for the/30 item FCI score. The further Cummulative
Preference-score correlatiops with the interview based supplementarY
criteria indices were also lower than those fora the FCI scores; Median
ree for the male and fdmale sample,srespectively, were .28 and 00 for the
Emplpyment History Index, .25 and .3l for the Vocaticnal Statusi Index
andi.20 and ,21 for the Living Arrangements Index.

,

The earlier keys developed using total "nonrefined" hiph-low
rated keying samples or keys based on correlations between the rating
criteria and 'the individual\statement preference scores for the total'
(middle-rated subjects included) samples:had yielded generally-similar
-correlations between the adjustment rating criterion tnd cumulative
preference scores. Apparently the removal of questienable subjects from e
the high and low keying `coups and conswent changes° n the state- n

0 II _I N II
keying i

i

ments to be included in the umulative preference score had minimal
effect on the relationship o that score to the various adjustment
criteria. Considering that the\samples on which the Table 29 correlati n,

Ceefficientee-were computed Include those subjects used in the preference
-score keying, 'these moderate! to I\OW coefficients forecast limited genera-
lizabjlity (beyond the keying sample) of the Cumulative Preference Score.
This generality of Soth the 30 item FCI score and of the Cemulative ..

PreferenceScore is examined in the following subsection.

-- Validation

1. Redef. 'The interviewer-rating
Procedures administered in the 'two fir a.l interviews with the high school
folloW-up setlects had been developedeto identify samples of our more
Successfully and lees successfully adjusted subjects preparatorY for the
validation-of the FCI keys. The dual use of our interviewere as both'



Correlation Between FCI Cumulative Preference Scores\and AveragedTounselor-Interviewer
-.Adjustmetit. Ratings and Supplementary interview Baed Criteria for 5 Samples of Mildly
Retarded Young Adults

MALES

SAMPLE SIZE

Eugene
(Pilot

40

X SD

Salem
Oregon

35

Portlano.
Oregon

41
SD X SD

Madison
Wisconsin

Cumulative
Preference Score.

Ave

Employment Histor*

Vocational S

Columbus
Ohio

51

Y '-.4)

10.6 6.9 7.1 7.1 2.5 5\,8 4.1. 6.0 _.i. 7.2

\ .

14.5 7.1 11.7 5.8 13.9 7.5'

.55 53 .64 i!

2.0 2.0, 1.8
..28 .25 \-

1

.5 1.5 2 1.6 1. 1,3\ 2.1 1.3 1.4 1,40

.21 .31 25 \ -.15 .26

.0 2.2 1.3 1.5 0.3 1.1 1.0 1.6
.20 2.8 .10 .02,

3.6 2.4
.20

I

ngem&its,

15,4 5.8 13.3 5.2
.55 .50.

3.0 1.6 2.4 1.51
.32 .30

FEMALES
SAMPLE 7E 31

X- 50
33

X SD

FCI CUMMthative
Prefererice Score

Average Rating

Empl oymer1t Hi

Vocational Status

Living Arrangeme

7.4 6.9'

1 8 7.3 .6 5.9
.57 ,.60

2.4 1.5 .1 1.6

.40 .31

1.4 1.4

.29 .40

1 1.8

.21



data collectors and criterion raters was forced by a lack of-any
-other identifiable source of sufficiently knowledgeable and objec-
tive raters. Only a portion of-our sample appeared to have maintains
contact with counselors or vocational trainers; fewer probably had
job supervisors-sufficiently informed about theiremploye&s:non-work,
encounters and-aotivities.' Apartfrpm the practical time -cast problem'.
involvedip-e0sting any of these. persons as raters, .their inticiNted
probable variabilitylo'backgroUnd, -professional focus, and referencing
populations-further argued against their. use in this capacity.

The intended,total-dependence-On-intertrtewer ratings for identify'og-
thestooeZsful-(high\ratal) and unsoltoessful (low rated)
follow -u :subjectS was predicated on the!abilitytifotir interviewers..
to:summarize their-subjectO,post'school achievements andifailures into
single global evaluation. Though in n-terms Ofinter-rater and- intra-rater

agreement,over A,fivLto six-month.retestperiod,these,global interviewer
ratings. appeared. both:: satisfactorily stable (over/time) -And-generrillzable

across interviewers (see section II D,-Table 7) these requisite measurement
,considerations -did not asSureLthe validity. of the rating as a -tomnrehensive\-
,indiceof adjustment to Post school living, Since the interview schedule
probes supplied-additional data descriptive of our subjects' VotatioNfh
and soClal successes" and failures, an exaMinatiiOn Oftengruencesand
departures ofinterview -ratings from-these merepartioularized but
subjective-suppleMentary,priterion date was recommended.

Additional adjustment orfter a were de eloped directly fromPtheJ
interview data both for'post sohotil samples a d for-the high school
follow-up sample t be:11Sed as.supPlementary codified-- idocriptors or
indioesof_the.subjects! vocational/and-TSocial achievementS. The three
achievement :indices were derved o from the single post school sample/
interviews. The first. Employment*Story;:(E II), was .a-zero to four :scale
measuring the extent to which the subject was-employed during his,or
her postSchool period. The second, inditeTetcibed-the subjects' present
Vd6tiOnal Status (VS), using -a -zero to five scale with high values 'i'_
a4sigr,ied to iut,,,ects' employed in nOil-sheltercd, skilled or sekl-skilled"
lbbs.:Tht_--th."rd achieVement indite' described .the subject'S living.-H
#rrangedeL,s--(LA), using a zero to four scale4ith:highervalues--ass--ignd-
to:subjetts who-were More self-supporting-,and'independent i.e., living

,

,

aray from relatives.Y:
.. . -

--- Feur-uPPleMentArt criterion injdices were deveioped,frvh the more
extensive datta obtained from the three post School interviews ,.of the high

Ischoolifollow-up-subjects.: The first of these Was-vseven.polot,
' VocatfOnal Statusindice,(VS) based:onithe'subjectO-Present Job 'level .

similarly -t9 that jest described-for the post school samOle data.-; The
i setondAvaSit.severi,Point,-JobMove$int indite (jM). based.ockthesUbject's

1. last two -in erviewS:withilighest:values asslgned-subjects who'Andicated

;
I an increase ...job level (or status)", 4.cdde of sii.tosubjects' Maintaining

the/,same-johla code of flve,tbSUbjects fting-jobs at the-same.leyelt.
,

-'de 'ofjPuiT:,-for-pArialleOPIIIVEild, nte'a:aedeH6fF-fOr-IteSe:'
c nie4lly imeMploAdand-not:IUoking-,f work. A third vocational
inditemas-.the:VoOational. Realitm incite. based on the 'subjects'
interview. This five pOint,stale assigl= ghest values, to subjects
realistically, linning,to achieVe a vocdt goal or to m 'ntain an
adequate -pr esentJob'and lower Values t subjects wanting obichange--

1 0



but having no real nowledge about job requirements or how to get
training or informs ion. The final supplementary indice was. a four
point scale describing the subjects' reported Use'of Leisure Time
(LT) at the time of his/her fourth interview. This indice was based
on the subjects' report of whom he or she spends free time with and
what types of activities are engaged in. Lowest ratings were assigned
subjects whose leisure time use was marked primarily by time spent
alone or with members of the immediate family in activities that are
largely unstructured and routine. Highest ratings were assigned to
subjects whose leisure time was largely spent with both family and
friends and in a range of activities including structured and regular
special interest activities and hobbies.

The relationship among these several supplementary criterion indices
and the interviews rating were examined in terms of product'moment

. correlations. The coefficients, computed separately for males -and
females, are presented in. Tables 30-and 31 for the post high school
samples, and for the high.-school follow-up samples, respectively.

With the singular exception of the correlation of .64 for the "use
of leisure time index for the female high school follow-up sample,
the rating-interviewer correlations presented in Tables 30 and 31
ranged from the high .40's to,the mid .20'S indicating considerable
independence of the two sets of data. Whereas the differences between
a number of the male and female correlations for the follow-up samples
indicate different relevancies of the ir1.:,4ifiew based indexes for the
two sex groups, (for example, the use of leisure time" index is revealed
as more totally independent.of vocational achievement indices for the
males than it is for the females), these sex differences are generally
lacking for the post School samples.

Of more 'particular concern to the FCI keying and validation procedures
than the group based intercorrelations among the interview ratings and
the interview based supplementary criteria, are the individual occurrences
of gross disagreement, i.e., extreme ratings in one direction and extreme
interview-based criteria in an opposite dfrection. Inspection of these
individual ratings and interveiw based criteria revealed that approximately
.a tenth of the subjects were discrepantly described on these two sets of
data. In an effort to resolve these discrepencies, the complete file, of
all interviews were reexamined with the.result that a number of problems
with "face" acceptance of the interviewer ratings becameapparent from
interviewer-rater commentary on the interview. record. Some raters
apparently emphasized such factors as "appearance" of the subject, obesity,
cleanliness, task attention, and condition ,of the home over and above
their subjects' achievements in making their ratings. Special subject

situations such as newly married, females quitting their jobs, the very
limited out-of-home social activities of "couples", the special employment
restraints of some sheltered workshop situations, for example, were not
alw,psitaken into account in making ratings. These interviewers options
regarding data relevencei were viewed as undesireable in defining
criterion samples.



Table 30'

Intercorrelations Among Counselor/Interviewer Ratings and Supplementary
Interview Criteria for Post High School Mildly Retarded Adults

Males (N=216) EH VS LA

Ratings 13.91 6.10 .48 .48 .25

Employ. History 2..32 1.80 .49 .21

Vocational Status 1.95 1.34 .49 .32

Living Arrangements, 1.28 1.62 .21 .32

Females (N=167)
Ratings) 12.61 6.07 .49 .34

Employ. History 2.04' 1.54 .26

Vocational Status 1.60 1.26 .39 .26

Living Arrangements 1,,41 1.78 .26 .26-

Table 31

-1-ntercorrelatlons-Among-Interviewer-Ratimgs and Supplementary,1nterview
Criteria for Follow -U. Sam le of ildl Retarded Young Adults

ale 1\1102)

VM VR LT!can SD VS

Interview Rating ( R) 13.92

Job Vocational Status (VS) 4.46

Job Movement vm) 4.65

Vocational Realism (VR) 3.38

2.86Leisure Ti e Use (LT)

5.56

1.90

1.73 .84

.32

1.32 .39 .30

1.05 .19 .06 .05

.32

.84 .39

%30

Females (N-65)

Interview Ratin (IR) 13.82 5.33 .47 .29. .35

'job Vocational Status -(VS) 3.75 1.91 7- . ..67! .-28

-Job Movement 4.14 1,81- .67 .15

Vocational Realism (VR) 3.26 1.33 .15.

Leisure Time Use .(LT). 2.62 1,07 .2CL

,34.

.19

.06

.05

.64

.31

.20

.20



The dependence on the interviewer rating as the sole determinant
for high-low criterion group placement was therefore shifted to a
"total data" consideration. The exclusion of "questionable" high-low
subjects from the item keying samples was reported in the prior sub-
section. For the follow-up sample of high school subjects to be used
in the FCI validation analIses, the initial reliance on counselor and
interviewer ratings to identify criteria groupingS of successful and
unsuccessful subjects was supported by dual trichotomization developed
from a simultaneous examination of data from the subjects' four
interviews. The first of these trichotimies was based on thevarious
interview questions relating to vocational.achievement, each subject
id@ntified as either clearly evidencing vocational achievement since
high school, Clearly evidencing non-achievement, or "inderterminate"
with respect to vocational achievement. The second trichotomy was
based on the various interview questions relating to social activities
and "leiSure time use" questions, each subject identified as either
"adequate," "submarginal," or again, "indetermiflate".- For both,
trichotomies, the indeterminate classification reflected insuffiCient
or questionable data. Itj relationship between these two trichotomies
for the 106 males and 67 females receiving interviewer ratings is

revealed in the frequencies presented in Table 32 in which the non
marginal cell entries represent double classifications, i.e., the number
of subjects classified-by each combination of the two trichotomies.

Table 32

Classification of 106 male and 67 female Mildly Retarded Adults According
to Vocational Achievement and Socialization at the Time of Their Final'

Interview9 ,

Vocational Socialization Vocat. Socialization
Achievement Low Indet. High Achieve. Low Indet. High

Loi

Indent.

High-

.13 6

15 22

4 23

17 54

Low

Indent.

23 29 High-

9 5 4 18

7 15 -30

16 19

As may be-seen fr
(a5 5-Percent) or females
vocational achieveMent
portion of these discrepeicies
"indeterminate" on one of the

e-3a-elitiieS,'5h1Y abou
-i,erit),perejdentically f.-.77.--' c,, _g

alizatioh-tilchOtoinies, rc the major
areidue-:to.'subjec,ts--bein .Jilecl.

,

:wo telchOtomies. xcludi, these-plated.
__:_.=



11.n the indeterminate category by either variable, only four males _

.and' four females of the 79 Objects classified high on socialization
were classified low on vocational achievement; none of the 45 subjects
classified-low on socialization were classified high on vocational
achievement.

As with the. keying- analyses, the FCI validation analyses required
separate samples of males and females. To maximize these sample sizes.

-Subjects high on either criterion and high or indeterminate on the second
were combined into a high or successful post school adjustment' Sample
and subjects low on either criterion and low or indeterminate on the tecond
were combined into a low or unsuccessful post school adjustment sample.-
The FCI validation samples thUs constituted comprised 80 males-(46 hist
and 34 low) -and 56 females. (34 high and 22 low). The correlation of
the interviewer ratings with the combined the.vocational and social
classificatiosp9 for these retained subjects was .91 for the males a
.87 for the finales.

2.- Cumulative FCI Item Scores:

FCI scores bayed on the 30 item generalization key developed for
the post high schoot samples were computed for the follow-up Subjects
for both their first and final FCI a_dministntions. The correlations
of these scores with interviewer ratings and d-with supplementary interview
criterion measures are presented in Table 33, the data for .the` males in
the '..eftsection, those for the fernales.-,in the right section. Since
the male and female item keys are based on different items with different
item difficulties they are not directly canparable-,; _The first column ,

of correlations in each section are for MI-scores-based oirthe earlier
FCI administration. the seconds_elumn for FCI scoret' based on the' shortened
ICI administered 18 months -latert' All rating and 'itwila data is based
on the subject's final interview.

7717Wi ihed were -Sums of subj ifications
:equating high 3, '-,1 vicie'f'i4tati-1 and low =1 'for total ei
and 2. :::.Subjects :with sums equal-to 4 hed already-been eliminate-- as
"lade rminate.' \ S-

This "shortened" FCI- contained 121 items for the -males' form and 112
.for the female form.'. Both forms included:all sitems in the 30



Table 33

CORRELATIONS OFICI SCORES1 AND RATINGS AND INTERVIEW CRITERIA
FOR, FOLLOW-UP SAMPLES OF. MILDLY RETARDED YOUNG ADULTS

Females (Nu56)
r with .FCI

SD I IV

(Admin I)

FCI (Admin

erviewer R in

Vocational Status

Job Movement

Vocational Realism

19.0 4.0 .52 3.1 .27'

19.2 4.3 .52 18.7 4.1 .27

14.4 5.8 .22 .46 13.8 5.6 .39

4.5 2.0 .02 .19 4.0' 1.9 .04

4.7 1.7 .00 .05 4.3 1.8 .08

3.5 1.3 .09 .15 3.2 1.3 .36

.54

.27

.07

.10

2.9 1.0 .12 .28 2.7 1.1 .37 .37

As-may be noted from the Table 33 data, coefficients fo0 FCI
Scores based vn -the final, FCI administration correlated higher than
thdse-for the first administration. This is'not unexpected since the
FCI kfflYing'samPles were all older subJectS (average age 21.6 yeays)
who had altbeen out of School at least one year (average out-of-school
ydars of 1.0). The correlations of, principal interest are those with
the interviewer ratings, .46 for males and .54 for females.

These coefficients represent a substanfial reduction from the r's
of .60's and .70 rePorted"in Table 26 for the post high. school samples.
This "shrinkage". however, was to be expected since the FCI item keys
were developed from post high school sample data and unavoidable capitalized
on

s

chance relationships. But apart from this "cross validation" shrinkage,
t e considerable differences in the objects in the two samples have
l i eI\ly added to the attenuation. Forexample.-the follow-Op subjects
had been out of school less long (18 months compared to an average of
3 years), were generallY Younger (an average of 19.8 years compared
to'21:6.Years), haCnearly all, high school compared to
'79 percnt coMPletiPos for the Post high school samPle,,and had had
differeni\highsthpol p.=_ rams- mitered job markets at different

_-_timesi7anCto some, extent-p-Tived,ln differenturban areas. Consider n-
all the foregoing and the preValentsfinding of only negligible cross
validity, sup' 0t for Predicter-criterion studies with populations of
retarded'adult (i.e., Rosen, Clark and Kivitz, 1977), the_obtained:
coefficients of .46 and :54 must be considered promisliig.



The extent to which these validity. coefficients would be-reliably
mproved by developing multiple criteria (rather than this project's
emphasis on the counselor or interviewer rating) or by otherdise improving
the criterion measures cin only be conjeetual_at this time. Though.
combinations bf,seletted cri=terion indices from among those listed in
Table 27 could .readily and reasonably he formedi-additioeal dati would be
needed to testthe anticipated considerable "shrinkage' of such multi-
variable predictor-criterion coefficients. A preferred'additienal data
source would be the continued follow-up of-the present sample of follow-up
subjects. The higher,FCI-ratiog correlations for the 18 month-out-of-
school data-than for the FCI scores based on'in-high school testing,
suggests:that the relationship.beteeen the keyed. FCI responses-and
commynity.adjustment may increase with extended post ichool-liiing.

A further set of Table 33 correlations of interest are those between
FCI scores baSed on the first and fourth administration. Though moderately
high fer the males (r e..54), the retest relationship it considerably
less clear for the, feliales.ir:e *27); Both coefficients reported in
subsection A for the 16-mcnth retest of the'50 item FCI Pilot key.
(These retest correlations were .74 for the meles-aod E..59 for the females.)
Apparently the follow -up subjects, particularly the females,` changed a
substantial number of their responses to the 30 FCI items during their
wit high school, period. The extent or, sPecific natUre.of-theSt changes,
aowever, was_not exapined.- The higher correlations for females between
their first adminiWation FCI score and the Interviewer rating-and some
of thetritervied-,based criteria is also uneOlained.,' But-other'correlational
data aside,. the value of the 30 item FCI score'adminiitered in high
school for. predicting subsequent FCI scores:Or:the post-school adjuttment
criteria reported in this study must be considered-quite limited.

The 15 statement FCI Preference scovas based on the generalization
key developed for the male and"female post high school samplei were
computed for both their first and final FCI administrations. The correla-
tions OfAhese scoees with interviewer ratings and with supplementary,inter
view Criterion measures are presented in Table 34. 'The format is stmilar
to that of Table 33 for the FCI item-scores with 'the criterion correlations
for males appearing to the left and' those for females to the right. 'The
first column of criterion correlations are those for the first FC1admin-
tstration (I), the second column ,for thdse for the fourth,administration
(IV). As was.true of the FCI item scores,-the male and female Cummulative
Preference Scores are based on different sets of stateetents and therefore
are not, directly comparable. It should be further noted' that since some
of the male and female statements appeared less thin five times on the
fburth administration the sco res fo- the first administration have a
higher maximum and minimum score and are not directly comparable with
those for the fourth aeministratibn.-



TABLE 34

0

CORRELATIONS OF FCI CUMULATIVE PREF ERENCE SCORES AND RATINGS AND

INTERVIEW CRITERIA FOR FOLLOW-UP SAMPLES OF MILDLY RETARDED YOUNG ADULTS

Males (N Females
r with Pref.Score

SD I VI X SD

N.55)
with Pref.Score

I IV

Preference Score (Admin f) 7.5 7.7 .23 4.5 6.4 .17

Preference Score (Admin IV) -0.1 1.6 .23 1.2 1.4 .17

Interviewer Rating 14.4 5.8 -.10 .38 13.8 5.6 .19 .44

Vocational Status 4.5 2.0 12 .10 4.0 1.9 :19 .12

Job MoVement 4.7 1.7 .22 .04 43 1..8 .06 .04

Vocational Realism 3.5 1.3 -.04 .27 3 2 1.3 '.02 .31

Use of Leisure Time 2.9 1.0 .07 .22 2.7 1.1 -.08 .01

As was true for the Table 33 FCI item scores,the criterion
correlations for preference scores based on the later (fourth) FCI
administration were all higher thane those for the first administratibne
Again, this is not unexpected since the selection of statements and the
scoring key were based on older sUbjectst all of-Whom had been out of
school at least ene-year. -The Table 33 correlations also reveal an
expected.shrinkage from those in the keying sample,-With most coefficients
.15 to .20 correlatibn, points lower than those for_thefOost high school
sample (Table 29). Considering that these initial coefficients indicated
only moderate to low relationships, these smaller validation coefficients
are not encouraging. Thi 'irgest -...Jefficients, those with the'interViewer
rating, are only .38 for the males and .44 for the females. Even after
"adjustment" for attenuation due to the imperfect reliability of the
_rating criteria! the tummulatilie Preference Scores are accounting for only
about a thirdof the "reliable" rating criterion.

A furthdr problem is_theLlow:correlations obtained between the first
administration and fourth-administration Cummulative Preference Scores.
These-coefficients, .23 and .17 for the malet and females, respectively,
represent a very considerable drop in retest stability from corrllations
around .80 obtained for a much briefer retest period (Table 28 However,

---"--1Eilmating the proportion of reliable variance of the
.70 (see earlier'interrater and retest rater cprrelations



phis reduction for the 18 month retest Cumulative Preference Score
ccifPeiloni is not unlike that obtained for the 30 item FCI score (Table
33). A parently for neither score, can-high school FCI test performance
predict-FCI scores obtained a year and a half later.

A further comment regarding the poor Table 34 malidities for the
cumulative Preference scoro,concern the viability of-procederk using
unweighted combinatton scores-from discriminating statements. i.e.
adding together those which discriminateinlevor of more successful
subjects and subtracting those which discriminate in-favor of less
successful subjects.; The several .FCI statements which contributed to
the -Cumulative Preferente Scoresindielduallyhad.related-moderatelY1
well_ to the various adjustment criteriae collectively, as a total score,
-correlations With-.criteria were no ,better than for the better discriminating
statements separately.,-Earlier efforts to use the interrelationships
among the_criterion-and the six FCI subteet'sceres the General
Societal, 'Self Care, Managing Money, Work Orientation, Values and

Attributionof Sueeees statement greleeinge) to weight subtests were
ditcontinued due to-the sample_instability of tite=subtest score inter
.correlations and, the thereforeeinappropriatenete of such weights for
other than the' keying =Ole. .Heiry's factor analysis study (Wry, 1977)
which revealed complex within-subtest factor structures also mitigated
the development of subtett ScOrei. Possibly, more factor "pure" FCI

'eubscores might.be developed which separately or in linear,or nonlinear
combination might better-reIate,to commanity adjustMent !indices. In

advance of such' further exploratory-scoredevelopment, this,remainse at
best, ea possibility. The-Table 34 data meanwhile, indicate only weak
relationships of the present-Cumulative Preferonce scores and the
community-adjustvent Indices used in this study.

FELEAUMMetilSrentelgagli

-Chidees inesulijecte FCI reiponses afterleaving high .school --Were 14,
examined -fee the Local follow-de samples, 2) -for the sub samples ee students
identified as either successful" or nonsuccessfuland 3) for the subsample
of students identified by their interviee responses as making more
pronounced:changes with respect to their emploYment status and/or living
arrangements. examinations compared-statement:preference scores
obtained while the subject was still in high school with scores-obtained
from the fourth FCI administration, 18 months later. This-fiestexamination
involved a c arison-of individual subject, preference-score for-all-state-
ments adiinistered five'times in both administrations.' -This directly
comparable data, was abiailible for-34 stateeents twice administered to .

95 males providing 42*-eomparisonseandefor-32-statemerits-teice=adminise-
tered to 61 females.providing-1.952 comparisons.,- In both males and females
nearly a third of the-statament preference scores remained identical'over
the 13 month period with less than one in tweltie scores-changing more
than 2 score points. In general, this individual preference score
analysis reeealed subjects te-beegenerally alike-it their overall pattern
of stability, i.e., no extremely changeableer unchangeable subjects. A
few, statements apPeared to account for more of the larger-preference:score

Ns may be recalled, to reduce to length and tediousness of the three
repticationseefetheFCI,_not all 180 FCI items were readministered with the
reetelt that mane stateeents a eared as alternatfie less than-the civil times
of the first testadminietra o



changes, (in particular, statement 11, "you
make. it or not" for the males and statement
the fernal6s)' but gOnerally most, statements
to' stability or change.

The second and third analyses both involved- subsamples of the total
available males and females used in the first (above) analyses. In
effect, these analyses confined examination of preference score changes
to more homogeneous groupings of persons. The data for these comparisons
of average preference scores for these subsamples are presented in Table 35
(and 36 for the high and law success subjects and for subjects changing
their empl oyment or living arrangements), respe,7_ti vely. For comparisonwith that first administration statements administered three or four
times were prorated; statements administered lessoften were considered
not amenable to prorating and were deleted from-the comparisons-.

I

believe it's up to you to
44, "you don't mind work" for
were alike in contribaing

The asterisks, between pairs of means indicate differences significant
at the .05 level of confidence. It will be noted that several portions
of Table 35 are missing as ars a number of entire statements. Preference
score means were computed only for statements appearing at least three
times in the final FCI administration. Th "P" superscripts indicates a
a 'prorated rated entry.

As may be noted from the Table 35 pairings of statement preference
means,-changes (significant at the .05 level of confidence) occurred for
about a third of the male statements and for.over'half female
statements. Though a number of inconsistencies ere to loticed within
the data rows (i.e., changes more evident for one sex group or not'the

fey' nigh rated as for low rated subjects), some generalities are
,jicated. In general, the follow- up subjects, more particularly the

females,-tended to increase their choice of self assertive or individual
centered statements: Examples are \statements such as #12, "yetu like to
be the 3___eader #2 "a person should what he can," #8 "a.1111-17i
._even-iri-h-e score, #11 wits up to ,yotrfiC riaciTt or not7r and #6
'Ye en n oinsegf" as .111-1POR-aiii- or TrEaVIT4 a gCTiriffe." At the
same t me tWi ata revealed a decrease in selection of some of the al-
trpiktic or, other person centered statements._ Examples are statements
such as #7 "y_t:A believe in hel in others," and #1 lryQtflike to feel useful_,"
and #10 "ycwce xeLir fRin to FrryiTu. decide thifigs711rh-Ts gene-realty
is not withast some ant7ialc7lon however; for eicample,.the increase choice
of statement #36, "you'd rather have,lots of friends than loti of money,"
(except for the low -rated dfiiC Ina es), awn statement bb *ttiFiff help, from
others; " as important for -havirfg- a good 1 ife.

st of the larger changes for Males centered around the sets of
, statements relating to _work attitudes, statement #44 "Ls don't mind working.,

#49 "you'd rather work than lie around," and #53 "Lou, usudirFlean-up
after your work.": Other work related-statements were ess,choSen on the

1. A difficulty in interpreting this change data is the interdependence , of
preference scores within any subset of six statements which were paired
tocether since increased preference for one statement forces decreases
selection of the other five. This ipsative property of the preference
score data similarly limits its analysis by usual factor analysis
procedures. -(1eiry,11977)



TABLE 357-

Average FEI Statements Preference $cores,Made by Mildly Retarded Adults Prior to Leaving
Migh SchoOl and 18 Months Later,:

STATEMENTS1

1, L'ike's to feel useful
2. Thinks a person should get what he can
6. Doesn't need to follow the crowd .

7. Believes in helping others
8. Believes in evening the score
9. Thinks people should admit when

they're wrong
10. Likes friends to help decide things
11. Believes it's up.to you to "make it"

or not
-12. Likes to be leader whenever he/she can
25. Doesn't like borrowing money
26. Knows how to save money'
27. Knows money's important but not-

most important
30. Doe:n't need advice on how to

spend money
36. Rather have lots of friends than

of money
41. Quickly learns to do°job
42. Does more than his/her shire
43. Usually gets work ppm
44. Usually doesn't MtnOorking
45. When knows what to do; doesn't like

being told
. 46. Will work hard ,if treated fairly

47. Should not do more than he/she,is
paid for

49. Would rather work than lie around_
50. Likes to show how much they can do
53. Usually cleans up after work
54. Interested in doing job well
55. Having friends
56. Havtng good luck
572 -Being able to do things well
58. Having a steady job
59. Saving far tomorrow
'60. Getting help from others
62. Having other people like you
63. Keeping out of trouble
65. Depending on yourself
67, They workedvhard
68 They had good luck _

69. They had been helped by other people
70. They knew more how to do things
71. They found it easy to do the right thin
72. They were liked-by most people

High

HS 18 mo.

(40142)

FEMALE

High Low

HS 18 mo. HS 18 mo.

(33) (33) . (22) (19)

3.6* 3.3P 3.2 3.3 3.6* 2.7 3.1* 2.5
4-

, . 1.9* 3.2. 1.7 1.8
1.9 -1.8 1.6 1.5 2.0* I.6v 1.6* 2.2P
4.0 3.9 3.6 3.4 4.1* 3.7 4.1 3.7
1.4 1.6 1.5 1.711 1.3 1.4 1.3* 2.0

3.4* 3.0 2.9 3.0 3.2 3 =0' 2.6 2.9
1.7 1.5 2.3 2.1 ' 2.3* 1,7 2,8* A.9

3.0 3.1
1.6* 2.0

2.8 2.9 2.8* 3.1 2.9* 3.4
1.7* 2.0 1.2*,2.0 1.6* 2.1

' 2.6 2.7 2.1 -2.1
-3.5* 2:7 3.5 3.3

2.1 1.9 1.9 10

2.0* 2.3P 1.8* 2.7P 1.9* 2.3 .1* 2.2 '
1.7* 3.1 3.3 -3.2.
2.2* 1.7P 2.4* 1.7r 2.3* I.4P 2.6* I.8P
3.3* 2.9 21* 3.0 3.2* 2.8 3.1 3.1
2.4* 2.7 2.3 2.9 2.3* 3.4 1.7* 2.6

2.3* 2.7P 2.0* 1.4r 3.0* 2.5 2.8* 2.4
3.6* 3:3 3,2 3.0 3.3* 2.9. 3T..4*-2.2

1. 13 1.3 1,5! 6 1.9
2 2.5 2.0* 2.3v

2.1 1-9 2.2* 1.9'
2.3' 2.6. 2.5* 3.0n
3.4 3.4r 3.4* 3.1'
2.3 2.3 2.3 1'2.4 2..2. 2.0 2.6 2.7
11 1.2" -1.7 1,7 1.6* 1.2 1.6* 1.1
3.2* 2.8' 2.8 2.9 3.3* 3.0 3.Z* 2.9
3.7 3.9 3.7 3.7' 3.6 3.6 3.1 3.0
2.9 3.0 2.5 2.3 2.5* 2.0 1.9 '2.1
1.8 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.9* 2.2. 2.5* 3:1,

2.2 2.0"' 3.3* 2.81.'
3.3 3.2 3.2 3.0 2.8 2.9' 3.0* 2.6"

3.2* 3.5P 2.3* 2.9P
3.4 3.2 3.2 3.0' 3.4 3.4. 3.2* 2.7

-1.2* 1.5 1.9 1.7 1.1 1.3 1.8- 1.9
2.4 23 1.9 2.1 2.4 2.2 2.1* 2.7
2.5 2.3- 2.5 2.7 2.6 2.6 2.4 2.7
3.1 3.1 3.1* 2.8 3.1* 3.4 2.7 2.6
2.4 2.6 2.5* 2.0 2.5* 2.0 2.8* 2.4

m Significant at .05 revel of cOnfOence
-P = prorated.means; sample sizes are in parenthesis

_ -



nr(see prior footnote ). Examples of such statements
you quickly learn to do ,Siou Job, #43 Vbu'll et your

u do more than_.-your hare," and #4f "you will
fair n

n-most instances changes in mean preference.scores were in.the
same direction for both ma1ks.,-and females and for both the high.rated
more successful subjects aid for the low rated less ;successful subjects.
Tht; latter general lack of differences indicates that the obtained
changes ere less related, to the differences. in subjects` composite
post high school activities and accompliShments!and perhaps more, to
general "maturatfonal" experiences which, o-a large-extent, are common
to many-of our more successful and less successful yourtg adults.

In lookino for and discussing the -"changes" in statement preference
_

scores, the more prevelent alternate condition of consistency should not
be left unnoted. Though there-are a sizeable number. of changes
asterisked in- Table 33 indicating non chance changing statement selection,-
more generally it must be acknowledged that much sameness prevailed
over the 18 month post high school- pertad. Statements very much or very
little preferred by 'our subjects while still in high schbol, reappeared
as very much-or very little preferred in'the-final- testing. This was
particularly true of statements havin§_ to do with "luck" or circum-

- stances contributing to success such as #11 Pits u to you," #56 and
#66 "havin ood luck,' or "getting breaks" as important for a good
1 ife an 6, attr _but_ ing other's success luck, continued to .brimost

infrequently chosen._ Similarly, statements mast. popular in -hig 'schoo
such as #7 " au believe in hel in others," #58 "hafIng a steady jpb,"
#67 "the wor e ard, to succee' an #63 eT pi.if out of =trou Me,"
(for t ema es) continued, to be the mast popular 141-thstand ng or be-
:ause of) an added 18 month exposure- to 'post high chool living.

This stability is agPin,evident in the-Table:36 data- based on th-
smaller samples of subjects_ identified as making identifiable-changes
in either their employment or living arrangeinentS.\- Because -of the

smaller sample sizes, only statement:preference. score means based on-

statiments :appearing their maximum five: times -on' the---fi nal FCI
adMinistration are presented.' Asterisks between Pairs of,Means indicate
differences significant at the .05 level of cOnfidence.-
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TABLE 35

Average FCI Preferences Score Made Prior to Leaving High School and 18_Montts Later By Subsamples of MildlyRetarded Adults 1410 Changed Their Vocational'Status
and/or Living ArrangementS7Since High,School

LES

Voat.

HS 18 mo.

(22)

vocat.

HS 13 mo.

(13)

Indep.

H 'mo.

(16)
1. Likes'to feel useful
6. Doesn't need to follow the crowd 2.2 1.9 1.9 1.7 1.9 1.6 f7. Believes in helping others 3.6 -3.7 3.5 3.8 3.9 3.88. Believes in evening the score 1.3 1.2 . 1.3 1.3 .1.3' 1.19. Thinks people should admit when

they're wrong 3.1 3.5. 3.0 2.7 3.110. Likes friends to help decide things 2.0 1.9 1.6 2.2 1.8 2.311. Believes it's up to you to "make it"
or not

3.1* 2.5 34* 2.7 3.4* 2.812, Likes to be leader whenever he/she can 1.4* 2.0 1.8 1.8 1.5 1.9

Vocat.

HS 18 moi

(11)

FEMALES.

Vocat. Indep.

HS 18 me 'HS 18 mo.

2.5 2.7- 2.2
4.2 3.7 4.3
1.4 1.6 1.4

3.2 3.2 -3.3
2.1 1.6 1.6

2.8 2.8 2.4*
1.0* 1.7 2.025. Doesn't like borrowing money

'

. 2.4 2.6 2.5-26. Knows how to save-money
2.8 '2.8 3.2*..27. MOWS money's important but not most,

important' ,

2.7 3.0 2.328. Surprised when he/she runs out of money 2!4*.1.6' 1.7.29. Pays for his/her own clothes
2.5* :4.4 2.630. Doesn't need advice on how to spend.

.
.....--5-----

3.0 3.7 3.1
3.6' 4.1 3.9
1.9 1.3 1.1

.

2.9 3.0 3.1
2.0 2.1 2.1

3.2 2.6 2.e
1.4 1.6 1.8
2.2 2.9* 2.1
2.5 2.8 3.1

2.6 1.8* 2.5
2.1 2.0 -2.0,
3.2 4 2.5 3.1

money

35:11 Rather have lots of friendS'than lots
of money.

41. quickly learns to do job
43. Usually gets work done
44. Usually doelln't mir.4 working
45. When knows what to do doesn't like

being told
46. Will work hard if treated fairly
47. Should not do more than he/she,is

paid for
48. Likes to finish a job so it can be shown
50. Likes to show how much they can do
53, Usually cleans up after work
54. Interested in doing job well
55, Having friends
56. Having good luck
57. Being able to-do things well
58. Having -a steady job
59. Saving for tomorrow
60, Getting help from others
63. -Keeping out of trouble
66. Getting the breaks
67. They worked hard .

68. They had good luck
69. They had been helped by other people
70. They knew more how-to do things ')

71. They found it easy to do the right th n
72. They were liked by most people

3.5* 3.2 3.6 3.2 3.2 8
3.3 3.0 3,5* 2.8. 3.6* 2.8 .3.0 2.7 3.3 3.1

2.6 2.8 2.1 2.6

2.7 2.4 2.5 2.5 3.0 3.1
3.2 31 2.8 3.4 3.1 2.9 2.6 3.7* 2.7 3.3 2.9

1.3 1.5 1.6 1.9 15 1.5
1.9 1.6 1.2 1.7 1.5-1.2

1.9 1.7 :5 1.9-- 2:4' 2.1
,---

2.5 -2.6 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.4

2.1 2.2 2.1 1.8 2,1 1.8
2.0 2.1 2.3 2.4 . 2.2 2.2

2.0 2.1
1.0 1.1
3.1* 2.6
3.7* 4.2
2.6 2.5
2.1 2.2
2.8* 3.3
1.2 1.3

4.1' 3.7
1.1 1.4
2.2 2.4
2.7 2.5
2.6. 2.9
2,2 2.5

2.4 2.5 .2. 2.1 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.0
1.2 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.1 1.6 1.6
3.3 3.1 3.0 3.4 3.4 3.3* 2.4 3.6 3.4
3.5 3.5 .3.6 3.6 3.5 3.2 3.8 3.4 3.7 '.3,4
2:7 2.5 . 2.3 2.4 2.0 2.4 2.4* 3.4- 1.9 2.6
1.9 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.2 2.2 1.4 2.0 .1.5 2.0
3.5* 2.8 3.3 3.6
1.5 1.5 1.4 1.4
3.2 2.9 3.8 3.4
1.4 1.3 1.6. 1.n
2.5 2.0 , 1.9 2.0
1.5 2.0_ 2.4 2.4
2.5 -3.0" 2.9..2.9
1.8 2.2 2.4 2.4

3.3 3.0 3.7 3.5
1.4 1.8 .5* 1.4
2.1. 2.3 2.3 2,1

2.0 2.4 '2.0 2.6
2.5* 3.3 3.5 3.1
3,4* 2.0 '3.1* 1.9

3.0 2.9
1.5 1.2

1.5.: 1.5

2.7 :1.7
3.5 -3.8-
2.0 2.4-





Examiriatinh of the Table-36 data reVeals.much fewer significant
,changei.than-was true for- Table 35. To ascribe this reductientnreduced sample sizes and the requirement of larger mean differenceS
:for. .significance,isa weak counter,to the expectation that refined
saMplesji:.e.inclUsien of only subjectS reporting-changes in ,their
vocationaLor)iving: arrangements status) would accentuate preference
scare, changes=related_ to the sample_selection_variables.--3h64able4-

-data reveals fever such relationships. No patterns of several state-..
ments changing differently for the succeeding as for the rionSUCceeding
groulils apparent;, Significance aside, for most statements changes are
in the \same direction for both sexes and for both succeeding. andr'non-succeeding groups. .;An "Ample here is decreasing-choice of statement'
#1 "its u to ouAo make it or not,",(fOr 11 three.maleAroUps) .

and statement. ou -work one,"446 'hyou.will: work.
hard-iftreatedfair, an ,wor e a chosenless:often
7,757FrriirigUrigby.Mos samples ofboth:sexes.

More:generally-the mean:PreferenceScore data'r\in Table 36, for the
Small*lectedsubgrou0s:IOU.athievingand non - achieving students
reflects:the:changepatternSJIescribectfor:the largerSATplesjable
Therbroador conclusinti:theieveral'examinationsof:Oreferepte-Stnre

_:changelsthat:11-subjectt'dhange in theirSelection'of'soMe bUt,not
mostortheirTO statements; during 18.month,Oest'highsChool
periodt'grthat,mo*t of these changes (and -104-0.changesYare common
for,both:se$es-And1or:bothAhe'hiWrateC(More suCcessfUl)`_ end:low
ratedlesssucCessful):subjetts; and 3),that7the daWfailed tci
Support exPectation:of concommittancer,df:changing

ftijoeferenCescorqs'
ancb:changingvOcational.lor_living arrangements-Status



V. RECAPITULATION, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The guiding project goal ,of'the research described in this report
was the,development of improved measures of occupational and social
functioning of mildly (educable) retarded young adults in their post
school environments. The main project activities carried.out under
this goal were-the development ©f° a Forced-Choice-Self-Dbscription
Inventory keyed to dffferentiate successful froM non-successful post
school mildly retarded adults -'and the examination Of ehange and
stability in these self descriptions over an immediate post high
school period. ,Extensive interview data describing the young adult
retardates vocational and social-activities, goals,,and expectations
were also collected. The testing program involved nearly 400 mildly
retarded young adults living in various communities in the central
and western United States and another 200 special education high school
students who were followed up,through their first year and a half
after leaving high,school.

The research literature surveyed in PreParing this Project stressed
the.central importance of attitudinal and personalitY factors in the
adjustment of the mentally retarded adult (Weaver, 1946; Sarason, 1953;
Fen0Ose, 1963; Stevens and Pecki1966; Edmonson, deJung, eland anO. Leach,'

1971; HavwoOd, 1970; Heber.and Dever;1970, Rosen, Clark add Kivitr, 1977).Jr
This consensus not withstanding.literature reviews of efforts using
personality measures to Predict performance of retardedadults suggest,
at best, limited success, at identifying predictively'lneful determinates
of adult behavior (Windle, 1962, Stevens and Peck,"1966; Cobb, 1972;
Gold, 1972; Zigler andAalla, 1977; Rosen,-,Clark&and Kivitz, 1977;
Walley and Halpern, 1972).-The current measurement approach depart
somewhat from prior studies in combining a forced .choice'self-rePor
Procedure with an emOirical keYing based on differences in the responses
of retarded'adultS identified as clearlySucceeding and those identified
as failing. The project was initiated by a pilot study involving only
local (Eugene) subjects. The,present study permitted a much broader

'subjedt populatiom and continued development of the pilot instrument.

A. Procedures: The Forced Choice Self Description InventorY (FCI) was'
`developed as a procedure for examining the 'Mildly retarded respondent's
behavior's; attitudes, preferences, and beliefs possibly relevent.to
his/her functioning after high schopl. ,Tbe.guiding astumption of this
development was that :community' adjustment was in larger part .determined
by the person's intrapirsonal variables, and that. these could be measured
given accurate self description responses. A paired comparisons procedure
was adopted eliciting .the subject's self description to avoid the
Iskewed, non-descriminatng rating'or preference responses typically
'obtained from instruments which require respondent consideratfonpf only
one statement at a time.

Essentially the paired comparison procedure posed, two generally
desireable, plausible, self descriptive statements.against.each other
within an-item. The subject task was always to chote one of the two
statements as his/her preferred response.



headings
otal FCI consisted of 72 statements grouped into' six

(1) General behavioral rules or guides -(12 statements such as
"You like to feel useful,",and "You think that luck counts
a lot-in making tt")

Personal care 12 statements such-as "You know how to keep
yourself fit," and "You pick up after yourself").

Managing money (12 statements such as "You-borrow when it's
necessary,' and "Youlre generally surprised when you run out
of money")..

(4) Work habits and attitudes (18 statements such as "You do more
than,your,share," and "You work hard when you need to

Values and 'goals (12 statements such as 'Having ather.people
like you," and "Having a steady job ")

Attribution ofsUccess 5 statements such as,"Because they
'worked hard,"-and "Because they know how to do things").

In preparing the forcarchoice farmat these groups of statements
were-split,into subsets of_six statements each (within groups). Paired
Comparison items were formed by matching every statement withina
subset with each of the five other statements in the subset. The 180.
items thus formed were placed on 3 x.5 cards mounted ona pair of
rings and shown to .the s-ubject,one at ,a time. The generel instruction
in the ffrst four'fteM groups was to pick the "you feel
is most like you." For the Value items the instruction was "Pick the
statement that you rfeel ls most important for you to havei good-life."
For the Attribution of Success ite s the instruction was to "Pick the
Statement that you feel is most tru=e of persons who succeed.or get
ahead."

The FCI keying and generalization sample referredtain this report
as the Ppst High School Sample, consisted of five geographically dispersed
samples of community resident, formeripecial class education students.
The sample included 75 pilot subjects from Eugene, Oregon (54 of whom
were retested duHng Summer, 1974); 73 subjects from-Salem,Oregon;
57 subSects fromliadison, Wisconsin; '99 subject,from COlumbus, Ohi6;
and80 subjects from Portland, Oregon. -The-Portland subjects were
readminlsteredthe PC! seven to ten days later ta-proVide,retest stability
data., Tbis'total of 384 subjects provided a data pool of 216 male-and-,
168 females,'Orincipally.Caucasian (10 percent Black), with an average
age of 21.6 yeaes. Seventy-nineTerCent of this total sample had
graduated from high, school_with nearly the'same number having begn in a
work -study program. ,Sixty'three percent.were living it home 4t1time of
testing' and 72 percent were part-time or regularly employed. EXcepting.the
lower percentage of -high school graduatus and the larger proportion of
sheltered workshop subjects in the Columbus sample, no special differences
are notable 'among the five samples.



In addition to the foregoing post.high school test development
sample, thi.project developed an interstate_FollOw-Up Sample of
mildly retarded special educatidn student scheduled to complete
theii; nigh school program in June, 1975. These students were first
interviewed ancitested-within a few-weeks of their-leaving:school.
In:accordance with' the pioject plan; these samples were toAl) provide
data regarding possible changes (over a post school transition - period)
in:thoselattitudes and values measured by the ,Fcr and (2) provide a

continuing,,descripticliorilFVotfnet expectitiOnsand experie ntes
and of their social flying environments. The samples alsPpermit an
added validity generalization check,on FCI scoring keys. develoPed'from
the longer out-of-school test-development samplet:describeOtbove:

The four follow-up samples combined totaled 200-.120 malesard'80
females. Thirty-Six subjects were Eugene-Salem studentt.4Twere Reno,
Nevada students; 46 San Jose, California students; and 71'Columbus,'Oho
students.- ThirtY-nine of the 200 were black, almost all from Columbus,
Obio schools. The- average age of the follow-up. subjects was 18.2. Nearly
all hid participated in, their high school work.,experience:Ordgram and
nearly all'graduated fromnigh schOol shortly aftertheir 'first interview.

The initial projectplan tilled for three.fdllow-u0Anterviews and
testings of these,students. Attrition, always a problem in follow-up
studies, and Oarticularly'with young, just out-of-scnool,, norkollege--
bound yoUth,hproved-encouragingly:low. The fftst 64onth follow-up
tested 171 subjects;' he setend, six months later, tested ,;164 subjects
and the final.testing,,coMpleted 18 months after school, tested 160'
subjects with a few earlier "strays" retested. -After a year' and a half-
an4four testings, .the sample, attrttion rate-=was. only 20 percent, with
a third of the lost sUbJects refusing retesting and approximately two
thirds having moved.ewe.Y. The sex 'and race-distributions for the
.non-retested-subJects was the same as 'that. for the 'total follow-up
sample. In-addition to the lost non-test subjectsva subsequent examination
of the ,inteOieW protocals revealed six subjects with handiCapping conditions,
in excessof retardation),who should not have been-included in the
testing sample. Elimination of these six subjeets reducedthe usabl
subjects to 194.

A broad-inquirY.Interview,Schedille Was developed as an accompaniment
instrument to the highly structured FCI. ..In addition to droViding.
demographfc and general baCkgroUnd:dita:regardinsthe'iubjectslieing
tested on therFCr., the'interview'schedule,Was designed- to.deScribe, and f.

''for thOollewuvhigh.sChool:-samplestotroartheir4ost,schdol.
vocational and social living:Operiences The inttial-interVieW.Schedule
fOr'the'poi.thigh.sch001 Simple contained .some 50verbitimOueitions-er
confirmation .concerning:,the.subjects!- school experiences,-work.

experiencestur'rentliving:arrangements4-faMily'situation and` recreation.
TheYinterView-sahedUleUsedPwith the' follow -up' high `school
AS eXPanded.ttutover three areas. (a) vocational ,PreParetion and
achievementformalz,and 10drOal) 0) vocational knewledge and

lexpectationimmediately:antiCipated.or:intended'empleYthentst knoWledL
AqablenessiOfjob.duties, requfred'skillsovorkinotonditions. benefits,
as well as longer range vocational intentions); and c) social satisfactions
and expectations (anticipated continuations or.changes in living arrangements,



_friendships-4, eisure, ;time
activitiesi."-The-interview format alsoinclUded*'two orpietorialAtemsjdealing with anticipated acti-

vities) and 'aninterviewer"remarks" section. The three fellow-up,
interVitincluded_eensiderable repetition of.the eriginaLquestiens,
with some:addedAnquiriesto the!subjett's,responSes:e0 prior Inter-
views; particularly with regard to their stated expectations for the
between - interview period; the interviewer-was to find Out if these
expectations-jcencerning'empleyment, recreation, living arrangements,
etc.y_were,realized_and_ilLnot,:whynot.The-ful-1-180Hitems*FGI-was--
administered to all subjects during their initial interview sessions,--
but was, reduced to_around 100 FCI items on_subseguertinterviews to
keep-the-total testing time to around 90 minutes.

The identification of high (successful) and low (unsuccessful)
subject groups for the FCI keying and validation analyses was to be
based on ratings on community adjustment rating scales administered
by the subjects' vocational counselors and or project trained inter-
viewers. Three rating scales were prepared, the first regeiring judgments
of the subjects°,"integration into his or her community's main stream,"
the second, his or her-"employability" from the perspective of the
requirements of potential employers, and the,third, the adequacy of
his or her "social adjustment=.' from the counselor's perspective.- The
rating procedures required that each rater develop a personal; three-
person frame of reference prior to making his/her ratings by selecting
among "all former mildly retarded adults with.who he/she. had recent
contact a retarded person whem he/she considered most successful on all
three criteria. and a retarded person moderately WEessful on .all three.
criteria. These selected referenceperson names were then written
above the ends and middle of the continuous "rating line". Judgment,
of ratees'iwere then to proceed by first "matching" the perion to 'be
rated with a reference person with respect to the particularscale
,criterion and assigning the_rateeia_posittoft_on-the-rating-line-whien---
was later converted to an eight point scale.

&The long range stability of these counselor ratings"was first
examined by asking counselerse again rate 54 subjects whom they
had rated 15'menths earlier in a pilot study.. In most instanus, the
counselors_made.very similar ratings of subjeets on the two occasions.
Though the overall.mean rating increased slightly, the correlation
between the two sets of ratings by the same counselor was generally
high; .84 for the coMbined integration, employability and socialization
scales and nearly as high for each separate scale. -Including the 13
subifects rated by different counselors reduced the coefficient to .73.
Instances of larger changes were followed up by questioning the
counselers-whdaccounted,for their different ratings in terms of client
change.

The same rating format was used to obtain community,adjustment
ratings as a basis for trichotomizing the,high school-follow-up
sample.. These.ratings were to be made.btintervlewers immedfatelY
following their final (fogrth) test session. Preparatory to this plan,
164 subjects were "trial" rated fellow$no the third test-session, -The
second rating, of these Subjects following their fourth test session six ,

months later provided hOth intra and inter rater stability data. The six



1°k
th etest-correlations for-the two%fourmtestingi,terviewers, eac

of-.whom had-Wee rated approkimately:410,tUbjects,-were 4,72 and- .74.
.ReteSt,coreelations between ratings ,made or the same subject bythese

raters :and differentraterswere only slightly lower,-e =

Status of Mildl Retarded Youn -Adul The interview schedule'
,data prov var ous_secr, ptions,o,_t e :status of -the young mildly
retarded-yoUng idults-_participating-in_the study.' -Both the longer

-out-ofschoo15-,posthigh'school sample and the follow-Uprsample'
(18 montht:after:high-school) were principally living .at home; 68
'percent sfir,Tth-6761-51-eripe,(iVerage,a§e -years)-_and:77 -percent or-
the fo11 mupsampleAaverage,19.7,years). _Seventeen percentofthe
older!jtamcile:and-nine-Percent of. thejollow-uvhigh school Simple were_
marriecrat:the time of their final interview: Approximately -half of
the'womerranda third of the men 10,this 'sample_re -orted having
"special" boy or girl friends.

c,

. . ,

subjectsIn both ,samples,.approximately half of the,,1 vingrat-home subjectt
indiCated'dissatisfaction with_theirrpresent 'living, arrangements and
nearly-all-said that -thY wanted Whe-on'their own n' response to the
interview questiOn,,"what'woUld'neeCtO'haOpen before yoU.could-becon
your ownrAisked of- the followup=Subjects, nearly '411 subjects -referred
to "having.ajob and enough, money.", Having and,managing. monerWas eon-,
sidered,by: vmost subjects of being independentas,well'at one .

of its prime determinates. In responSeto-tlie set of paireckcomparison
quettions regarding-"w hatisthe best part about haying Your -own place,"
the alternative involVing-'"controt of one'sAoWn spending ranked
equally high with increased privacY and social freedom.-'.

_ In both samples the uneMployment ate for the subjects' parents was,
about doubt of that -for the general,pop lation;-approximately,15percent
forthe 'fathers' in the work force and at leaSt 20 percent for the
mothers (excluding,thOse who reported no occupation other than house ife).

!
Of those reporting-0CcupatW$4emPloYedfand-,UnemplOyed, feWer,than H(l-

IpeedeinforeitherOarentl*OrteCtkIlleCand prefetSIOnaLaCtiVitie:
These; employment ',WeregenerallytheSaMeatalljotations.for,bOtti

.saples4' ,,

At the time of theirtinterviot approximately a third of the 384 post
high school sUbJects were full time employed,' another six percent-were
part"timeemploYel,'23-percent were in sheltered workshops, and 28 percent
were unImploYed.'Af the total sample0:only'29 percent of the women and --

52 percent of the men had jobs in coMpetitive employment an average of
three years-afterschool. Over half 'of ;the men's ,.jobs werein Industry
or-manufacturing iihereas "service".jobs were-predomtnant.for-women.
Over 80-percent of'the jobs' held by the-248 mildly-;retarded adults
reporting- emPloYment were in the unskilled (46 6-percent ) ;or semiskilled
(35 percent) categories.

.

cOnsidering ,the total simple of 384 former special education students,
nearly 80 Percent of whom had completed their high school training, who
were typically in Aheir.early twenties and had been 'out of school foe an
average of three Years, this ratio_of.Ocesons 'employed above a miniMum
semiskilled level drop' to only one eight, Contrary to expeetations,-

relationship was:found between employment rates or job tkill.level and
the length-of time-that the subjects had been out ot.school.



.

The employment wasnottoeqifferent.lor thejellOW-OO,Sample
With:approx4Otely a .W1rd ofthote.-.tobiecto4lomployed at,_eath of-:'the'
three --:six 'trithrinterviewt.. Considering, the intervals betWeen interviews,

-1

1-

- .
,

nearlYr:4--lo ttfrof the wet employed 6

months during the r 18,-months-afteriligh schoel, A fourth,of-these-:
reporting-.-n=ver having any job. ': Sheltered:eMployment accounted for
15 percent fthejobs:held by males-Andl:nearer .25. percent of those held
by,,lemales:--.:Similar sex: differences were noted for part time employments,
17 percent of the malts-holding part,tiMe jobs and 29 percent:of the
females;

I
-------: .,______:_ Intome -informaton -ihough -incomplete, -was_generallydepressed,

particUlAlyjOr sheitered,wOrkthep-employees on piece work Wages.:
Excluding these-least paid subjeCts4-the4veragtwagerepOrtediFall,: 1977)
Jor-'emplotd subjects/was just belowl2;50.an-hoT with A number of
subjects earning -hearer a-dollar an botw..

1

nearer

B_Ith the more continually emplo ed subjects and those less regularly__
employed irePorted having held (on the verage) two or more jobs during
their po t,school Period. Less than a third ofthe subjects had. kept a

i

Job for s long as' a year ; 40 percent cf'the-subjects had held no job
as long s six,mohths. Most of the longer retained jobs. were also the
loWer,paying, including the sheltered Itorkshops.-- The predominant
reason glven-bflubjetts. for theirlob change was !'being fired." Though,

their jobs were generally at the lowest unskilled level and poorly
.

paid, itlappears that employer ditsat,'sfattiOn was more of a-problem
than employee dissatisfattion. When stied in their interview, few

eMployedr.subjetts report dissatisfatt ons:either-with their employer
. .

(pr theiriWerking conditions.
-i

Whereas job retention was gen rally low, reemployment typftally
fnvelVed Similar:jabs. Comparisons f -.responses to successiveinter-
Views reveiled-feWsubjects: either t anging to More..skill,:demanCngjobs
::(ii':cOecting:te.Appro$ithatelk.4013 rtent of the Subjetts-Anticipafed
their next year's'job it:their Ares nt'Skilllevel,-hearlyAS many'
expetted jobs. at lOWer SkiilleVelsas,atimthediatelyliigher
Only one in 'ten subjects' anticipate- substantial upward changes in
their- employment,- Most subject exp ctations-of.their eventual, more..
future eMployMents'were no more oPtimistit than that-for their more
,immediate jobs Fully,half of-- the subjects lhdlcated- having no long

Job plans.; ;-

A.Problem cited. by resPondents as relating td employment (and,
socialization). was_transportation,- the abilitY.andindeeendenctio...
getting around. Approximately. .a thirdof-Moth 'samples reported Ariving

themselves;-another: reported-being,-dopendent±gponAthers4-: Sex
differencesWere:OPecially pronounced here'.. ApPreXiMatelyvfourtimes-

, as many men-as.wemee drove, 'and:the .reverse,',:approximately four times

as many women -as Men reporting dependence on Others for getting. around..

When asked..abtot intent to'get:aAriying,litenSe,:approximately. a third
)f,thosenot driving: pparently weren't.tonsiderinTgettinTlicenses

- ,

The.interview stheduleAncludtd questions concerning the Subjects'
-use ofleisure time. fourtategoritS'efleisure time -use were developed's.,

The:lowest-twe-categeries,were assigned subjects Who :Were either solitary

or whose totial interactions werelithitedlo-pastivv: activities with their
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immediate families. Approximately, half of the fol low=Up subjects
continued to be identified in these. 1 owest 'categories' on all interviews,

while, at the same timea polarization was evideht, a 10 to 20 percent
"core of these subjects becoming more solitary, A' somewhat parallel
oppOsiteTshifting-was-takipg-place-in the upper-l'useA,f-leisure-time'
categories;,-aporoximately a third ,of the total-sample becoMIng more
active socially.

-7- I

Proportionately, fewer of the pat school_ subjects had reported
at least moderate socializing and involvement in-goal-oriented activities

_,Though-thissample-differerice-is-poSsibly--
related Ao their being, older and-being out of school- longer,' the.
repeated intervieirdate revealed n6--chinges-_(other-than-the-polarization
just-noted) _during-,rthe 18 month f011oW,.up period.- AContributor-1o::
this lack of change may be the subjecti,who moved _away and were "lost",
but this, at beSt, accounts for, nly a small number tif , subjects' on each
successive Interview.' The finding that, after _18 months' such a substantial
proportion-of-- the- fol 1 oW-up sample- continue to- maintain marginal
recreational-socializing 'activities affords a' Peer prognosis for later
social adjustment; _ Vnumber subjects' mentioned_!_personal 'discouragement"
and "lack of miner,' as:reasons for not pursuing recreational -social
activities.: A, probable' related factor is -that in responie to either',
--direct -or- indirect interviewer qUestioning,' very few of the follow-up
subjeetsz-expressed: dissatis faction_mith their current use of 'free -time.

The "lack lor-moneY" reason ,for subjects' lat-k of active ,l isure
activities is supported by tross----reference to theft- interview,:,employment
data. The more lintited use of leisuri'time": subjects 'were predominately,
the chronically unemployed: _These subjects -also rarely __reported making
new friendships., Since most new:,_friends mentioned by otheris*jects
were met ' in work -environmentS and only a Small snUMber,_throUgh relatives
or through neighborhood, and ChUrchr-relatecractiVities,- the uneMploYecHoW
social lzaitlon sto.bjecf":tendi to be in a self-perpatuatirjg'cycle: Income
aSide;:s:the mon4MploYedsUbjetts are _socially,.-diSadVantaged.1 In the
tonteZt__or,l'expanding .friendships, as was true in the broader;_ contexts
Of Increased :independence and,.leisure time activities, Ihe.iinportance
of 'Aavi ng for, most of our.young mildly: retarded adults is primary,
Though a iubjeet's :ability to OreSent.hini or herSelf-in the. job interview,
situation is' from the :kind of socialization data ffgathered-in the
isubject- interview; success There is 'entry to aPOSsible spiral ,,Ors social
growth, oppOrtunities. Failure to obtain employalint'can precipitate a
corresponding negative spiral. The.teMmunitY adjustment rating data
bears out in- that ..onlY rarely -did a: sUbject'SimultineouSlt receive

--.--a'-high-vciditipeati'achlgieirielitz-olasisification and A/lois soeiatizatiOn__ _

-Classifitation or vice Versa.- ,

C. Forded Choice I-nventor -A-.numbee-of-internal 'analyses -were made
of .2*-:Fel data: to ,exam a s s .a.MeasUreof the
mildly.,"retardeds",reSpOndent"S.:attittideti:,preferences,,..and;b0Iiefs-pOssibly
relevant t6shie or her; funetioning after: -high school. The first .of these
examined the. Subject ',S.._ ahil ty:' to respond to the basic FC nstruction,

-to; Select.one.Of two :statements as being :'either more like 'him or
.her ©r. better, describing hnis '6rher .bel efs During the .,Course: of
administering the RI to ;nearly. 600 "mi 1 dly: retarded young 'adults ;
15 .prospectiveisithjeCts: prOduted,.0Tearly' unusable responses,: either
persisting in giving "too rapid:responses: (before the questions wereread),



providing very questionable patterns of responding (such as
A-8-A-B-A-8---), or simply being too tired or restless to complete the
longi somewhat repetitive 180 item test.'

A more objective criteria for task understanding is the occurrence of
a "perfect" or-noncontradictory sequence ofpreferences within an ':=CI
subset. In a 15 item subset of-siX statements, eaCh-matched with every_ .

other one, ,-a perfect sequence would be one in-which,the Most preferred
statement )vas chosen five times, the next most prefereed statement chosen
four ties, the next most preferred chosen three times, the next, two
times, the next,sone time, and finally none, yielding a 5,40,2,1,0
sequence. It should be noted that two.conditions are required for perfect
or near perfect patterns, the first dealing with item content and-the
second with subject response. The first is that the.items must be
scalable, that is, -Onidimensional:- Items .which cannot be ordered on
some common or unifying continuum cannot except by chance, yield perfect
patterns, The second is that the respondents must rationally perform the
task discriminations, atteAding, in effect, to some common continuum,
in choosing between the paired statements. In a set of six items, the
probability of obtaining a "perfect" pattern-by chance is 210 or roughly

once in 1,000 times. Since the total FCI consisted of 12 item subsets
inveving six statements, the probability of one br more "perfect ".
patterns by chance in 3 complete administration of the Fel is .012,.or
approximately once in a hundred.

Examination of the number.of perfect" response patterns produced
by the 384 post high school subjects revealed "perfect" .patterns occuring
a fourth to a fifth of the time, 323 of all subjects having at least one
perfect patterns. .Neither sample nor sex differences were noted nor were
fatigue factors ,aPParent (there were nearly as many perfect. patterns for
.the,1ater three administered FCI subtests as for the subtests administered
earlier). _Further fnspection of the data revealed that most Of the -
nonperfect patterns deviated froM "perfeet" by only one reversal. Together,
these findings clearly support the conclusiori that the task requirements of
the very lengthy, 180 item-FCI were not, beyond the.response capabilities
ofgthe mildly retarded young adults tested in the study. On all subsections
"of the test, these subjects were peoducing "perfect4 and "nearperfect"
patterns far in excess of Chance occurence, indicating that thpy were
'rationally managing the paired comparison task,- i.e., they were choosing
alternative statements within subsets of 15 items consistent with some'
underlying criterion of hierarchial preference for these.items.

.,
. The short tern' reliability of the FCI was examined in terms of FCI

reteh,data obtained from 80 Portland post high school subjects who were
retestedithih a week to ten days after their initial test, The testing
was completed by two-examiners; each examiner testing half-of the subjects,
half of whom e, had tested the first.week. Whereas an item by item, subject
by subject coun de of the numbers ofmaje and female sub eCS thous- ng
a different respon on their retest, revealed fairly frequent changes, the
percentages of subje choosing eachalternative remained very stable;
correlations between i m "difficulties" were around .90 for all FCI
subtests. Themale and fe le means forthe 30 item FCI scores (which were
later developed for the tots ost high school sample) remaihed very nearly

the same for the initial and s c rid administration data. The correlation
coefficients computed.for the tes retest 30 items POI scores for the male,
.85 for the females or .84 for the i tal Portland sample indicated satis-
factory retest reliability for this FCI score.



The stability of FCI statement preference scores was also examined
for this retest -data. Preference scores are the number Of tiales,each of
the FClstatements was chosen (each statement -appearing a, an alternative
in five different items). ChangeS in these..prefereence scores were
relatively minor for 'the retest._ interval . Over- a third -of the nearly
6.000 pairs (80. subjects and 72 statementseach)---contained identical
scores; those With changes only rarely changed more than two. The test/

.retest Correlation coefficients-computed for the FCI Cummulative Preference
scores developed for -the total post high school sample were .820 for the
males and .784 for the females indicating-satisfactery retest stability
for FCI preference score.

An examination was also made of longer range FCI retest stability
by comparing the responses of the 53 subjects from the Eugene pilot
sample who were retested by different interviewers a year and 'a half
after theirs initial testing. Though counts made of the number of item
response changes revealed that nearly a third of the FCI items were
responded to differently after. the 18 month retest, interval, the retest
correlation coefficients for FCI scores were .74 for the males and .59
for the females. Consideririg the Tong' 18 month retest interval and the
possibly related changes in a number of the Subject's vocational -and
social 1 iving activities during' their retest period. '(und passible matura-
tional changes, etc.) theseiretcst coefficients are not particularly low.
Apparently, even though on the individual item level Many responses were
changed, their cumulative effect on the subjects's relative positiqn, in
his or her group on the basis of the sumative RI score is more minor.
Generally, even after 18 months, most subjects, 'particularly males, who
had selected more of the keyed responses on the FCI, again selected more
of the keyed responses, aneSubjects earlier selecting fewer keyed res-
ponses similarly continued to do so.'

The question of generality Of FCIvresponses across the five dif-
ferent post high school samples tested was examined in.errns of comparisons
of the, average ,statement -preference scores made by males and females' in-
those five samples. These comparisons revealed-,only negligible intersample
differenc6S, the- order of preferente for statements within a. subset by the
Male and female subjects remaining very similar -both across sexes and
across samples. This .intersample agreement In Selection of FCI statements,
together with the prior reported retest correlations and, the "perfect
pattern" analysis-, supports the appropriateness the HI 'format and
content for administration to-mildly' retarded populations.

c



The test deVeldement design Called -fer the identification of the
-d!scriminating_iteMs,',Zhat is, items* responded to differently by

suCceSsful-and,nen-successful-subjetts, and then a keying-6f these
items acCerdihg,,to, whiCh _alternative, A, or -8, was 'chosen by the more
-SUcteisful ''sUbjects.,A critical step' in these' procedures was the
Adenttfication of the successful and unsuccessful =subject _groues.

These identifications were Made by -t4 subject's vocational
.counsel or--and/orTaproject--- trained -interviewer using- the,_communi ty

adjustment rating scale deVelaped for- this Study.; "The -final keying
-samples-Consisted-of a- high-rated "SUCceStful" group of 126, high
rated subjects :(8i:kmales and 46 'females) end a low ratecL "unsuccessful"
group' of '123 rated, subjects ,( 61 Mel es and 62 females). Because
of -differencesLin their,FCI_responses 'separate ,FCI keys were developed

____forinales_And females..

itemselection and keying procedure involved listing the FCI
item-respontepreference (percentS of subjects chosing A or B) -for all
.1180 eims ler high rated, subjects and- for low, rated 'subjects
separately -,bk''tek:' and by geographic sample. Froth th ti hg items
-with, the largest .high-low rated-subject differences in response' pre-,
ferentes- wereAdentified and keyed by'crediting responses 'Chosen more
often, by:_the high-,rated _subjects plus'.one and responses, Choten mere'
often bylOW rated' sUbjectt, zero. 'Because initial FCI- 1 teri :scores
-develeped= fers peel ff C-geographi C2Samelet fa i led' to general i ie to other
geographic es ,--a,lurther item selection- criterlib-WasAeveropee
'which required that the:highflowItemresponse preferences, obtain for
the-total sample of all hi, ) rated and ,low rated 'maids' or females; (and
for at 1 east 3 'of, thee 5 geegraphi c_ Samples. 'This procedure resulted_ in
e' 30 ,item mald'and a-30, item:femal generalization:key. Correlations
betWeen the summative:FCI:SCores -based on. these, keys and the :community
adjustment 'ratings for all subjects ' (including those,deleted from -the,

2 keying sample) ranged `between -.65 and .80 for the five, geographic male
sampled = (mediakr = .72);and between_ .50, and .72 for five' females

samPles-01000- .57L Thpjurther EC' score correlations, wi th the'
intervieWbased siippleMentarY criteria' indices were more' moderate;
median r!s' for ',the male an&feiliale sample; respectively, were ,.33%and -.52

'for' an'Emploment 'History Index. .51 'and ''.43 for a-present_,Vocational
$tatig: indexYand .20' and .33 for , Independent Living Arrangements

'- Index:' 'The-lower ,correlati ons, fel- this last index are, In Part, forced_
by-the Positive, skeiOess or that' index , in that rdlatively few subjects
had aChieved Independence- from parents.

In,particular, the FCI rating corrrelationi. suggest a lubstanti%Le
relationship between tHe fCI and the rater's more global judgement-of '
the subject's, community adjustment:, Considering:these ratings as the
prinCipal preject criteria of post school adjustment, these Fa rating

,

correlations,'are interpretable as FCI "validity" coefficients. These
validity coefficients support the projeCt goal in developing an
objective, easily administered,: across- sample test ,of%conihiunity adjustment.

Some reduction of these validity Coefficients. for other'samOes,
however, is,to-be eXpected in that these initial FCI - rating correlations
were based on samples which included the- keying subjects. FCI data
from the Follow-Ue'sample of high school students provided in estimate of
this shrinkage. -FCI scores based on the 30 item generalization key were
computed 'for-80 male and 56 female follow-up subjects for both their first



and final',F01 adMinistrationsi and correlated with the subject's interviewerratings and2rwith-Supplementary interview criterisn;measures. Theseslipplementaryr'Oiteria ',included a present _Vocational Status. inde,-Job MoveMent,:f,ndex summarizing changes in -the subject's job or job levelduring:Lt*,s4cesSive-_,interviews, a_Vocational RealisM index related tothe --.subject's 'employment goals,, And a:Use of Leisure Time index based-onthe extent' Of:socialization and kind. Of-activt;-;es ,,engaged in during the
time. , Correl at i ens of- these -criterla_-with-F-CI-Lscores

_ _basedLon-test4dniinfstratiOnt718 .months after subjects had left high_school, were (for, the malesind.,feital et , _respectively) 46 ,and,;,., 54 forthe interViewel'ratingS,-,.19'and..-27 for,the Vocational _Status' index,.28 and',,07 ferthe:use-of_Leisirre Time index, 'and near_ zero for the_remaining., indices., The app-roilffate---.-50-cerrelations-"With interviewer-ratingsthrough representing substantial-shritika-ge-from_the,"initial(1 riflatid)coefficients 'Obtained` for the,- keying sampIe, are -Still ,_sUfficiently high andconfirm'the relationship between the FCI andpost high school adjustments (as viewed by .the- rater).''' Estimatingthe proportion of "reliable " variance of the rating criteria, at about.70 (based on-interrater and retest correlations, see section -II ).,the obtained coefficients are accounting for around-half of the-"reliable- ,criterioniabl e-, criterion variance.
t,

,

,:rh* correlationv-of, the ,FCI scores baSed on the._ earl ier _ (while inhigh- school ) testc`administrations_, arid the. post school adjustment ratingsand -the ,interview-based criteria,, were typitally partiOul arly,for the-_Males,
indiCating-minorirelationshipi at beSteof the high schoOl

---cadministered_FCIscoreS:'andlater7'Obtained.adjUStment, criterion.,Correlations
,compiftedTbetWeen-FrI4Scores,:hased` on:the early and ,finaltest ,administrationssWere 'fbr",-the-Males--andL.27 for:the females,indicating onlY-liinited

,individuaLpredictability-,(narticulanly for thefemiles)`' of post high-school FCI scores from the high .school-responses .%

Concurrent with the FCI item keying just des6ribed, a cumulativeFCI statement Preference score was,also developed based on'data froM the _five samples of, post high school subjects. -As 'wit) the FCI item selection,the more discriminating statements were identified on the basis ofdifferences--lbetween the more:successful (high rated) aneless successfulclow*ratedhsithject groUps in the.several geographic samples 'i TheseidentifiCations were made separately forsmales and -females., A total of18 statements met the discrimination,criteria for the male', samples and17-.for_the female_ samplet, '7 of these statements diScriminating equallyor both sex groups.

7

T, ,statement preference scores.fOr 'the discriminating PC' statementswere, combs reel to , form Cumulative Preference Scores and the adjustmenratings and ,.-the three interview based criteria were'. for each ofthe five ,post high.'school samples. The correlations between the ,CumulativePreference_ Scores and the eating's ranged between .,.50 and .64 (median r = .56)for the ,several male samples and between .51 and ,.60 (median r .57) for theseveral female, samples.: These ,coefficients are mor,rnoderate than those

An additional males and 11 females also tested at this time weredeleted-froM, this, validation analysis for reasons of inconsistent ,orincomplete :rating and'Ar -interview data (see section



sported for th g item FCI score. The further Cumulative' Preference
score correla ions with the interview based supplementary criteria.

indices were-olso lower_ than those for-the FCI scores; median r's for the

Male and female sample, respectively, were s28 and .40 for the Employment

History)ndex, .25 and Al for the Vocational Status ifidex and .20 and

.21 Foy the Living Arraneements index. Considering that, the samples

on Whfch.\these correlations coefficients lere computedLincliide 'those
subdects u§eci ire the preference score keying, thensetmoderate tof love
coefficients forecast limited generalizability beyond the keying

ample. Thislack-of generality-was-borne out by the correlations _of_

ratings and interview based criteria with Cumulative Preference scores

computed- r.fo the male and female samples of high school follpw-up\

subjects/ The correlation between the'Cunsnulativ,e Preference score-

based on the 13 month post high. school FCI and interview ratings

reduced to .38 and .44 for the male and female sample, respectively.,

for-the first administration Cumulative Preference score, the

correlations were near zero 'as were Most Cumulative Preference score'

correlations with the interview criteria.

The correlations between the first and fourth AdMihistration Pre-

ferenct scores were wily .23 for- the males and, .17 for the females,.

clearly indicating a lack of individual predictability of post high

school FCI Cumulative_Preference scores from thos-e based -on high sChool

FCLadministrations. More generally, the follow-up Sample data' indicate,

only Weak relationshins' betiseen-the FCI Cumulative Preference scores

and the.communitSs adjustment indices used'in this study.

i
,,

Independent of the foregoing FCI analyses involving cumulative

item and preference scores, several examinatiog were made'of the

changes' in the- mildly retardea young adults' FCI responses and cancom-

-_mittant changes in his or _her emrfloyment st tus us and/or living arrangements

'during the 18 months' post high schnalsperio , ,The first examination

%Volved extensive comnarisons of first and ourth admiiiistratfons.

individual statement preference scores. Somewhatsentrary to the Correia-.

tignal data (just reported) indicating nom. test retest stability for the -.

FBI Cumulative Preference scores, -the individual statement prefereriCe

.scores analySes' revealed considerabler-repeatibillty, nearly a third .of

s these statement scores remaining identical over the 18 month period, less

than one in twelve of the individual statement scores changing as much

as-two score points. s

The otifer FCI-chanoe examinations involved subsanples of nigh "and

low rated subjects and of smaller cohorts of subjects- who had clearly
changed their vocational or living arrangement patterns during thlivesr

and a half post-school period., 'Par kith examinations, the,analysests

consisted of comnarisons of mean preference scares made: by the same

subjects over the 18 month period. Changes (significant at the .05.

level of confidence) occurred for about a third of the male statements

and fcir over half of the female statersentse Some; of the generalities to .

be drawn,frors the data are that the follow-up subjects, particulaerly

'-- -the 'females,- tended to increase their choice ,of self assertive or

individual centered statements while decreasing their selection of some

of the altruistic or other-person centered stateMenti; Most of the

larger change 'for males centered around-the sets of statements relating

to work attitudes. It should-be noted, 'however, that some of these changes

are internally relative, i.e.,the okired comparison procedure requires

that if one statement isschosen more often, other statements are chosen

-.less often. -106



In mast instances changes in mean Preference sco's were in the
same direction' for bOth males and females and for both t e_high rated
(iiiore successful) subjects and for the. low ,rated (less successful)
subjects. This-latter general lack of differences indicates Oat the-
obtained changes are less related to the differences-in subjects'

, composite of post high school activities and accomplishments end
perhaps more to general "maturational!' experiendes which, to a large

--extent, iFECommon to many of our more successful and less s cessf
young adults. t;4

Examination of the preference score data for-the smallel amples
of subjects identified as making identifiable changes in either\their
employment or living arrangements, on the other hand, revealed even
fewer significant changes. TO ascObe this reddction to reduced Sample
siies-and the requirement of larger mean differences for significance
is a weak counter to the expectation that refined Samples (i.e.; inClUsion
of only subjects reporting changes in their vocational or living- artangemen s
status) would acCentuatep-eference score changes related to the-saMple-
selection variables. Few such relationships were,found./ No patterns of
several statements changing differently for the'sUcceeding_as for the, _

noff-siicceeding group iSapparent. Significance 'aSide, for mostmost= statements,
changes are in the same direction-for both sexes-and 'for' both succeeding
and non-45bcceeding groups and failed to support expectation of ,cOncommittance
of changing FCI,preference scores and changing vocational .or living
prrangement status..





D. ,Conclusions4 The research described in.this report was inq'jzted
as a test development research project focussing on the measurement of
community adjuStment elf mildly retaqed young adults. The major'project
tiaskias.the development, keying and validation of a paired comparison
ForcOd ChoiceSeUjteport:jnventoryjFC1) for administration to this
pbpUlaticin; $ubbrdinate tasks included 1) deVelopment of-a comunity
adjustment rating, scale for vocational counselor and/or'tnterviewer
:use, .and-2) the interviewing of an multistate post school sample of
mildly retarded Youn6 adults:living in their communities and of-.
follow 7up.samples--of.educable retarded high school students preparing
to leave school. The.intervtelds, repeated at six month intervals and
covering an:13'month host high-school 'period, provided descriptions of
the vocation.06v...:riendes-and expectations and of the social living'
environments `of the mildly retarded persons during their first 18

.

months after high school.

The broad based.imperative-guidingproject conceptualization and
execution ;10' that it extend improved. knowledge and understandings .of the
adjustments of mild 'retarded young-adults'in our scciety. The

development of more ffective societal responses(Such as traininnj
counseling, ett preparing retarded persons'for maximal careers
as adilltS require- his and can only succeed in proportion to our
-understanding.of t e problem.

,

The preceding portions of this section have summarized project,
activities and reported the resUltS of analyses of project-generated
dafljThe remainder of thiS section presents some general conclusions
regarding.theprojectmeasurement task and the status of young, mildly
retarded' aduTts f011owed by recommendations' drawn from the project,
findings. S,



The dbility mildly4mentally retarded person to comnrehend and
-follow-the-FM tatk-instructions-was-establIthedi.---Two FCI scoring
Procedures wered6Veloped,:the first based on re5P14ses_to_solected
_FCI-items4-the-Second-liased76n-prefeeences for FCI statements., Scoring-

keYs for both nrotedureswere develoPed'empiricallyi,usinOlVe
geographicaliy dispersed samples ofclearll-sUctessfut'ad:Clearly
lesssuccesSfdrMildbLivtardedyoungjpersons put of school inayerao
of three-yearS,T7SeParate:sCoring keys were .developed for males and. . scoring .

females.. One to :two week retest correlations for these scores ranged
from .78-to-- the mid ,80.1s. The correlationsef-thecuMmilative -item.
scores:ft-Jr.:the fiveposthilh_school-- sampleskbased_onL3Thmostdii7
CriMinating-itemsYwith-cou6selor/interVieWer-tommunitY. adjustMent
ratings usecL4s_the principle criteria.were,around10 for both -sex
groups. Similar validity coefficients for the cumulative preference

--score"Were-gengrally-lower-with-a-Median-r-of-,56.--7TKeCrots-Valtdation

of'theSe'keys'using tiMilar criteria- for the follow-up 'sepleS Of-former
-special-Oats -(edutably. retarded) high school students- yielded correlations
around',50.for-theiltem scores and arood .40 for the preference Scores.
Considerablylowercriterion-correlations were .obtained for
keYt"bated.o0earlier, efore-leaving -high-school.,..F.CL-administrations.

jhe.Median- correlations-between the in-high school and 1a. month later
'FCI- scores were-439 for the item. keys and for the-OreferenCe_
Score=keyS. Theseretesecarrel-atiOns-inditett7VeryliMitedAndividual
predittability'of post.high.sehool.F.CFtcores frOa(thehigh:school-JCI
responses.

Of the two FM .s.coring procedures, the IteM.Scorejs_cOntistently,
sOperior.in.-terMs'of_relationships with_therating_criterioe.'-.ThiS-SaMe
advantage-held..for torreiatiOns with supplementary-intervie-based
-indices of community adjustment. The .iewpromiOngValidittd4ta".-
frif.-the cummulative:-preference.SCore'WeSunexPected since
`pxamination of individual -Statement.preferenCe, storeshed revealed b7th
tensiderableScoreitabil4ty-an&Oromisi*rel.00opshipsrwith the rating
Criteria. -Considerations-of this CummulativescOre Suggest:problems in its
dependente on too few .(1718)-indiViduai. statement scores,--(each-store
-offer*. a con_ tribution of -from 4-5.to 5)And it the'sfactoriallyCoMplex
relationships anion `these.statementtcdres.

On the-other hand,_the'higher across-sampleAeneral ty. of the FCI
item score.-Viliaty..coefficientsthe more. moderate cross validation
shrinkage of these item scores and their.More substahtiVe ca -latiOnsH
with supplementary criteria, together support the FCI item score as more
broadlyrelated_te=thevocatfonal-achieveranteHand-soclalizztiOn of post
high'Scheol-mildly,retarded'adUitt,'Hore-generally,- these:°01idity"
ceefficients:s0Port--.the:nroject-goaFof-developing-Ap objc' ;...,-ve,---e0sily

administereciacrostrsaMple test-ef-.CoftioitkadjUstment.: T mating
.-..proportion offireliable variance of:the:ratingS atabbit -.70,-theobtained

coefficients are4ccdunting.--for around haff:of the reliable



criterien..variance. The FCI item score relationships with -the
tentarYinterview data suggest that improved multiple criterion validity

are -clearly-pole. -However, 'these are not recommended
wftheut-further cross-validation in view. of the. considerable- "shrinkage"
inherent in such combinational procedures.

2. But beyoncithe immediate. strengtht. and weaknesses of -the .particular
FCT Seoredeveloned by the project, or for that matter, the content of
the total FCI, a conclusion to be draWn from the project effort is that
the measurement procedures used have demonstrated workability for. the
subject population. lore particularly, the various FCI analyses of
.involving perfect response patterns and stability of-Individual preference
Scores, establishtbdt,thetast of choosing one-of two self description
Statements presented in a oaired comparison format is-clearly manageable
by,mildlyretarded adults and can be used with-these.persops to obtain
direct, reliable ancrrolevant data regarding these persons'` behaviors,
attitudes,'-values and beliefs. 'EXpansions into content -more- immediately
relevant to --self cohcent"',"role perception", aspiration ,.even to
"Meral,judghents",wouldnot be tec,-removed.from the presentfLi's
fodus on. personal such as "valueS for,goodlile"-and-__"attribution_.
of others -' tUCtesS." --Traditionally, "personality" related variables

requiring self report and, judgment have been .difficult to directly
-(or indirectly) Measure, Particularly in loOer ability rTrulations.

Reliability:haSjtypically been'-low;-validity'findinos-haveheen equivocal..
The:paira comparison- procedures used in tie currenf:stUdydemonstratet-that
the difficUltY AS limited more to the preparation'of.appeepriate
(relevant) and understandable content statements than to the subject's
response -liffltations or tas:k-capabilities.

Earlier sections of the report have described the post high school
xperiences and current status of mildly retarded persons in terms of

their reported vocational and social activities and their expectations
for the future. The contrasts between,our most successful young person's
and our leastsuccessful are orobably as large as that of most young,
non-retarded, non-college bound, post high school populations. As many
as a third of our subjects were achieving vocational and social

SUCCCSS2Sd TYPically, theso_subjects had full tine competitive-employ-
ments; were no longer living with their parents, and reported reasonablY
active leisure time involvements with outside-of-family persons; a third
of then were married. And then there was a middle' third who were
marginal or erratic in their successes; they were more typically
unemployed, nearly all living at bone, dependent on their families and
had limited leisure tine activities. And fnally, there was a lower
third `Who were (Winn very noorly. Some of these failures "appeared to
be exploited vocationally-(earning far below'subsistance in noptraining
no-future :jobs); , most others were chronically unemployed. Most of this
ttrd group were living in exremely restrictive social environments.



Many of the "middle third stibjectt- but particularly those in 'the
lower third, ippeared to have little -..promise for positive change. In
facti_the successive interview data for these latter subjects suggests
reduced promise; dependent, marginally' socializing persons tecoming more
dependent more solitary.

Apart_from these extensive rithin-sample differences, the interview
data was especially_unequivocal in revealing the pervasive importance

.

of employment. Not only-did "having a job" provide the necessary money
for _gaining independence fromparental management and control, for
spending on leisure activ:ities, for provjding transportation, but having a
job also provided a socialization setting; for most employed subjects
it was their major, if not the only, source of making new acquaintances
and friends, for meeting people. 'Just as employment affords entry to

\a possible spiral. of social growth opportunities, failure to obtain
employment precipitates a corresponding negative spiral. The Community
.adjustment rating data bears this out in that only rarely did a subject
Simultaneously receive a high vocational achievement classification and

ff low socialization classification, or vice versa.



4. Another distinctive generality to be drawn from the interview data is
the importance of the family's role in fostering personal responsibility,
Initiative and -independence in the-retarded family member. This importance
continued to surface through our S's recount and of his post --
school experiehces even theugh'no direct questi*enquiries regarding other
person's influences were asked in- the interview -- ThosesUbjects who were
succeeding, vocationally, socially,'or both, more often .seemed to have.:
familieS-yho-take,an active interest in encouraging independent development,
and who reinforce achievements in these areas.- There-seems to be- a willing-
ness in such a family to encourage. the retarded member to mike many of- his.

own decisions regarding looking for_ work, spending money, obtaining training,
and making. friends. Reasonable limits-regarding'use of shared space,JamilY
reSponsibilities, hours,. and activities seem to be clearly established by
both the retarded member and the-rest.of the family. Nor-do these families ,

appear to pressure a retarded-member to do more than'he is .capable of doing
with a chance of succeeding.

In contrast,. subjects who are not succeeding seemed to. have a less
favorable family environment. One rather common feature is the tendency
to. discourage the retarded member from makingdecisiorA about-his own activi-
ties, spehding, and employment, accompanied- by-vertrestrintive limits-

rpgardingoutside.ectiyitie5andfriendships.. Another type of-problem seems
to involve a kind of indifferencetoward the member's jack of
achieveMent.- Possibly, the family does not know what to do about the situation.
A type of apathy seems to prevail-and a ceriain.stagnation of the retarded
member's-life i s apparent.in varying degreeS.'

Another difference between our succeeding and non-sdeceedingsubjects
reflects-differences in -their personal:approach to employment and to
along with other persons, Our succeeding individuals tend not to rely on
agencies -.:Och as High School Work Placement or Vocational Rehabilitation.
Rather, they take considerable'personal initiative in finding training or
employment opportunities. They seem to have a greater reservoir of self.-
confidence,-to..be more willing to riskTheingrebuffed.

It is apparent that both school and family have played a role in the
development and maintenance of such personal :.initiative and responsibility as
is demonstrated by our succeeding individuals. When schooling ends for the
retarded individual, thefamily must be prepared to continue reinforcing adaptive
patterns of responsibility, independence and initiative. Many families
appear to be woefully ill-prepared to do so, and in fact, explicitly or im-
plicitly seem to encourage the development and maintenance of maladaptive
patterns of social and community adjustment.

References to the supporting and nonsupportin7 behaviors of their parents
were voluntary, that is, it was not asked what did your parents do or say,
but why did yg do or not do thus and such. The general descriptions of
"family role' offered here are based both on direct and indirect subject
references to their family and/or interviewer observation where a family
member was present.



Many families are ill prepared to acquaint their retarded member with
vocational and social opportunities available after high school. It seems
apparent that the end of high School for these persons does not consist of
an open door into either social or vocational independence. An environment
which fosters optimum adjustment needs to continue after this period..

5. On a more general note, the .criterion problem remains a limitation to
both predictive and concurrent validity studies. Community adjustment is anumbrella for a host of behaviors variously weighted by different arbiters fordifferent subject populations in different environments. Continued efforts
to coalese this host into a unitary index, while serving the reductionist
needs of the researcher or of the field worker who is required to account his /her,
clients (cases) as successes or failures should be recognized for their pur-
poses and for their nonveridicality with the "real" world. The aurora of
parsimony should not enforce the needs of particular interest groups upon
colleagues with a broader responsibility toward their clients' welfare.
Reverence for the particular (fo'r the parts which resist addition to the whole)
is as needed for describing and understanding the development and maintenance of
community adjustment behaviors as it is for designing client-responsive
rehabil itation programs.

Recommendations: Field workers and researchers.coricerned with the mildly
retarded adu are in agreement regarding the critiCal'impertarite.-,Of social
and-personality variables for the' post .school community adjustments of

. population. A major problem limiting research, and remedial response and-treat-
ment .development and evaluation has been-,the intractibilfty of these-variables,
particularly in regard to their measurement.

The self-report FCI measurement procedures examined in this project
support a more optimistic conclusion regarding this problem. -Granting the
importance of social-personality variables for corrrnunity adjustment, it is
recommended that the FCI procedures be extended to measurement of specificpersonality constructs believed to be directly related to adjustment variables,

`particularly to those variables believed responsive to treatment. These
beliefs (assumptions) need direct testing and verification.' The demonstrated
ability of mildly retarded adults to respond to the FCI instructions-suggests
the potential usefulness of this measuring = procedure for this testing andverification.

Though the FCI item scores (and to a lesser extent, the statement preference
scores) developed in this project have demonstrated retest reliability, inter- --
sample generality and cross-sample validity, the omnibus content of the FCI pre-
cludes the identifying of more specific relationships between criterion measuresand particular variables of theoretic or practical interest.



Tho Ugh FGI tem and statement keys based on differences between. F'CI
--7-responseSOrkailiy high and low criterion groups,were satisfactorily developed,

the interview (and' HI) data revealed a larger number of experiences, attitudes,
beliefs and expectations shared by both' the clearly successful and the ,clearly
unsuccessful young persons in our sITRF More generally, the project data
suggest limited self determination of community:,adjuStment;- few if any Of our

.._:§ubjects-achieve7iTaess or fail on their own. Our subjects almost UniVersally.
-rejected "circumstance" or "luCk" as "Giver" ht.:their success or failure.
Neither did they attribute their achieverrient§ or failures to other persOns;
only did they refer to possible benefactors (in Edgerton's sense; 1967)
-or-to malefactors. At the same time the interview data suggested the importdpce
of the_ ,family'§ role in fostering personal responsibility, initiative and
independence'br our succeeding subjects and the rever3e; discouraging these
same personal attributes for our non - succeeding subjects..

Our own interpretation is that a system of support and/or nonsupport
activities, encOuragements, directions, 'and denials maintained by family
or other central, groups, is operating to guide, reinforce, restrain
or limit he mildly retarded young person's post school behaviorsHand goals..
This "support" system is so, much an accepted part of.our subject's environ-
ment and is so pervasive, to his/her living that it may hardly be recogntied
by him/her This interpretation, though derived i'rom interview data, is
surmize and regOires .confitmation- or denial. -Should it ,be confirmed,- the

support system ,(family) would properly become a focus for improving our subject'
...ProSpects for S'uccessful community adjustment.
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APPENDIX A

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ADMINISTRATION

OF THE FORCED CHOICE -SELF DESCRIPTION INVENTORY

The Forced Choice Self Desceiption Inventory (FCI) consists of 180
items each typed on a 3 x 5 card. The.cards are in a fixed order and are
mounted on two large rings so that one card may be exposed at a time The
first card is an instruction card to be read verbatim to the subject.
dditienal "reminder'' cards will be foend between sets of items. The last
two sets or items require slightly different instructions. You will find
that these item are preceded by a special instruction card to be read
verbatim to the subject'.

=-_

The 180 FCI items were prepared from ,72 statements organized into six
groupings or sets, 12 statements dealing with the subject's "social
orientation and conduct", 12 statements dealing with his "self or personal
care ", 12 statements dealing with "managing money", 18 statements dealin
with "work orientation ", 12 statements dealing with "values and goals" an
six statements dealing with 'success orientation ". These sets of,12 statements,
were divided into two subsets of six statements each and for each
`subset 15 items were formed by pairing each of =the six statements with the
other five. The set of 18 statements was divided into three subsets of
six statements each and for each of these three'subsets 15 items were formed
by pairing each of the six statements with the other six. The final set
of six statements formed an additional set of 15 items.

Instructions for Adminstration

For the FCI administration the examiBer and the subject-should be seated,
side by side. The cards should be in slear view so that the subject
can see each item as the examiner reads them aloud. After telling the subject
,the general nature of the test, namely, that he will be asked to choose
between :thing which he might do or believe in, and that he will find
that all statements are repeated five times with different statements, the
examiner begins -by reading sloud the instructions on the first card, stressing
the last sentence which acknowledges that "both might be like You," bee the
subject's job is to "choose the one that is most like you". Then proceed
to the first item, reading it clearly and in a relatively even tone to
avoid any influence on the subject's choice by intonation. Call the
irst statement A-and-the-second one B. Pause briefly after reading the word

OR If the subject seems uncertain, encourage a reply by asking, "Which do
you choose, A or B?" Proceed through the items in the exact order they have
been arragned on the rings. Do not skip any You will find tPat the
"general societal" set (items 1-30) is first, he "self care" set (items
31-60) second, the "handling of money" set (Items 61-90) this'd, ,the "work
orientation" set (items 91-135) fourth, the "values and goals" set (item
136-165) fifcy, and the "sucess orientation" set (items 166-180) last.
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If-fatigue-is indicated, a flie to ten minute break is recommended
before beginning the "wprk orientation" set. Suggest that the subject
get up; stretch, get adrink, etc. To introduce the set on "'work orientation"
the additional instructions are provided. A card iontaioing these
precedes this set. The last seis on "values and goals'!iand."ccess
or1ent4ion have their own instructions which vary from:the others.
Rememb&%to read the items in each pair evenly and clearly;. pausing after

the word OR. You may find thatyour subject prefers tp_de- his own_reading.
This is qUfte alrigq so long as~ he reads all_ the words aloud.

Answers are to be recorded on a_two-tchoice (true-falserIBM answer
sheet. The subject's identificition number will appear in the upper
right hand corner. Record the subject's-choices by blackening the space
marked T if hi chooses A, and F if he chooses B. Use a soft pencil.

---IMFORTANT: MAKE SURE YOU TURN THE CARDS ONE AT A TIME.

AT THE END OF EACH SET CHECK TO SEE IF THE NUMBER OF THE LAST
CARD CORRESPONDS TO THE ITEM NO. ON THE IBM ANSWER SHEET.

(If -not, you will need to readMinister that subset of items)

Record any departure from these instructions.



APPENDIX B

GENERALJNFORMATIONAUESTIONNAIRE USED FOR

TREJOURTNTINTERVIEN OF--COMMUNITY -FOLLOW-UE-SAMPLE:.

OF FORMER SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS=

(Note: Neither the Torced Choice,Inventory items adMinistered to S's'after
questions- 33- 56 and 79 frOm 3 x 5 cards assembled on permanen
ring, nor-the'paired -comparison items=deilingivith ureasOnsjor.
having one's own place" after-item 67 and .'reasons for populallIt
also on'3 x 5 cards are includedin this Appendix due tO.difficulty
in reproducing.)





GU DE'FOR ADMINISTERING

H GENERAL INFORMATIIN QUESTIONNAIRE

he',0 ose, of the' Giq s to-track the post school living experiences of
. sel t indiAdualS`over a two year period of time., It is specifically directed

____ard work-eXperience, vocational expectations,`social living expectations,
locialization,. planning and goal achievement, and budgeting and knowledge of
resources`- -areas of .1i ving directly relevant to the,coMmunity-adjustment, of
'these Subjects. To a,dequately gather inforMation concerning ,these areas 'ofliving, the intervieiie must make maximum use of,this questionnaire and follow
its instructions- pred '41y._ To this end, he or she must understand the importance
.of:

A. Rapport
B. Verbatim Questions vs Probes
C, Elaboration ofJob Duties: Sheltered Employment

ntery ewer Judgments,
E. Interviewer Comments: Subject Comfort and Extent of Probing
F. Responses from Prior Interviews
G. Ci rcling Responses

d /\. Rapport

Since the-questionnaire comes first in the interview schedule, this is a most
important time for you and the subject- -you are getting to know one another and
you:should have established a 'rapport before proceeding with'', the rest of the
interview. A 'friendly, relaXed relationship will help,inture the 'subject's
willingness to participate in future interviews. If at 11 possible, (withou
creating an uncomfortable situation.;., try to interview't e subject out of
hearing di stance of others (family members, etc.).-

Ele Verbatim Questiont _vs Probes

If at all, possible, ask verbatim those questions tha are in caps:and bracketed
with quotation; marks, on the General Information QueStionnaire form. If any

, question is inappropriate for a'particular situation, record on the GIQ form the
words you substituted. In some instance, however,Ithe interviewer may have to
go beyond, the question, as written, either to confirm a pfiece of information or
to 'obtain more information. Any example of a confirmation probe is: "ARE YOU
SAYING THAT, YOU, REALLY WANT TO MOVE OJT ?" An example of a proble to obtain more

',information is: "CAN ,YOU TELL ME MORE ABOUT THAT?" This latter probe is non-
airective and should be used when iou don'want s,,l'ecifically,to lead the S.
n some instances (i.e., 20, 21, 28, 32, and 41) you are specifically requested
o use non-directive probes. On these occasions do not, offer the subject

specific examples (i.e., voc. rehab., nekspaRer). InEfher instances, you may
.find it necessary to use a non-dtrective probe even though there is no .specific
direction to do so. Please remember, ,whenever you use a probe that is not
specifically celled for by the directions, note (on the interview form), the

:questions you ask. This will help"us better understand each particular interview
-'as well as provide feedback with whidh to improve the interview format.
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C: Elaboration of Job Duties. Sheltered Employment (Item 13 and 33c)

To more fully understand a subject'sjob, it's necessary to,know what things
he/she does on the job. -Since the subjects' wilLnot usually Yielaborate-their
Job-duties unless,- asked, questions 13 and 33c- are directed tbwArd thig end.
,However, even-with-these-questions, -theinterViewer-mustbe'prePared to:probe
forspecifics "CAN:YOUJELLME MORE?" "CO YOU' DO ANYTHING ELSE?")

One of the specific bits of information that interests us is whether the S
works in a sheltered situation. A sheltered situation is one which demands,
less- ofthe Worker than a non sheltered situation.--The amount of supervision

very high-since the employees are handicapped. SoTWX01-knoWn-
ekaMples of'shelterediworkshops a*GoodWill, St. Vincent de Paul, Arcraft,
ete.;'ot sheltered workshops are not as well- known -as these.

It is important for us to know whether a subject's employment is sheltered.
The interviewer should find this out if'possible. However, NEVER ask,the

_subject_if-his/herAob is-sheltered.--This may makeETREEfensive and hurt
whatever rapport you have-established.

Item 13 dealing with the subject's present job (if any) and item 33c dealing
with prior Jobs (if any) include the question "Sheltered?" Yes No. If the
interviewer is certain that the job is sheltered (or not), circle the appropriate
choice. Otherwise, leave it blank.,

Interviewer Judgments

In addition to the informational,items which need to be completed by the inter
viewer on the basis of subject responses, there are five items on the GI
requiring Your judgmental response. These are:

terns 15, 33d "HOW DOES YOUR SUPERVISOR (OR BOSS) TREAT YOU?'
tems 16, 33e "HOW DO PEOPLE .YOU WORK WITH TREAT YOU ?"

1 Items 21, 29 UNDERSTANDING OF CONCEPT OF JOB BENEFITS
Item 54 ATTITUDE TOWARD LIVING SITUATION ,

Item 60 "HOW DO YOU LIKE THE WAY YOU SPEND YOUR FREE TIME?"

Each of these items requires ynur asking the subject the question as worded on
the; uestionnaire and then circling either "POSITIVE," "NEUTRAL," or "NEGATIVE
(abbreviated !POS," "NEUT," and "NEG," on the GIQ) according to the subject's
response. Confirmatory probing,and/nr non-directive probing is permissible,
here if the subject's response is either too ambiguous to classify or clearly
inconsistent With othe-r statements made to you.

Thelfollowing are exam les- of essible subject res onses interpreted as "POSITIVE,
"NEUTRAL," or "NEG, as A-gu -e or your own ju gment.

"POS"responses:
"She's s just great, we get along well 'togethei
nappy about it."

" "Good."
"Dine.



'"NELresor:,

:"Nei bad." "Alright." "O.K., I guess." "Somtimes good and sometimes.
bad."

"NEG"'responses: d

I lie pushes me, even when I'm doing the best I can.'
, me and expect too much." "We are allays fighting." '"We never get along."

"They keep' After

However, it is, important tp pay attention to both verbal and non-verbal cues
when evalUating satisfaCtion. For example, a person may say "fine." If this
were said with enthusiasm, "Fine!" "Just fine!" etc., then "POS" would
be scared. However, if ft were said with hesitation, lack of conviction, or
little feeling, "NEUT" would be scored. In adriftion, it is possible, although
not likely, that someone would say "fine" but accompany it with anger or irritation,
indicating the incongruity of verbal,and non-verbal cue,sor unhappiness with
the situation. In this case, the interviewer should probe further. When there
is uncertainty on the part of the interviewer as to how to rate the response,
further probing is necessary. -

E. I- ervieWer CoMMen-s:-:8011-'eettoMfort and Extent of Probing,

At the-end of each section is a place for 4nterviewer,::COMMents. The projeCt
is particularly interested in finding put.(1)..how comfOrtablethe subject is
in:;responding-;:to the questions ir each AectiOnHand:121ithe=adeunt'Of"--prObing

required to elidit the'responses in:each sectien. _:Clues--to- the subject's
comfort can be found in the-tase witkwhiCh he/shelanswer*each qUestien4

,whether or not he/she shifts around in thtseat, refUtesto answer questions,
etc.t, on tha basiSOf such cues, theAntervieWer judgeS the S to haVe been
uncomfortable in responding'to the questions in a Orticular situation, he/she
should indicate-this by :filling in the appropriate information afterr"If

_-subjett seemed uncomfortable, specify." Sitilarfy, if the interviewer has
extensive probing in-any particular situation, he/she thOld\indicatt-.

this by- filling in appropriate information after "If subject extensive.
pro4ing specify."

In addition to the-above, the interviewer should:record any information-which
will help. clarify or document responses to the items in that section. For--

instance, pressure from other family members unavqidably present during the
interview-should be noted. you-should also record any deviation from standard
procedure (e.g., additional probing etc.),

F. Responses from Prior Interview
=

Some items will refer back-to information obtained-during the prior interview.,
For instance, item 8 deal$ with the S's occupation at the time-of tine prior
interview. If the Swas working, his Job will be filled-in (e.g., S was working
before:as a janitor). Other items which will he filled in are 22, 47, 48, 62,
71a & b, and'777Th contrast, some items (54, 60, 68) will have-an alternative
circled. For example, item 54 dealing with the S't previous 'attitude toward
his living: situation has three alternativei:JZ NEUT -NEG. One 0 these will -

be circled to provide the interviewer with inforMation as to how -the S felt,
about his living situation at thetiMe of the last interview. Finally, if

=particular_ftem does not'' -apply to an S, "omit" will be written acorss this -item

and the intervi2wer will then skip this'item- for that subject,

139
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G. Circling Response

Many i 1 1.:.::Navet,les,,y or "No tem 8 "ARE YOU WORKING?"-
Yes telltsE:wil l have more than two a1 tetilati Ves . For i nstanc6,''
i *11.1 OR .130$.$).TREAT your SOS NEut:- NEG has

tniee61terh60466..:11,Ai,.,611---tIm6sunless athervii se:0 racted rtl 6 only one

exceptions to this latter fi.rection are items 3 2a: A b :6

and '



4.

GENERAL INFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Subject Number

Full Name
117-st

Interviewer

Date

-Age

Home Address

MAINTENANCE

4th Admin
page 1
8/19/76

Mfddle Last

rt ate

ty tate ---21Trodr
Mome Phone Nu

WORK SITUATION

8. "ARE YOU WORKING

f S was working before and S- was not working before and

s working now go to 9-21 a. Is working now go to 13-21.

b. Ts not working now ego b; Is not worl___Itai now go tp,26,-,3?

ASK QUESTIONS 9=21 ONLY OF SUBJECTS WHO ARE CURRENTLY. EMPLOYED
cormLlommk

'ARE YOU STILL WORKING\AT THE SAME PLACE YOU. WERE WHEN WE INTERVIEWED YOU LAST
SPRING?" Yes No

If "Yes"

1 "CAN YOU'ETELL-ME,".WHY..yOu

il., "HOW LONG AGO DID YOU LEAVEw



_"WHAT SORT OF THINGS DO YOU-DO ON YOUR JOB?" (Probe
Guide, Section C.)

(Specify)

Is the S's Job Sheltered: Yes

14. "HOW MANY HOURS A WEEK DO YOU WORK?"

15.

16. "HOW -00 PEOPLE YOU WORK WITH TREAT YOU?" POS NEUT NEG

17. "HOW DID YOU GET YOUR JOB?"

4th -AdMinistrAion
page 2

. 8/19/76

or specifics See

"HOW. DOES YOUOUPERVISOR (OR BOSS) TREAT YOU?" its NEUT NEG

Self
/,Newspaper

"HOW WEILI. DO YOU LIKE-YOUR JOB?"

Voc Rehab
Job Agency

Friends Othei:ISpecify
Relatives

Very Well 0.k. Don't like it , Other SpecifyY

"IS THIS THE KIND OF JOB YOU'D LIKE TO HAVE FOR THE NEXT YEAR OR TWO?"

Yes No Don't Kn

20. "IS THERE ANYTHING YOU DON i LIKE ABOUT YOUR JOB?" Yes No

(Specify: Use,Non-directive Probe)

a-21. "DO YOU RECEIVE ANY JOB BENEFITS?" .(Use a non-direct probe to ascertain
S's concept of "benefits." If S responds "No," ask: "WHAT JOB BENEFITS
WOULD YOU LIKE TO RECEIVE?") Circle your judgment below.

23.

Nes, S understands
concept

Itervii ever Comment 21!

S part ally

understands conce d concept
S doesn't under-

GO TO ITEM 30

ASK 22-29 ONLY OF SUBJECTS WHO ARE CURRENTLY UNEMPLOYED

"WHEN WE LAST TALKED, YOU WERE WORKING AS A

nAkiotmimE-w0TOAPPpp

"WHEN UI D YOU 40E YOUR JOBr.

24. "HOW DID YOUR SUPERVISOR
(OR 80S5) TREAT YO

142
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25. OW DID THE. PEOPLE YOU WORKED WITH TREAT YOU?"

4thl'AdMinistra n

Pag a

26. "ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A JOB?" Yes No

27. If Yes: "WHAT KIND OF A JOB ARE YOU LOOKING FOR ?"

28. "WHAT ARE YOU DOING ABOUT FINDING-ONE?" (Use a non-directive .robe if necessary.)

Self Vac Rehab. Friends Other (Specify)New4aper Job Agency Relatives

29. "IN THIS KIND OF JOB, WHAT JOB BENEFITS WOULD-YOU LIKE TO RECEIVE ?"(Use indirect probe to ascertain S't concept of "benefits.')

S understands concept

Interviewer Comment 29:

S partially- S doesn't understand
understands concept concept_

GO TO ITEM 30

"HAVE YOU,THOUGHT ABOUT GETTING MORE JOB TRAININ Yes. NoIf no, go to 32b

31.
If Y25.) "WHAT KIND OF JOB TRAINING?"

2, cif yes to 30: "HOW WOULD YOU FIND OUT HERE THERE WA A TRAINING PROGRAMFORS ?" (Use non-directive probe if,necessary..)

bif no 30: "IF YOU WANTED TO GET MORE JOB TRAINING, HOW WOULD YOU FIND OUT
WHERE THERE WAS A TRAINING PROGRAM FOR YOU?"Cheek all responses:

From professional persons (former teachers
w-2 From nonprofessional persons (friends, re

FrOm adVertisements (T.V., newspaper, etc.
From.current or past employers

--S. From current or- pas co-workers
, Other (specify)

33. "WHAT (OTHER) JOBS HAVE YOU HAD SINCE WE: ALKED TO YOU L
irregylarjObs which total, less than 2 hours a week.)

;Job 2

"HOW MANY HOURS A WEEK DID YOU
"HOW. LONG DIDYOU WORK THERE?"

c. "WHAT DID YOU DO ON THE JOB?"
Sheltered:, Yes ,,No

d. "HOW DID 'YOUR SUPERVISOR (OR BOSS) TREAT YOU?" FOS MEUT NEGe. "HOW DID THE PEOPLE YOU WORKED WrTM TREAT YOU?" -POS' NEUT NEG'f. "WHY DID you LEAVE?"



Job

a "HOW,MANY-HOURS.A WEEK DID YOU2VORK?"
Now, LONGINIXYOU'WORK THERE?"
"WHAT DID, YOU DO ON THErJOB?"
'HOW DID YOUR SUPERVISOR (OR. BOSS TR T,vop?

'NOW 'DID, THE,PEOPLE YOU WORKED WITH TREATYOU?"
viy,oto YOU LEAVE?"

4th Adminis

gpae 4
8/19/76

ion

- ,

If-S,has, had .more than two jobs, continue on back of page 4 with, samequestions.

NEU EG
POS NEU' NEG

TiOn' to set of FCI cards 1 -54. 'Note: MALE and FEMALE items are DIFFERENT.USE BLUE CARD DECWFORNALES: PINK FOR FEMALES. Record, responses tens'1754,on BM answer sheet. Then Zatinue with interviewer .remarks and in-terview' item 33. -

Interviewer Comments: . (Items. 1-33 and. FCI cards 1-35)
\ .

NONE (Circle if no comment; necessary)

If S seemed uncomfortable, specify:

If S-required extensive-probing, specify:

Other Comments:

5.1P1M.110P



h Ad6Ost'ritiOn:Page'' 8/19

VOCATIONAL" EXPECTATIONS

4 WHAT SORT OF WORK DO YOU THINK YOU'LL BE DOING NEXT YEAR?" (If "don't
An ," use probe: "WHAT KIND OF WORK WILL YOU TRY TO GET NEXT YEAR?")

If S ndicated job other than present job, go directly to 35. Otherwise,
go 'to 41.

35. ,"HOW DO YOU PLAN TO GET-THAT JOB?"

36. "WHAT. THINGS WOULD YOU'LIKE DOING IN THAT JOB?"

orm.g.,==.

--27-WHATTHINGSWOULCU1 YOU LIKE DO

38. "DO YOU NEED SOME TRAINING TO GET THIS JOB?" YeS No

39. If Yes: "HOW WOULD YOU GET THIS TRAINING?"

"HOW MUCH MONEY WOULD YOU LIKE TO MAKE ON THIS JOB?"

IS THERE A JOB YOU PLAN TO HOLD FOR MOST OF YOUR LIFE?"

Yes

42., "WHAT THINGS WOULD YOU LIKE DOING IN THAT:JOB?"

If no, go to 47.

,43. "WHAT THINGS WOULDN'T YOU LIKE DOING IN THAT JOB ?"

44. "DO YOU NEED SOME TRAINING TO GELTHIS

45. 'If Yes "HOW WOULD YOU GET THIS TRAININ

46 .."HOW MUCH MONEY WOULD YOU LIKE I

Interviewer:' Ask 47a job written in present long range: job p Ans above
is different from the response written in below (item 47)

47. "WHEN WE LAST TALKED, YOU SA p YOU MIGHT'LIL: TO
"HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THAT NOW?" (Probe to find ourf--71sofrle
in plans, if any.)

em 41)'



4th iitra page 6', /19/76

Interviewer: Ask ,47b if job written in present long range job" plans above
(item 41) is the same as the long range job plan written in item '47, but

asS h not'OursUed t is goal. _ -has

476. .."WWEN WE LAST TALKED, YOU ALSO SAID YOU'D LIKE ,TO
. .

----- WHAT'S-KEEPING-YOU___ FROM GETTING THIS J-06?" (InterWigg7FrWilowra7---- 0

out reasons :S 'is not pursuing his long 'range job" goal. ,

Interviewer Comments: (Items 34-47b)

NONE (Circle if comment not necessary=)--

If S seemed uncomfortable, specify:

If S required extensive probirq, specify:

Other Comments:



4thcAdminist tion Page 7, 19/76

Yes NoE :'YOU STILL `LIVING ,WIT

MNENIAD YOU HOVE OUT ?"

WHY?",

1. "HOWIONG DO YOU THINK YOU'LL STAY IN THIS SITUATION?"

_
.52. -"WHAT ARE THE THINGS YOU LIKE ABOUTAIVING (HEPE)

"WHAT MIGHT MAKE LIVING HERE EVEN BETTER?"

Intery e .Subject's previous attitude toward his living situation is
ircled in the box below. Judge S's attitude toward present living ar-
ngement, probe to find out attitude, if necessary.

PrevlousiAttitude: POS NEUT NEC Present Attitude POS NUT NEG

\
"DO YOU WANT TO BE ON YOUR OWN?" Yes No Don't Know Already On in

6.--If Yei or, O.K.: "WHAT WOULD HAVE TO HAPPEN BEFORE YnU COULD BE ON YOUR OWN?"
firiview-e"i7 Use indirect probe to learn the happenings that would pro-
mote this change.),

1. Get ob

2. Getlbetter job (more money)
RoOmate-,p ople to live with
PreSent situ tion becomes' unpleasant
Increased sel confidence
Change in livin arrangement at present--parents move,

-77. Other specs

Interviewer

I

Return to set of FCI cards E BLUE DECK FOR MALES: PINK FOR FEMALES.
,Start where you left off with item 55 and continue through item 69. Re-
cord resOonsesto items 55-69 on IBM answer sheet. The continue with

' comments and inperview item 57.
. 1

Interviewer Comments: (Items 4 and FCI 36-50.)
.

NONE (Cir'cle if Comment not necessary)
IfsS,seemed uncomfortable. specify:
If S regUired extensive' Probing, spec 'y:

Other Comments:



SOCIALIZATION

WHO DO YOU SPEND YOUR FREE TIME WITH?"
(SpecifYalone, or name of, person and

/ relation

)
ship to S, i.e. friend; re-

lative etc#

4th Adminis a ion,' Page 8, 8/19/76

"WHAT SORT OF nuns DO YOU-00
WITH (ask-each name)?" .(p7obeS:
eat out, watch T.V., movies.'_
hobbies, clubs, etc.)

i59. "WHICH .ONE OF THESE PERSONS R9 YOU SPEND THE MOST TIME WITH?"

60. "HOW DO YOU LIKE-THE WAY YOU SPEND, YOUR FREE TIME?" / NEUT

n response, ask

Previous Response: POS NEUT

"LAST TIME YOU SEEMED, MORE (LESS) SATISFIES ABOUT' HOW YOU, SPENT YOUR FREE_TIME. WHY DO, YOU,FEEL:OIFFERENTLY NOW?" (Use nOnIspeciiic probe',.andcircle all S's:responses.)

More Satisfactiori

Found ,interesting activity
Found 'friends

\Found, boylli,r1 friend

4.'Have transportation
S.'Other

Less\SatisfzIction

i

1. No inlereiting aeti vi e
2. No fr ends
3. No bOVgii-T friirld

.4. -No transportation
.

5. Other kpittyl....._:_LL_

62. ."LAST TIME YOU SAID YOU WERE INTERESTED IN

'"HOW MUCH OF THATACTIVITY'HAVE'YOU
BEEu ABLE TO .DO ?" (Probe if ng essary.to discover, reason 'activity not pursuci=by S. jfplanISSaM0,-j.butAlo,i'movement hisbeen made-towarS this goal, :"IS THEREANYTKNOI;ETTINGN YOUWAY?"

Nothing, 'Change& Tried Doing it Doing
Mini' But Quit a Little 4,016

Other

Reason.giVen.for Aot'vursuing activity:

6 "DO-YOU PLANJO.TRYANY NEW HOBBIES OR SPORTS?"

Yes

'I
I
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h Ad niStrafle9,13.440 §;' 1

1/E4OWMADE.'ANY BUFR ENps' SINCE .LAST TALKEDj0 Yoq!(sINCE THE'Iroptligtor.

s.

ARE THEY. list first names o Ao:More than ,three n

,WHERt DID. 6U THEM?" Use the'foltowing_in

Work, neighborhood, church, recreation, relatives
_

Kot Offer these as examples;

'1St,

frien _

c. "HOW.OFTEN:DO YOU SEE

Use the Jcil ng in coding
: , D

weekly)-, end-,M (monthly);

2nd

friend-

1st 2nd

daily

D ' friend D 'ST

.be10

ttng responses:--

ther (flied fy

3rd
friend

?" (Names of friends, one at a ti

ST several times a week)

3rd
friend ST: W ,

61 You'HAVE SI,ECIAL ,IRLFREND (BOYFRIEND) ' Yes No S is married,

141,16u6.ifou'i.* TO GET MAR

pteryteiler:

SOMETIME?" Yes No Dos" ,Married

etyir 0-Fcr, cards USE ,BLU_E -DECK FOR _MALES: PINK `FQ11 FEMALES.e"- otc_lefVoff with item 76 end- centtnue t roug 'Item 'R-S nses>-to,;iterri '7084'-On' IBM answer sheet. Ontitiiie_wt_thand

Start:
ecord..
ttimme nt:';erVieOtelm'68-bel j

erv, e Corneas:. (Items 57:47 and FCI, 45.
H (CirCle:if,coirment not necessary)

seaMied: upeomfortab le, Speci fy :
S reqUi red, extensive probi ng , speci fy

her Commeriti:'

_ritervievier:

.1WIffWg.

S Seems take :A

e.



TRANSPORTATION

.Interviewer: In Spring, Ej interview, S indicated the-fnlto poSsession-of a driver

4th Adminjstra

AND

Sigir71!JV
Has Planned to aet one Not interested Not asked thisOne . soon ',eventually in having one , quest

68. "DO YOU HAVE.* L ENSE YET?" Yes
6 "HOW DO YOU GET AROUND---B/C

(Probe f necessary. Ci rc

. Driven by- others
,.Walk

ANQ.-,..FORTF. TO MORK,, SH

Ride\bus
4 Bike

Don .wan ti. One

Drives self
6. Othe Ispeti fv

license, anCdoesn't drivewhy S doesn t drive .self, 'Circle 4.esponse (s.)DRIVING YOURSELF ")

1. No car Not permitted to -drive2.- No insurance 4 Doesn't want 'to drive

GOAL ACHIEVEMENT.'PLANNING

self, probe o find out
"WHAT, KEEPS, YOU, FROM

IN THE LAST INTERVIEW YOU SAID YOU WOULD PROBABLY

Other: pecify)

nterviewer: Use probe to

f not why not

id cut if S did this:

"YOU. ALSO SAID OU MOULD PROBABLY

Interviewer: Use probe' to find Out if S did this : Yes
If not why not

"DID'SOMETH NG ELSE IMPORTANT4HAPPEN TO YOU SINCE WE LASTTALKED?"

"IS THERE SOMETHING IMPORTANT THAT_ YOU EXPECT TO DO- INe THE NEXT YEAR?"

!.





Interviewer Comments: (Items 68-72)

NONE (Circle if comment not necessary)

If S seemed uncomfortable, specify:

If-S required extensive probing, specify.

Other Comments:

4th AdMinistr Lion Page 11, 8 9/,6

INCOME AND EXPENSES

73. "DO YOU MINT LF I ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW MUCH MONEY Y
REMEMBER, YOU DON'T HAVE TO ANSWER IF YOU DON'T WANT TO

Yes No

If S minds, go to question 76.

If 5 is ask queStions,74 and 75.

U MAKE?

7 . "HOW MUCH MONEY DID YOU GET FROM (Ask for a, b, and-c. Circle wordsdoesn't understand. Explain if necessary.)

a.. WORK LAST MONTH"
b. RELATIVES LAST MONTH"
c. SOCIAL SECURITY OR WETY/TRETWITONTH"

75.- ,"DO YOU EXPECT TO RECEIVE ABOUT THE SAME AMOUFF OF MONEY NEXT MONTH?"

Y's No i Don't Know

If "'no" or "don't knoWih: "WHY NOT?",

"DO-.YOi 'HELP PAY.-Arm $ILO_-.AROUNT.THFHOUSE APARTMENT

I.,Yes ' No

a. 'ABOUT.HOW MUCH DO YOU HELP PAY?"

77. "HAVE YOU BEEN ABLE TO SAVE ANY-MONEY
THE. LAST INTERVIEW) ?" Yes No

78 If Yes: "ARE YOU SAVING FOR ANYTHING SP

Specify

-.LAST TALKED TO YOU (SINCE-



79. "LAST TIME YOU SAID YOU WERE SAVINn FOR

"HOW AREtYdik PLANS= COMIWO"
(Interviewer: Use indi et probe to findOut reasons for ,'change

or failure in plans.)

,4th Administration Page 12, 9 76:

43411.,00ISIMPE

Interviewer Comrnen
73-79)

NONE (Circle if cot e t not necessary)

If S seemed uncomf le, specify:

If S required extens
ve probing, specify:

Other Comments:

REFERENCE PERSON

,-We don't know yet, but we are ho ing.to be able to continue these interviews
next yer. fwe get money to continue, would you like to still be in :our study?

No Don ' t- Know

If Yes, or 0 n' ,KnoW: "WHO WOULD-BE SOMEONE.WHO WOULD KNOW WHERE. YOU WERE`YOU MOVED?"-

Full

AddrOts:

Phone:

Street

/

I City

it

e

Interviewer:
FOR MALES AND

CQMPLETE FCI TEMS..START WITH ITEf BS. BE SURE TO USE BLUE DECKPINK DECK FOR FEMALES.

AFTER comPLETtNG.THE FCI, CONDUCT THE DISCUSSION OF THE S'S PROBLEMS, ANDOBSTACLES. INIOCATIONAL-AND SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT. RECORD YOUR NOTESON PAGE 1

I .

Yes

152
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INTERVIEWER REMARKS: ADMINISTRATION

FILL IN THE "FOLLOWING:QUESTIONS IMMEDIATELY AFTER \LEAVIN

Respondent'sHaw would You describe the state of
repair of he respondent's home?

1

1 Sound
2 Deterioration
3 Dilapidated
9 Can't tell (specify why)

How would you describe the appearance
of the exterior of the respondent's
home?

1 Very attractive
2 Attractive
3 Average
4 Unao.tractive
5 Very unattractive
9 Can't tell (specify why)'

'How we - ld you deicribe the inside
appearance of the respondent's home?-

1 Very clean ,(obvious care,
nothing out of place

2 __Average .(not spotless but clean,
generally neat)

.Poor(dirty, messy, odors, needs
Tepairs)

Car0t tell (specify why)9'

," How was the cooperation of he esponden

'2
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

.Explain:

THE RESPONDENT.

reaction:to intern

Friendly - -warm
2- Passive - -needed prodding
3 Hostile cold
4 Fearfulthreaiened
5,, ,Other (specify

Judge subject as you would judge any
person on the dimension of general
attractiveness and neatness of dress.
This subject appears:

1 Very attractive
2 Attractive
3 Average
4 Unattractive
5 ,Very unattractive

Judge subject in terms of "dull," "average,
or "bright" on the basis of various cues,
such as facial\ expression, brightness' of
eyes, content 'and style of communication.
This subject appears!
\1

Very dull
2\ Dull
3 'Average
4 Abpve average
5 Bright

List any handicaps or obvious physical
problems th.,tubJect has; i.e., orthopedic
handicaps, speech defect, (be specific),
extreme obesity;s\etc.

Who was presen in ,the saw' room during
the interview?

1 No one
2 Very young children (under about 'age six)
3 Older children (about age six or over)
4 Spouse
5 Parent(s)
§ Other relatives or unreleA individuals



-How reliable are
responses?

he respondent's

1 Completely reliable
2 SomewhaZ reliable
3 Uncertain
4 'SoMewhat unreliable
5 CompIetelit unreliable

Explain (specify during which
pf the inte=rview)

parts

Was there anything unusual about the
interview situation which you think
affected the respondent's''answers?

Nothing-Onu5Pal:
2 SOmethingunusual

(Describe for.2 above

Acquaintance-bf interviewer with
respondent prior to,nterview:

1 'No acquentancestranger
2- slight acouaintanCemet socially
-3 Slight= acqUaintance-=met pro-

fessionally (former strident,
selee, etc.)

4 Well acquaintedmet socially
Well acquainted -met professionally%

6 Intimately-acquainteth-close- friends
7 Other: Explatn

Total length of

Mfnutes

Additional C-



APPENDIX C

ULTIPLE CRITERIA RATING SCALE OF COMMUNITY ADJUSTMENT-

Instructions o Counsel rs:

You are being asked to rate your work study program clients with respect to three
criteria: (1) a more general consideration of their integration into their community
main stream, (2) their employabilitylfrom the perspective of the requirements of
potent a -employers, and (3) the adequacy of their social adjustment from your
perspective as a counselor. For each criteria we have prepared a page ortonsider
ations" which you should use as guidelines in making your selection pf reference
persons and in making your ratings. Read these carefully. It is most mportant
that you are guided by these considerations in making your judgments.

There are two steps to theProposed rating procedure;

STEP A;

Before proceeding with the individual ratings. , .the rating procedure requ res your
developing a frame of reference. At the'heading of the rating-sheets are three
Nixes; one labeled LEAST,- one labeled MOST, -and_one labeled-MEDIUM: Considering-

the,former-work stRy students:whom-you have worked with tEiiiTast several
years, whether-they are on the rating list or not, who would you decide is the imost
successful with respect to all three of the rating .criteria? _Perhaps some person
might tie =-with - him (orher) but mane exceeds him (or her). Write that person
name in the-bbx libeled MOST, Similarly, Considering-all the former work stu

- students with whom you have worked, choose that one person whom you would consider
is the verylowest (least successful) bn all 3 rating criteriiand_Write that
person's name in the box labeled LEAST. A7ITTimilarlyv, choose ydur. MEDIUM person,
a former-work study student, someone you' would consider as middle on, all thfee
rating scales- and write that person't name In-the MEDIUM box.

STEP B:

The three names you have entered in the boxes are now to be used as points of
reference for your ratiu of each' of the personslisted in-the left margin of the
rating pages: (If there are persons whom you don't know well enough to rate, so
indicate.) As you begin each'new rating page, recopy the reference persons'names
into their respective boxes at the top o `the new page. The rating task is to
consider each listed person with respect to each of the three criteria, comparing
him or her with your reference persons. St \art by deciding which reference person

your listed person is most like cl the first criterion and than Mske an X somewhere
on the line to the right of that criterion statement indicating whether he is
"better" or "less good" or the same as our reference person with respect to that
first criterion. Then do the same for t e et per two criteria.

We realize that you, may be more confident of your rating of how some persons are -

doing more than others because you may have more information about them, know ,them
better, or have seen them more often. Therefore, before going on to the ,next name,
we are asking you to indicate your confidence in the set of three 'ratings You just
made by marking an X on the line below that person's name. An "X" toward the left
end of the line indicates less confidence than an "X" toward the right end of the

, ._
line. T.--



MULTIPLE CRITERIA RATING SCALE F RI,C6MMUNITY ADJUSTMENT OF YOUNG ADULTS

,INTEGRATION (into comunfty) I

EMPLOYABILITY (employer's standards)

1-----1--7-----,------
1 _ ,

gICIAL, ADJUSTMENT (counselo6 standard)
, ......_,.

i:

Low , Nigh /'

Ti-ence !---77

LOW

INTEGRATION (Into coMmunity)

, .

EMPLOYABILITY (employer's standards)

SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT (counselor's standard)

---767 trce in above rating

High

INTEGRATION (into community)

EMPLOYABILITY (employer's standards)

SOCIAL r IUSTMENT (counselor's standard

Low , Nigh,

CorWerntEaeve rating

INTEGRATION'S into

EMPLOYABILITY (employer's standards)

T'7

-.:spicIAL ADJUSTMENT. (counSeloeS:standard).

Low Nigh

Confidence in above rating
4



-011 owi n! i nforr1ati on tbefore making an integration rating:

ion as' a member of the community-

..oect -s general- appearance acceptable\-.

e_s_ubject.'.s_conversational_ Skil Is .accepta0e?

s subject's behavier tolerable?

Responsi I ty

- -Can subject be depended on

to shopping, etC.?-

to places.* return-

- -Can subject be depended. on to carry through rith_pians?

ndependence 'and self - reliance

job,

Does ..suoject lake . own . decisions --regarding _jObS, goal s., -and- iVing

:Situatio0. consiuer :use-,6f-noney,\--budOet

thepping and -spending.

(Housewives: managing the home, i.e., planning and shopping for

meals, ordering-the house, and taking care of children's' need

is subject I i vm nn irdependently- and contributin g ful ly =or-_ partial 1.

to own self-support. (Marriage nore indep ce tha

remaining in-care of parent but needs confirmation a to extent

success of self-management

--To what extent is subject independent others for t anspor on

nd

a car, rides a bike, takes the bus versus relying on o hors)?

--Consider employability of subject (Consider not' just i subject is

employed but if subject is employable. Extremely low s bjects 'on

employability cannot be rated extremely high on intenra ion.)114- 1

Ives



Consider

1Jinlovabilit"

1 winn-infornation h f makinn an er ployal'i lity ratinn:

1. Sotia as the apply to a. work situation
t -

with 1 and fellow workers.

....Look at subject' satis=faction with bess

-Look at subject'

;-::Consider any -cor

rent

WorOrs in nresen

boss..and_:c64workers in _Oa st jobs.

nts by sObject --concerning social. relations that lay-

.- applicable to.-.a job situation..

'kirk --Orientati on e. .wi 1 1 i ngness... and

-17If not t orl ing, . i subject actively -seeking a 'job?

s subject interested in beino self 'suffjcient?

subject satisfied Sent,joh- and-why or why n

ns for the e' include_occupational plans? lhat kindi

How=- realistic?

-Goes ,fob history include -long _e .onemp oyment qh-V?-

Emplovment skills

subject, had lri h pool wort cYpori ncc and /or R. trainingor

- other '

- looking at jot history :and. job..tralnino does subject -have. a sufficient

number ofskills-to be qualified fc

'.4Looking at deb history- 'has' uhj'ec1

---Is subject's general appearance ary

1

employer's standards?

store than tine job?.

been able handle job 'demands?

pan is

. --Looking at job history, what general 1

(i.e. , sheltered workships demand Muth

ehavior acceptable by

vol of responsibility have :lobs t anded?

less responsibility than many other jo

--Do "plans for future" include plans for-further job trainin



-Social A'tjustlret

Consider tint ix fo -atiOn be-Fore making a social ad

-- ratfng:

Soci 1- rula ions 1.1 u i .other pe

--Ro0 doe s ubject in along pith parents,

--Row dOeS sUbject:gut along v!ith brothers and sisters?

--How does subject ,ga.t-along with supervisor and co-Worke

job and past" jobs?

s in pre- n

- -Has- subject .made friendships (See Leisure :Section-of MO-and, flames Test)

Consider any comments made by :subject concerning. hiS .social- contacts.

Leisure.activitie's

--Are- subject's leisure4SetivitieS:sPeit mainly alone or with others? _

-What proportion of subject's leisure activities -require planning

and structure from -aLlitside a cies (YMCA dances, clubs, etc.) as

opposed 'to spontane usiY initiated activities?

subjects leisure activities speWmain

with.: friends?

rich family members of

Subjects cceptabilfty by others

That is interviewer's impression of subjects p sonal attractiveness,

humor, energY, conversational ease, etc.?



LTIPLE CRIT IA RATING SCALE FOR CUMMUN

It

INTEGRATION (into community)-

EMPLOYABILITY (!mpioyarla standards)

SOCIAL'ADOUSTPIENT_ (cowlalorla itandard)

INTEGRATION into community)

EMPLOYABILITY-(amployerfa standards)

SOCIALAOJUSTMENT (counselor's otandardl___

INTEGRATION (into community)-

EMPLOYABILITY,(ompla

IAL AD3USTME

c
EMPLOYABILITY (employer's standards

e'SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT unsolores standard

standards)

ndard)

ITY ADJUSTMENT OF YOUNG ADULTS

Raterla Fro +a or florol000k ,

LEAST

\
tw.G5T

INTEGRATION n_ cpmcunity)-

,

EMPLOyABILITY(omnioyar's'atandards)

SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT (9unsolo etanda

INTEGRATION (into community)

EMPLOYABILITY,(omgny

SOCIAL tD3UAMENTlcounso



APPENDIX D.

OCCUPATIONAL LEVELS ASSIGNED TO REPORTED EMPLOYMENTS.

UNSKILLED BLUE COLLAR WORKER boxboy-
busboy
dishwasher
garbage collector, etc.
sheltered work

bus driver
cashier
day care
farm worker
Janitor
/laundry worker
motel maid
resburant waitress
untrained'nurse s aide

cook
construction
dockworker
file clerk
mill worker
nurse's aide. (trained
rafiroad Worke
salesperson
security guard
store clerk,.

typist

SKILLED BLUE COLdAR; SKIL,LED- bank,,clerk
WHITE COLLAR barber

SEMI - SKILLED BLUE COLLAR. WORKER

MORE-SKILLED BLUE COLLAR; SEMI/
SKILLED WHITE COLLAR

carpenter,
factory machi\n

.insurance agei
-Tabor5foreman
mailman
Smallbusiness mai
mechanic
-plumber

office manager secre

bookkeeper
electrician
farm owner
reporter, radio+TV announcer
trained machinist \-

welfare worker;)public agencY worker/

architect
banker
government
lawyer
professor, teacher

\ -146162
11



APPENDIX E -

FORCED CHOICE SELF DESCRIPTION INVENTORY, GENERALIZATION KEY- {FEMALE)

ITEM KEYED RESPONSE STATEMENTS ALTERNATIVE RESPONSE

5 LIKES T[1 FEEL USEFUL
7 TRUST$ MOST PEOPLE JOIE FAIR

11* BELIEVES IT'S' UP TO TO MAKE IT
OR. NOT

29 BELIEVES IN HELPING 0 BIS
0]. DOESN'T LIKE SORROWING MONEY
69 SOMETIMES BUYS THINGS NE/SHE CAN'T

AFFORD
70 DOESN'T LIKE BORROWING-MONEY
75 DOESN'T LIKE BORROWING MONEY
76, PAYS FOP 41I5 /HER OWN CLOTHES
94 . WOOL!? LIKE MORE RESPONSIBILITY AT WORK

99 USUALLY DOESN'T
100 WHEN Mad WHAT

BEING TOLD
103 USUALLY DOESN'T
106* WHEN KNOWS WHAT

BEING TOLD
127 USUALLY GETS YOUR WORK '01E
131,:= .DOESN'T LIKE IT WHEN 1HERE'S N
136 'HAVING-FRIENDS
140 _SAVING_FOR TOMORROW
142 HAVINGA STEADY JOB
144* HAVING A STEADY -JOB
149 SAVING FOR TOMORROW
151 HAVING A STEADY JOB
160 SAVING FOR TOMORROW-

161 f t DEPENDING ON YOURSELF:,
164 BEING ABLE TO DO'THINGS WELL

-166 THEY WORKED HARD
167 THEY. KNOW MORE HOW TO `DO THINGS

.172* THEY FIND-IT EASY TO DO THE RIGHT THING
OH THEY HAVE BEEN HELPED BY OTHER PEOPLE
179 THEY WORKED HARD

MIND WORKING
TO'DO, DOESN'T LIKE

NINO WORKING
TD DO,:,poptir LIKE

THINKS A PERSON SHOULD GET WHAT SHE CAN
DOESN'T NEED TO FOLLOW THECROWD
LIKES FRIENDS TO HELP DECIDE NI GS

BELIEVES IT'S UP TO YOU. TO MAKE T OR NOT
KNOWS HOW TO SAVEISOME MONEY
RATHER HAVE LOTS OF FRIENDS, THAN LOTS 'OF
P,ONEY I

DOESN'T NEED ADVICE ON HOW TO SPEND MONEY
SURPRISED WHEN HE/SHE RUNS OUT OF MONEY-
KNOWS HOW TO SAVE, SOME MONEY
WILL QUIT WORKING WHEN HE/SHE HAS ENOUGH.
MONEY

SHOULD NOT DO MORE-THAN HE/SHE IS PAID FOR
LIKES TO- FINISH/A JOB SO IT CAN BE SHOWN

LIKES TO FINISFII A JOG so IT CAN OE SHOWN
SHOULD NOTDO.MIORE THAN HE/SHE IS PAID FOR

SHOULD NOT DO MORE THAN HE/SHE IS PAID FOR
DOES MORE THAW HIS/HER SHARZ
GETTING HELP FROM OTHERS
HAVING FRIEND-

GETTING -HELP RCM OTHERS

HAVING GOOD

HAVING' GOOD.L CK
HAVING FRIENDS
GETTING' HELP/FROM OJIE
HAVING OTHER! PEOPEE LIKE YOU
GETTING HELP FROMOTHERS
THEY FIND IT EASY-TO DO THE RIGHT TH
THEY ARE LIFED BY MOST PEOPLE:
THEY _HAD GOOD LUCK
THEY HAD G OD LUCK'
TREY 'ARE L KED BY. MOST PEOPLE

* Also I mile kRy



,f

FORCED

.APPENDIX E

DICE SELF DESCRIPTION INVENTORY, GENERALIZATION

ITEM KEYED RESPONSE 'STATEMENTS ALTERNATIVE RESPONSE

LIKES TO BE LEADER WHENEVER HEISHEN
THINKS PEOPLE SHOULDlADMITWHEN THEY'RE
WONG,

8 BELIEVES-IN-HELPING OTHERS
BELIEVES ITS UP TO'-Y09 TO "MAKE IT"
OR NOT-

lei THINKS PEOPLE SHOULD ADMIT WHEN THEY'RE
WRONG

18 LIKES TO BE LEADER WHENEVER HE /SHE. CAN
21 BELIEVES IN HELPING OTAERS'
24 BELIEVES IT'S UP TO YOUTO "MAKE.IT"-

OR NOT_

26 LIKES TO. FEEL AURA
28 TRUSTS MOST PEOPLE TO BE FAIR
35 KNOWS HOW TO KEEP HIM/HER SELF FIT

,

KNOWS MOW TO KEEP HIM/HER SELF FIT
IS NETTY HEALTHY' -;

WILL WORK HARD IF -TREATED FAIRLY
101 WILL WORK-HAAPIF TREATED FAIRLY
102 (NTEPESTED IN DOING j08,-WELL
106* WHEN KNOWSWW:TO 00i DOESN'T, LIKE

BEING
108. ":-.USDALtY-IETS WORK: DONE

.

111 OSPALLY:.CLEANS UP AFTER WORK

11*

121
144*,
146

QUICKLY LEARNS TO DO'HIS/HER JOB
HAVING A STEADY aB
HAYING FRIENDS.!

154 GETTING HELP FROM OTHE S-
155 DEPENDING ON'YOBRSELF
156 BEING ABLE TO DMAING
1.57 DEFENDING ON YOURSELF
170. THEY ARE LIKED prMOST,PEOPLE
171, THEY WORKED HARD
172* THEY fIND,IT EASY TO DO THERIGHT THING
180 THEY FIND IT. EASY TO DO THE RIGHT THING

HE.IEVES ITS UP-TO YOU TO "MAKE T" OR NOT
EEL.17YES.IN EVENING THE SCORE

DELIEV.7.5 IN EVENING THE SCORE

LIKES FK.,HDS'TO HELP DECIDE THINGS

.LIKES FRIERIS TO HELP DECIDE THINGS

BELIEVES IN HELPIWG -OTHERS
LIKES-FRIENDS TO -',112PDECIDE-THINGS
BELIEVES IN EVEI::%j SCORE

..
ALWAYS TRIES TO FOLLOW THE RULES H

liELSIHATLUCK,COUNTS-AIDT IN MAKING IT
KEEPS ROOM CLEAN

LIKEITO'WEARNHAT'S IN-STYLE
KNOWS:110H-TO KEEP.HIMMER SELF:FIT.,
LIKESTO.FINISH-A;4105- 50:IT CAN BE:SHOW
SHOULD NOT DO.HORE THAWHEZSHEIS- PAID.FOR,-
LIKES .To SHOW. HOW MDCIITHEY-CAN00- -

SHOPLD.NOTDOMORE:THAN.HE/SHE IS PAID F013')-:
.

. .

IISUALLY"DOESN'TMIND-WORKING
WOULD, RATHER WORK.-THAILLIE;A4UN
IS -FUN TO WORK WITH

GETTING HELP-FROM HOTHERS'
HAVING GOODLUCK --
HAVING. GOOD LUCK
:GETTING,THE'BREAKS--

-HAVINGOODAUCV-'-'
-KEEPING AIUT-OFIROOBLE:-.

--THET-41A0,GOOD LUCy;-"--::-

JHEYINOW,MORE HOW TO DO'THINGS I
THEY HAD GOOD LUCC-H----

. THEY HAVE BEEN HELPED,BICOTHEOEOPLE








